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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

for

1982-83

Project No. 1: No work was planned for this year.
.'a

Project No. 2: The main goal was to obtain improved theoreti-

cal and experimental understanding of the

initial breakdown processes in a laser trigger-

ed spark gap.

Project No. 3: The two main goals were:

a) to gain improved understanding of the elec-

trode erosion process in a spark gap, and

b) to develop an experimentally verifiable

model for the statistical breakdown distri-

bution of a spark gap.

Project No. 4: The main effort was directed at understanding

the materials synerqism and the materials

phenomena occurring in high power spark gaps,

especially the dielectric surface phenomena.

Project No. 5: The emphasis here was on developing new

diagnostic techniques for spark gaps an-

applying them to triggered breakdown pheno-

mena. * a-

[.
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Project No. 6: This proiect considered several small investi-
0

qations, of a preliminary nature. The main ones

among these were investigations of surface

discharge phenomena (trigger optimization),
a

measurements of the time dependent arc voltage in

a spark gap, and investigations of novel electro-

static trigger concepts.
0

Project No. 7: No work was planned for this year.

Project No. 8: The main qoals were to determine the V-I

characteristics of self-sustained discharges

and to investigate the optical control of

diffuse discharqes both experimentally and

theoretically.

Proiect No. 9: This project, which is closely coordinated with

Project No. 8 had as its main purpose to

develop an experimental arrangement for rapid,
0

burst mode operation of an e-beam controlled

opening switch and to determine the switch

characteristics, experimentally and theoreti-
0

cally, during the openinq and closinq ahase.

* 0

". 4 4.. . . . . . . . . .
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INTRODUCTION

The Coordinated Research Programs in Pulsed Power Physics is

a multi-investiqator program which currently involves seven

Principal Investigators, one Associate Investigator, one Postdoc-

toral Fellow, and 14 graduate students from the departments of

Electrical Engineering, Physics and Chemistry at Texas Tech

University. Other Principal and Associate Investigators and

graduate students from the departments of Electrical Engineering,

Mechanical Engineering, and Physics have also participated in the0i
program at various times. The program grew out of several,

earlier, independent AFOSR-supported, research programs at Texas

Tech University and is currently supported jointly by AFOSR and

ARO. Substantial matching commitments were made by Texas Tech

University in the form of extensive, modern laboratory space and

matching funds. Most of the research is concerned with the

physics of high power switches.

Since this is the Final Report on a 4-year project it has

been organized somewhat different than the three previous, Annual

Reports. There is first a general (historical) overview of each

project and their overall achievements. This is followed by a

summary of the results from the last contract period and then a

detailed discussion of these results. The total number of

journal article publications and conference proceedings papers

resulting from this contract are listed at the end of the report

but the Interactions section has been abbreviated and primarily

limited to last year's interactions.

S
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Summary of Total Contract Work

(1979-1983)

Project No. 1

Electron Beam Initiated Triggering

(K. McDonald, M1. Newton, T. Tzeng,

E. Kunhardt, and M. Kristiansen)

This work was completed early in the program and the main

results are summarized in the two attached publications

(Appendices I and II). This program element successfully

determined the most important parameter influences in electron

beam triggered switchinq. It also demonstrated litter of 100 Vs 0

or less for triqqerinq high impedance (50 1), high voltage

(100-400 kV) systems.

'

4.'
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MEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PLASMA SCIENCE, VOL PS-a, NO. 3, SEPTEMBER 1980 lei

An Electron-Beam Triggered Spark Gap
*K. McDONALD, M. NEWTON, E. E. KUNHARDT, MEMBER, IEEE, M. KRIST[ANSEN, FELLOW, IEEE, "0

ANDt A. H. GUENMhER, FELLOW, IEEE

AbsoirtThl a~mftof a higl-voltaqs pa-lamlated. spuk pp by
n neua (e) beams ha berns lwvestiii d Rise duoes of appioxi- O l
maely 2.5 as with slmem oad jitter (-0.2 am) ban beent obtained Scope
for 3-cm pps dkwed at voltap a low as 50 peewaet of die self- si In
beeakdowa voltag (wated up to 0.5 "V. The switch delay (including
die a-beam diode) was S2 vs. The tuinma c-beam pals ha a duns-
tic. of 15 a sad a 0-50 pueat rise tie of 1.5 as. The a-beau cuir- :

tuat is O.S kA. and tie ulectmo V me siw be vasied in the map fromt
80 Sto 145 key. ThiswowklnmedlwersN 2, mtbaftaof N2 and A.and
N2 smd SF6 at; 1 -te oif 1-3 atm. Voltge current. and jitter mar
suremsents hav bee mue for a wide ng. o( pap conditions and
e-beam puarnetera. Varistions in die characteir of die discarg hafe
been intoned usin atesk and open shatter photographay. The photo-
papha sow that the dbchap ha a bes a section and dia its
chatectear owes foe differing polorites ad voltages. The effects of ~ -i

*vaying the e-bas widt and tie beam sonery al discussed. Fig. 1. Basic arrangement.

INTRODUCTION-

HE DEVELOPMENT of reliable high-voltage low-jitter fL ~ Ns C
fatrs-ieln-ieswitches is important to energy asal' s.~- f0r-c..t (c.)

production (fusion reactors development, lasers for isotope / 1 7 vw-
separation), defense (simulators for nuclear weapons effects), 1 k~ 7 P W ~ ?'s"
and many other applications (industrial manufacturing pro- ~
cesses). A research programn is currently underway to improve -- -

the physical understanding of various breakdown processes for s
the subsequent development of a low-inductance fast rise-time E-9m WOS O-OA Seal

V4.00 'aaf Qw L IM
low-jitter command-fied spark gap switch, with low prefire IoWlrCI owwa

probability, and capable of operating at high voltages (MV). "",-

Two different spark gap trigger mechanisms, laser triggeringFi.2Exemntlargmn.
(LTS) [1], [21] and electron (e)-beamn triggering (EBTS)Fi..Exeintlargme.
[31-[71 have been found to produce excellent jitter character-
istics. These two methods have certain similarities but differ THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
in the basic processes involved. This paper describes an investi- The experiment consists of an energy storage element, a gas
gation of EBTS. The breakdown leads to the formation of a insulated pressurized spark gap, and a source of energetic elec-
volume discharge (proportional in cross section to the cross- trons (Fig. 1). The energy storage element and the spark gap
sectional area at the injected beam) which helps reduce elec- are both contained within the high pressure vessel of a Van de
trade erosion and switch inductance. The switch is shown to Graaff charged coaxial line (Fig. 2). The line can be charged
exhibit subnianosecond jitter (with respect to the e-beam diode to approximately I MV and delivers a rectangular pulse of
current) at voltages as low as 50 ?Yercent of the self-breakdown approximately 10-ns full width at half maximum (FWHM)
Voltage V'b. duration. The spark gap is formed by an interruption in the

center conductor of the line. The stainless steel electrodes
Manuscript received February 4. 1980; revised April 18, 1980. This have a Bruce profile [81 and a diameter of 21.5 cm. The high -

work was suppo.-ed by AFOSR under Grant AFOSR 76-3124 ad pressure insulating gas for the gap also serves as the dielectric
Contract F49620-79-C-0191.

K. McDonald was with the Department of Electrical Enstneerine, for the coaxial line. The e beam is generated by a cold cath-
Texas Tech University. Lubbock. TX. He is now with Sandia Labora- ode field emission vacuum diode which is located behind the

*tories. Albuquerque, NM. arounded electrode. It is placed inside the inner conductor of
M. Newton was with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Texas-

Tech University, Lubbock, TX. He is now with Lawrence Livermore the output coaxial line, so as to introduce the e beam axially
Laboratory. Livermore. CA. through a 2.5-cm diameter aperture in the center of the elec-

E. E. Kunhardt and M. Kristiansen are with the Department of Elec- trode. In order to maintain a uniform Field distribution in the -

tnical Engineering. Texas Tech University. Lubbock, TX 79409.ga.ndtprecthfolrmtedihre.heprue
A.. H. Guenther is with the -\ir Force Weapons Laboratory. Kirtland gp.adtprecth olrmtedicreheprue

AFB, NM 87117. was covered with a stainless steel mesh (grid size: 0. 127 cm).

0093-3813MS/0900-01 8 1SOO. 75 D1980 IEEE
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oW Selsm EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The following characteristics of the spark gap breakdown
were investigated: 1) the rise time of the resulting voltage,
2) the switch delay and jitte:, and 3) the spatial character of
the breakdown. The diagnostics used were open shutter and -

streak photography to record the character of the discharge,
and a capacitive voltage divider probe (C1), located in the gen-
erator output transmission line (Fig. 1) to monitor the output
voltage pulse when the gap breaks down.

The following experimental parameters were varied during
-,,e.Us C.,.a, the investigation: 1) The gap polarity (depending on how the

Van do Graaff was charged, the target electrode was either posi-
ft". Cal tive or negative. When the electrode was charged positive the

injected electrons were accelerated by the initial electric field
.__ .,_..W om in the gap, and when the electrode was negative the beam was

decelerated.); 2) the gap voltage Vg (V was varied between
ow 50 percent and 98 percent of the self-bre-' 'own voltage V,

which ranged from 75 kV to over 400 kV )j. e gas pressure
Fig. 4. Faradaycupcilscto0. (1-3 atm); 4) the ye of gas (N2 , mixt of N2 and A, and

The diode [91 (Fig. 3) utilizes a spiral grooved graphite cath- mixtures of N2 and SF6 ); 5) te -beag .sketer (1.25 cm
ode and a thin foil anode. Graphite was chosen because of its d 2.50 cm); and 6) the diode volra O kV to 220 kV,
fast "turn on" properties [101. The e-beam current was men- resulting in somewhat lower beam energ 45 keV due to

sured with a Faraday cup collector and a self-integrating losses in the diode foil [131).

Rogowski coil (1 II, as shown in Fig. 4. The Faraday cup was RESULTS
placed directly over the exit aperture of the e beam. Time
integrated radial intensity profile measurements were made The pulse rise time was observed to vary slightly with the
by recording the beam directly on film and then scanning the beam energy and ranged from 2.5 to 3 ns. The larger value
film with a densitometer. For these measurements the beam was obtained for a diode voltage of 150 kV and a gap voltage
propagated in vacuum and was first attenuated by a thin VS a 100 kV at 50 percent of Vb.
graphite sheet to ensure film linearity. The diode emits, The rise time was also expected to vary with the beam, and
through a 2-rail titanium foil, a 0.5-kA 145-keV burst of elec- hence discharge diameter but this was not observed. For a
trons with a 0-50 percent rise time of 1.5 ns and a duration of coaxial system the inductance varies as the natural logarithm
15 ns. The average (across the surface) beam current density of the ratio of the radii involved "-in (b/a). Since the beam
was about 10 A/cm 2 . The diode was designed to have an diameter was varied by a factor of two, one might expect
impedance of 70 f2 to match the driving generator. This gen- approximately a 20 percent variation in the inductance. At 0
erator is a 25-stage modified Marx pulse forming network the present time we do not have enough information about the
(Heds pulser) [ 12 1. It combines the voltage multiplicative fea- channel formation and the current profile to make an estimate
tare of the standard Marx circuit with the pulse shaping char- about the total rise-time variation one may expect for a factor
acteristics of a lump.d parameter network. The sequence of of two change in e-beam diameter (corresponding to an ob-
events in the experiment is as follows: the coaxial line is served factor of two change in discharge diameter).
charged to the desired voltage by the Van de Graaff generator. The jitter was found to be virtually identical for all our
The modules in the Heds pulser are charged and a trigger signal experimental parameter combinations. Fig. 5(a) is representa-
initiates -he Marx circuit erection. I lns produces an approxi- tive of all jitter measurements. There are 15 separate, super.
mately trapezoidal 200-kV pulse of 50-ns FWHM duration imposed traces of the voltage pulse. as monitored by the
with a 4-as rise time. This puls- propagates down a 70f2 oil- capacitive probe (CI), and displayed on a Tektronix 519 oscil-
filled coaxial transmission line and appears across the anode- loscope. The scope was triggered with the signal from the J
cathode gap of the diode. (The outer conductor of the Marx probe (B) located on the diode transmission line (Fig. 1). The ,
generator to diode transmission line also serves as the inner sweep speed was 2 ns/div; thus the resolution is approximately
conductor for the FX- 5 output transmission line.) The 0.2 ns and the jitter can be seen to be no greater than this
pulsed beam of electrons travels through 1.5 cm of the high amount. These particular traces correspond to breakdown of a
pressure gas before it enters the spark gap region. The insulat- 3.2-cm gap in N. at 3-atm pressure. The gap voltage was V. =
ing gas in the high field gap region is then ionized, resulting in 235 kV (94 percent of Vb, the self-breakdown voltage being
the subsequent formation of an ionized conduction path and 250 kVW). The traces in Fig. 5tb) are further examples of the A,
the collapse of the voltage across the gap. The charged coaxial excelent jitter characteristics. All parameters were identical
line and the resulting wave propagates down a 50-2 oi-filled to those given above except that in this case V. 0.52 V ""b
output transmission line, which is terminated in a matching This implies that e-beam triggering can aiford very low jitter
A AC13 water resistor. under low prefire probability conditions. These two experi-

.. .
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) a) -- boom
Fig. S. Jitter.

. . o-*beom dia.,i.25cm

Fig. 7. Variation in the open shutter photographs of the discharge as a
sf-breekiaue function of the e-bearn cros-sectional area.

- Spark Gap Elect'ode

E-. 17ko

.E.. 17keV,;,,

(b) tdfee-be"ea rs

Neaive Target ta

(TCoEeet

FiF. 8. Variation in the open shutter photographs of the discharge for

Fit.w9.oPulseoamplptude foratwo different e- e enr eneres.s-

previous studies [6]. It was also found that for these rela- form of a volume discharge. There was, however, some indica-

would expect no degradation in performance for a pulse- filamentary discha. -e that occurred at some high voltages
Jharged gap. (Vg > 2 Vt1ode) when SF 6 was used, are still the subject of

The general character of the gas discharge for e-beam ini- investigation and will be discussed in a later paper. Fig. 7
0 tiated breakdown was studied from open shutter photographs. shows the discharge luminosity for two different e-beam diam- .

Fig. 6(a)-id) shows open shutter photographs of the gas lumi- eters. The discharge cross section appears to be proportional
nosity when the gap undergoes self-breakdown and when an to the cross-sectional area of the injected beam.
e beam is injected for the cases when the gap is uncharged and The light intensity of the discharge is seen to be significantly
when the electrode polarity is positive or negative, as indicated, increased when a more energetic beam is introduced into the

These photographs are representative of the spatial character gap, as shown in Fig. 8. The amplitude of the output voitage
.3f the luminosity observed throughout the range of the investi- pulse was also found to be a function of the beam energy, as S
gations. For the same polarity, the light intensity varied in shown in Fig. 9. These results indicate that the degree of ioni-
magnitude as the gas pressure and/or electrode voltage was zation in the discharge plasma. hence the resistivity, varies
varied. For different polarities, the character of the light emis- with the beam energy. The voltage drop across the gap is.
sion are quite different, as shown in Fig. 6(c), (d), indicating therefore, a function of the e-beam energy.

_ , • .,.o ... .. . . .. . . . . -. o.o.... . .... •-.o.. . . .."" " " ' "'- .v """.,,"". -''" - " " "" " " - - -. " " . . . . . .. . " '"" " - " " " ' '" :'-
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7
The demonstrated low jitter, particularly when operated at

voltages well below the self-breakdown voltages, is one of the
-most significant results of this work. Small jitter is crucial to
- o the successful operation of any pulsed power system. How-

omo0ma ever, it becomes extremely critical in any scheme that utilizes

W OMM!m,, the simultaneous discharge of parallel pulse forming lines into ,e,
a common load. The prefire probability, although not mea-
sured directly, should be low with this type of triggered switch

*SMrA - - since it works reliably and with low jitter at voltages down to
at least 0.5 Ys.

I-A -- The BTS breakdown was observed to take the form of a
volumetric discharge, proportional to the size of the injected ,

-7 ,beam. This large area breakdown offers several advantages
over the narrow channel breakdown found in most switches.
These are: 1) The EBTS can be scaled up to very large area

a,.s,, /electrodes and transmission lines while maintaining a low
5125. switch inductance (a particularly attractive concept is an annu-

- / " lar e-beam geometry), whereas other switches cannot duplicate *
'this, unless multiple current-sharing channels are formed.

This, however, is not always easily accomplished. The broad
--discharge should result in a substantial lowering of the switch

* Pespy at -CAN * inductance, hence, faster rise times. 2) The diffuse discharge
iss-rviw cm minimizes electrode erosion, thereby enhancing the switch

a)b) lifetime and thus promoting the possibility of developing a
Fig. 10. Streak photographs of e-beam initiated breakdown and scale reliable rep-rated EBTS. The recovery time should also be re-",drawings of eac for two diffeent eleictrode polarities.

drrduced, as contrasted to a narrow channel discharge case,
Srabecause of the lower discharge temperature.

photographs of the discharge are shown in Fig. 10. In this work the diode voltage was limited by equipment
In one case the beam is fired from the cathode and in the constraints to about 220 kV. This caused excessive energy
other case from the anode. A mixture of 20 percent A and deposition in the 2-mil titanium foil and hence shortened its
80 percent N2 was used to increase the luminosity level so that lifetime (to -1000 shots). A thinner foil also did not last long
streak photographs could be recorded. In both cases the gas because of the high gas pressure it had to withstand (-3 X
pressure was 3.1 X I0s Pa (30 psig) and the gap voltage was 10s Pa or -3 atm). Higher beam energies (-300 keV) would
Vg - 250 kV -0.95 V*. The slit was parallel to the axis of overcome this problem, and it is also speculated that higher
the gap. Two distinct luminosity regions are apparent. The beam energies may be needed to avoid filamentary discharges
first (9.5 ns long) region is believed to be caused by the actual at high pressures of pure SF6 gas (i.e., at very high gap
discharge while the second (-20 ns) region is probably due to voltages).
recombination light in the afterglow. Note that the 9.5-ns At the present time the continued research is aimed at
duration of the first region corresponds closely to the FWHM answering various unresolved questions and extending the
length of the generator current pulse. In Fig. 10(a) (e beam technique to a greater range of parameter space.
fired from the cathode) the initial luminosity front appears to
propagate from cathode to anode in 2 ns which corresponds REFERENCES
to a velocity of 1.5 X 107 m/s. For the opposite electrode [e) A. H. Guenther and J. R. Bettis, "The laser triggering of high
polarity case (Fig. 10(b)) the discharge also propagates from voltage switches," J. Phys. D.: Appl. Phys.. vol. 11, pp. 1577-
cathode to anode but now with a velocity of 3.0 X 107 m/s 1613, Feb. 1978.
for the first half of the gap distance and then with a vel [21 H. C. Harjes er al, "Laser triggering through fiber optics of a low
for t hjitter spark gap," this issue, pp. 170-176.
of 4.4 X 106 m/s the rest of the way. The streak camera is (31 B M. Kovaichuk, V. V. Kremnew, and G. A. Mesyats, "Ava-
unable to resolve the early luminosity phenomena so the lanche discharge in a gas and the generation of nanosecond andsubnanosecond large current pulses," Sop. Phvs.-Dokl., vol. 15,velocity quoted for the first part is probably too high. The no. 3, pp. 267-269, Sept. 1970.
detailed explanation of the observed phenomena is the subject (41 E. A. Abramyan, V. V. Borob'ev. A. A. Egorov, V. A. Elkin. and
of further research and also will be discussed in a later paper. A. G. Ponomarenko, "Initiation of a discharge in a megavolt ps

spark gap by an electron beam," Pib. Tekh. Eksp., no. 1. pp.
117-118, Jan.-Feb. 1971.

CONCLUSIONS [51 Yu. D. Korolev and A. P. Khyzeev, "Formation of a spark chan-
nel in a bulk discharge initiated by a fast-electron beam."

The results obtained in this series of experiments on EBTS Teplofiz. Vys. Temp., vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 861-862. Jul-Aug.
are summarized as follows: 1) fast rise time (2.5 ns), 2) low 1975.
jitter (less than 0.2 ns for V, Z 50 percent Vb), and 3) volu- (61 A. S. El'Chaninov, V. G. Emel'yanov. B. M. Koval'chuk, G. A.metric or diffuse discharge. These characteristics make EBTS Mesyats. and Yu. R. Potafitsyn, "Nanosecond-range triggering ofmegavolt switches," So. Phyr..Tech. PhYs.. vol. 20. no. . PP.
highly attractive for many applications. 51-54, July 1975.
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by an electron beam." S. P!,.r..Teck. .Pys., voL 20, no. 1, pp. Jan. 1973.
1502-1504, Nov. 1975. (11I D. Peulinen and V. Stap, "A technique to measure high.power
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The Effect of Space Charge Induced by an Electron
Beam on Spark Gap Operation

Y. H. TZENG, E. E. KUNHARDT, MEMBER, IEEE, M. KRISTIANSEN, FELLOW, IEEE,

ANo A. H. GUENTHER, FELLOW, IEEE
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Fig. 1. Experimental aangement.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DEVELOPMENT of high-power switches has recently s',"° 4

received a peat deal of attention as a common and crucial €tiamwI ."
area of interest for scientists working on high-power lasers, fu-
sion. high-current charged particle accelerators, and weapons-
effect simulators. These switches must be capable of fast and s9WI ;o
repetitive transfer or interruption of high-voltage high current G n,.

from an energy storage device to various transducers. To meet .~
- these requirements, a number of novel switches have been pro- F R,

posed [I I. In many of these approaches, switching is accom- .
- plished by causing a transition between insulating and conduct. ,7

ing states of a gas. The various devices that operate in this voi,-*e Coer a

fashion differ mainly in the way this transition is initiated and , -Cm=.rg" C m t' 3"d

in the characteristics of the conducting stage. i.e., whether it I Y".92 J

be a diffuse or filamentary discharge. Fig. 2. Dianostic setup.

The electron beam (e-beam) has been shown to be a power-
ful tool for initiating either a self-sustaining or a nonself-sus, in Section IV on the experimental results. These results sig-
taining discharge in a high-pressure gas in a spark gap [21, [31. nificantly extend those presented in a previous paper [4]. ft

This paper presents an investigation into the effects of the We give further discussions of the physical processes oc-

- space charge induced by an e-beam on spark gap operation. curing in e-beam switching. Recommendations for e-beam,

These effects are fundamental to the understanding of the e- switching applications are given in Section V.
"- beam switching.

- bea"sw g I. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
In Section 11 of this paper. the experimental setup and pro-

cedures are described. In Section III, the e-beam penetration Two diagrams of the apparatus used for these investigations

depth is calculated theoretically for the discussions presented are shown in Figs. I and 2. This setup has been described in
detail in [41. [51. Briefly. the experiment consists of an en-

- Manuscript received April 20. 1982; revised July 2. 1982. This work ergy storage element, a gas insulated pressurized spark gap,
- was supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research and Army and a source of energetic electrons. The energy storage ele-
- Research Office.
" Y. H. Tzeng and M. Kristiansen are with the Department of Elec- ment and the spark gap are contained within the high-pressure

trical Engineering. Texas Technical University, Lubbock, TX 79409. vessel of a Van de Graaff charged coaxial line. The line can
E. E. Kunhardt is with the Departments of Electrical Engineering be charged to approximately I MV and delivers a rectangular

and Physics. Texas Technical University. Lubbock. TX 79409. Ise of approximately 10 ns, full width at half-maximum
A. H. Guenther is with the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland pu

Air Force Base. NM 87117. duration. The e-beam is generated by a cold cathode field

0093-3813/8211200-0234S00.75 C 1982 IEEE
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emision vacuum diode which is located behind the eec- 3.0 E'40 /c o -zokvc ,so0v/,,

trode facing the Van de Graaff charged line. Modification to

-the diode described in (41 are discussed in (S]. A better char. a
acterization of the e-bemn has also been made (see [51).

The effects that we have studied include: 1) the characteris. X -oo

tics of the resulting current pulse (i.e., amplitude, length,
rise time, and waveform); 2) the switch delay time and jitter, "
and 3) the spatial character of the discharge channel.

The parameters varied during the course of these investi- LO
gations are: 1) the gap polarity (depending on how the Van
de Gruff is charged, the target electrode can be either posi-
tive or negative); 2) the gap voltage VS (varied between 30-95 %a
percent of the self-breakdown voltage, which ranges from 40 20 , m 0 20
to 500 kV); 3) the gas pressure (3-7 atm); 4) the type of gas 18CT0R ,0 Il W v)1

(N2 and mixtures of N. and SF6); 5) the e-beam current Fi. 3. Electon petrtion depth in 3 aNm Mi.
(varied by putting a 1-m thick aluminum mak with the

* desired area of uniformly distributed holes in front of the 1 0 yt/S.

beam.) The current can be varied from about 4 A to I kA;
6) the average e-bern energy (35-180 keV); and 7) the -bern
pulse length (2-50 -,).

,H. CALCULATION or THE e-Bam PiUrmArToN Dvm I t..v/c,

* The energy loss of fast electrons in penetrating through a a

gas is given by [61 1

ldW Ai '_(B- 1.4 + 21n(r/(l - P.2)111)
p dx r2

'I

+ ln(lI(l - P2)1/2 - 1)4.1 - (1) I r20

where to 40 60 00 0 Ila tO ,40 ISO 200 O

£I~kCThlOU NEG [tl iIeU

p is the density of gas (g/cm3), FI.4. E LECtRm palet h Ia 7 aim N .

W the energy of electron. including the rest energy (MeV),
r equal to the ratio of the electron velocity to the speed This choice is based on the similarities of the physicMl pro-

of light, cesses that occur in the reimnes defined by these parameters.
A 0.0765 for N2 , and We shall irst present the results obtains uing pure nitrogen,
B 18.0 for N. followed by those obtained with mixtures of N2 and SF,.

Because SF, is electrongative, the nature of the "owna in. J.
Let f(tW) be dWldx, then the penetration depth of electrons in eue s e letronegative fere f th r in-
N 2 with or without external applied electric field is calculated duced space charge is significantly different from that for

by (71pure N1. This has a great influence on the subsequent evolu-
by [7 tion of the space charge in the gap, and ultimately on the char-

* acteristics of the pulse observed at the load.
dW (2) In general. for pure N2 and negative gap voltage polarity

f(W)-E (i.e., the e-beam is retarded by the external field) the dis-

where E is the external electric field, energy of charge current characteristics and the conducting channel
an electron, and W is the energy (inc ) of an luminosity are strong functions of e-beam current amplitude
electron when it just penetrates the i, tration and pulse length, and are relatively weak functions of average

* depth of fast electrons in 3- and 7-atm ,s , itial elec- e.beam energy. This is also observed for positive gap polarity.
tron energy (not including the rest energy) for -,ferent ex- Fig. 5 shows the discharge current pulses at the load as a func. .4-
ternal applied electric fields are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For tion of e-beam current amplitude and pulse length for both
positive external electrical field, the penetration depth is gap voltage polarities. For both gap voltage polarities, no .-

calculated to be the distance the electron penetrates so that the filamentary arc channels are observed when the amount of -

energy loss. i.e.. f(W). is approximately equal to the energy space charge introduced by the e-beam is large. All the e-beam
* gained from the field. initiated discharge current pulses shown in Fig. 5 correspond

to diffuse discharge channels. Since the discharge current '"
IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS source is a charged transmission line with a two-way delay

Since the parameter space investigated is large. we have time of IO ns and the load is matched to the line. the discharge
chosen the type of gas and the gap voltage polarity, in refer- current pulse is a square pulse with a duration of 10 ns only
ence to the direction of the e- eam, to subdivide this space. when the gap resistan.e is small compared to the characteristic
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(a)

10 ns/divI..ME MO* Fill. 6. The delay and jitter memrsements

I N U Anode Cathode

(b)
• ".5 n /d iv

U.W 10n./i < E-beam

I Reflection athode

10 ns/div c E-beam

U T  B. Anode Cathode

(d)
10 ris/d2.v E-bean

(c)
Fi. 7. Discharge channels when c-beam was injected from cathode. (a)

Discharge channels initiated by a 4-A, 150-keV, 10-n cbeam. (A
1-mm thick Al mask with 8 holes was put in front of theebam,
and the sap voltae was below 95 pece.t of Vs1 . (b) Discharg chan-
nel initiated by a 500-A 35-keV 10-ns -beam. (c) Discharg channel

(e) initiated by 2 500-A 35-keV 2.5-ar c-beams.
Fig. S. Discharp current pulses. (a) Self-breakdown (top one, V,, a

176 kV), e-bearn initiated (bottom one, V. a 132 kV, e-beam: 700 A. target case is not observed. A 700-A, 60-keV, and 35-ns e-
60 keV, 40 ns). (b) e-beam initiated (V a 132 kV, e-beam: 70 A,
60 keV, 40 ns). (c) Self-breakdown (top one, Vsb = 170 kV), e-beam beam is used for both of these gas pressure experiments. The
initiated (bottom one, Vg - 140 kV: e-beam: 580 A, 70 keV, 2.5 ns). discharge current pulse rise time was observed to range from
(d) e-beam initiated (e-beam: 700 A, 60 keV). (e) e-beam initiated 2.5 ns to more than 10 ns. The lower limit is the same as
(e-beam: 70 A, 60 keV). that for a self-breakdown pulse. In general, the smaller the

impedance of the charged transmission line (50 fl in this ex- e-beam current is, the longer the rise time is. From this kind
periment). When the gap resistance is high. the mismatching of measurements, we conclude that the delay time measured
created will cause reflections. thus forming a current pulse from the injection of the e-beam to the appearance of a sharp
longer than 10 ns with a smaller amplitude. Thus from Fig. 5. rise in the discharge current is less than I ns (not including the
we note that for the same average e-beam energy, the discharge delay time of the transmission line used for diagnostics). Simi.
current pulse gets smaller in amplitude, has longer rise time. larly, the jitter is lower than the resolution of the experimental
and becomes wider as the e-beam current is lowered or made setup (sub-nanosecond). In general. the variation of delay
shorter in duration. This implies that the gap resistance time with respect to gap voltage polarity, gap voltage, gap
decreases when the e.beam current increases. Using the same pressure, e-beam energy, and current is not detectable. A
arguments, we find that when the target electrode is charged superposition of 5 discharge current pulses is shown in Fig. 6.
negative and the gas pressure is increased from 5 to 7 atm. :he The spatial characteristics of the e-beam initiated discharge
gap resistance increases considerably. The variation of gap channel are determined from open shutter photographs. Ex-
resistance due to a similar pressure change for 'he positive amples are shown in Fig. 7 for a positive target electrode and
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Reflection Anode Cathode

EE-beem

(a) Sbeam -beam
())

Cathode Anode
4,4.Refloctiton ...

ICathode

*node E-beamj

(b)
ftg. 9. Dbdcarg chanels Intited by a 4-A lS0keV 10-as a-beam

(A 1-.m thick Al mask with 8 holes was put in frmt of the a-bemm.)
(a) Positive polarity. (b) Neptive polarity.

in FIg. 8 for a negative target electrode. For the same polarity,
the conducting channel luminosity varied as we changed the
experimental conditions (e.g., e-beam current amplitude, e-
beam pulse length, e-beam cross section, number of e-beams,

Reflection gap voltage, etc.). The light distribution in the gap changesCathode
Anode with polarity, indicating that there are different processes

leading to the discharges. In general, the discharge channel
is broad except when the amount of space charge induced
by the beam is small In this case, the discharge channels
are fllametary (single or multiple), and large delays are ob-

(c) E-beam served (hundreds of nanoseconds). Fig. 9 is an illustration
of this condition. In this case, a 4-A, 150-keV, and 10-ns
e-beam has been used to trigger a spark gap pressurized to
3 atm of N2 . The gap voltage is close to self-breakdown
voltage (Le., 0.95 Vb). Multichannel discharges have also
been achieved using multiple e-beams. Up to 8 channels have
been simultaneously created (see Fig. 7(a)). %

(d) E-beam The various results discussed in the above paragraphs may be '

explained as follows. When the e-beam is injected into the gap , -

towards a negatively charged electrode, it is retarded by both
the gas and the electric field. The spatial distribution of the
induced space charge is thus determined by the beam energy,
the gas pressure, and the magnitude of the applied field. The
distribution and amount of the induced space charge, together

(e) t .. S-beam with the gap conditions, determine the properties of the dis-
charge channels and current characteristics. Simple calculation
shows that the current generated in the external circuit due to
the motion of the space charge induced by a l-ns, 500-A, 60-
keV e-beam injected into a gap charged to 150 kV in 3 atm N21

(fl = -beam is on the order of kiloampere. This explains the short delay
times observed (nanosecond). Once the e-beam is injected into
the gap, the ionized and excited gas molecules will emit pho- 46
tons in a short period of time. Those photons having low-ab.

Fi. 8. Discharge channels when e-beam was injected from the anode.
(a) e-beam only (gap voltage is zero). (b) Discharge channels initiated sorption cross section may reach the cathode. If their energy
by 2 e-bealms. (C) Discharge channel initiated by a 500-A, 10-ns, 35- is higher than the work function of the electrode material,
keV e-beam. (d) Discharge channel initiated by a 440 A 60 keV 3-na they can release electrons via the photoelectric effect. This
c-beam. (V a 72 kV, Vib a 160 kV, 3 atm N2). (e) Discharge chan- of n ta

6 0nitiate by a 440 A. 60keV, 3-ns e-beam. (V 126 kV, V1b - constitutes a supply of electrons distributed over a large area
160 kV, 3 atm ' 2 ). (f) Discharge channel initiated by a 192-A 35. of the cathode. On their way to the anode, the photoelectrons
keV 3-nse-beam. fVS 156 kV, Vb u 160 kV). form a number of avalanches. Since the avalanches are over-

...-.........-- - -..- . . ... ,- _, - -. ,, ,. ,
* - .- * - * .
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Experiuental Conditions&
E-beams 70 keY

ISO - No90 Aia
mentary 30 ns
Channels Gass N2 with 16 % SI6

loo Are
Observed Ga Pressures 3 a-cm
in ThisRegion
so , I

--f-i% Vsb

-L Experimental Conditions,
td(~3s Gass X2 with 16 % Y

Gas Presurss 3 at

td(ns) Experimental Conditions, . Gap voltage1 89 % Vsb
E-beams 70 keY l50t400 n)

30 no
o -as N2 with 16 % S 6

Go- Gas Pressures 3 ate (125ns)

40" Gap Voltage$ 89 % Vsb fl C

20 300 R5 bass Curen (0A)-e

tO 90 I-Ebeen Current (A) S Average I-beam Energ (keY)

(b) ()

td (1lS) Experimental Conditions:
o(3±9LS) I-beam. 70 e

Experimental Conditions 200 90A
3-be es 70 keV IS0 30 ns

90 A G G, NZ with SF6
130 n 20 (115t35) Gas Pressure', 3 at30 40 Gap Voltae$ 89 % Vsb

Gass N2 wi~h 16 % SF6  soV401111) Gap Voltages 89 % Vsb 44 (54t20)

, , *20.ns)

2 4 5 67 GasPressure (atm)0 6 3 % e

(d) (*)

FI. 10. Delay time verus ea4am and gap conditions wb e4=z in-.
jected from anode. (a) Delay time verus peramta of Vsb. (b) De-
lay time verus e-beam curret. (c) Delay time versus e-beam current
and enery. (d) Delay time verus e-bea gas pressme. (e) Delay
time verus percentage of SF6.

lapping, the space charge enhanced field is uniform, and there- tion and its capability of delivering a 0.5 kA/cm2 discharge
fore, we see a broad discharge channel. This phenomenon is current density. 0
similar to that observed by Koppitz [81. The avalanches evolve When mixtures of N2 and SF6 are used as the gas medium,

* until the ion space charge resulting from the e-beam induced the character of the discharge is different than when pure N2
plasma is neutralized. This is seen in Fig. 8. If this space charge is used. In general, when the gap voltage is higher than some

is small (for low e-beam current, for example) multiple ava- threshold voltage Vt (Fig. 10(a)), the discharge channel is fila-
lanches will develop, resulting in a filamentary discharge, as mentary (single or multiple) with a discharge current pulse
shown in Fig. 9. When the target electrode is charged positive. similar to the self-breakdown pulse. The threshold voltage V,
the injected fast electrons can penetrate across the gap and for the onset of this filamentary discharge depends on gas
create a conducting channel by ionizing the gas molecules. pressure, percentage of SF,, e-beam conditions. etc. When
The conductivity of the channel depends on the amount of the gap voltage is lower than this threshold, no filamentary
space charge introduced. The properties of this discharge are arc channel is observed. The discharge current amplitude is

. similar to the r-beam sustained discharged discussed in [31. then very small compared to that of self-breakdown. Aster
This experiment shows the fast turn-on of this mode of opera- the discharge stops, the voltage of the charged line drops to

,4

%, , ., , , , . ., ...., , . .N.*.. . -. -.., ... . .' . . . . .., .. . . , ., ....., ., , , ., , ., , ., , , .: , , , . .,
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Experimntal. CandiLone
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Z 4 S 30 no o
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(a) (b)
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0% Vsb 2. S76
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Experimental Conditions, Experimental Conditions "

td-be-m 70 ,e, - Sokey 4 -bea-s 70 ceV'
30n 30 os

Gap Voltage, 94 % V sb g
( t.,.,s G Gass N2 with 16 % SF6  Gap Voltage$ 94 % Vsb

Gas Pressures 7 t (1.5 ±-$u) Gass N2 with 16 % SI 6

Gas Pressures 3-? ate""

L(w0oMoons) (0.."

50 70 I-beam Energy (keY) (010 o

* :o Z-boamCurrent (A) 3 7 )t,
(e) (n f)i

FIg. 11. Delay ime versus abeam and pp condtions with e-bean
Injected from cathode. (a) Delay time verus pomcea of V*. (b)
Delay time 'urms percentage of V&. (c) Delay time ourms percent-
ap of Vb. (d) Delay tim emrs per se of SF6. (e) Delay tim
veus a-beam anu t and onelly. (n Delay time vrss pa prmsme.

only a fraction of its original voltage. These phenomena are the case of a positive target electrode, both e-beam current and
observed for both gap voltage polarities, average energy show important effects on the delay time. This

The delay time, from the injection of e-bearn to the detec- is shown in Fig. 1 (a), 11 (b), and 1 (e). In Fig. 10(d) and
tion of the discharge current pulse at the load, not including 11 (f), the dependence of the delay time on the gas pressure
the delay time due to the transmission line for diagnostics, has is displayed. The delay time increases with increasing gas pres-
been measured and is shown in Fig. 10 for a negative target sure for the case of a negative target electrode, while it de-
electrode and in Fig. I I for a positive target electrode. For the creases with increasing gas pressure for the case of a positive
case of negative target electrode, the e.beam energy plays an target electrode. The dependence of the delay time on the
important role in determining the delay time. From Fig. 10(b), ratio of mixture of N2 and SF 6 is displayed in Figs. 10(e) and
we note that for a ten-fold increase in e-beam current, the de- I I(d).
lay time decreases by 70 percent. Moreover, from Fig. 10(c), These observations can be explained as follows. The attach-
we note that the delay time increases by 500 times when the ment coefficient of SF 6 is high for low.energy electrons and
average e.beam energy decreases to 60 percent and the e-beam increases with decreasing ratio of electric field to gas pressure.
current decreases to 33 percent. Therefore, we conclude that Therefore, most of the low-energy electrons produced in the
the delay time is a strong function of the average e-beam en- gap will attach to SF 6 to form negative ions. Since the drift
ergy and a relatively weak function of the e-beam current. For velocity of these ions is low, the space charge current induced
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in the external circuit right after the injection of the e-beam ionized), and low switch inductance. Moreover, multichannel
is small. When the target electrode is negative, the ionized gas discharge operation, shown possible with e-beam triggering,
close to the anode virtually extends the anode and enhances provides low gap resistance, low switch inductance, and low
the electric field due to asymmetry and reduction of the electrode erosion compared to that of a single discharge 7 1
cathode virtual anode distance. Since the net ionization co. channel.
efficient, (the difference between ionization and attachment) The ability to tailor the space charge induced by the e-beam
is a strong function of the ratio of electric field to gas pres- to virtually create any type of discharge channel would make
sure, the electron number density close to the symmetrical this scheme most desirable for spark gap operation. However,
axis of the electrodes grows faster than those at other places. the requirements for the e.beam parameters, e.g., high e-beam.
When the injected e-beam has higher energy, it can penetrate current for diffused discharge, and high e-beam energy for fast ' .
farther. The electric field in the cathode virtual anode region breakdown of the spark gap when e-beam propagates against
determines the further development of the breakdown. Under electric field, may limit the range of applicability. More de-
some conditions, a filamentary arc channel may develop, tailed discussions about the parameters have been presented in
Therefore, the delay time is strongly dependent on the e- Section IV.
beam penetration depth, which is a function of e-beam energy,
gap voltage, and gas pressure. When the target electrode is REFERENCES

positive, the inhomogeneous ionization of the gas by the non-
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Project 2

Transient Processes in Laser-Triggered Breakdown

(R. Dougal, R. Biesele, D. Pease, and P.P. Williams)

and

Project 5

Excited State Spectroscopy of Electrically Excited Gases

(S.K. Dhali and P.F. Williams)

The primary goal of the research carried out under Projects

* No. 2 and 5 was to understand at a basic, physical level the

processes active in the laser-triggered breakdown of spark gap

switches. From the start, emphasis was placed on a combined

experimental/theoretical attack on the problem. This strategy

has proved very successful, and, although considerable fill-in

work remains to be done, it is clear that we have accomplished

our goal. The first major successes were in the experimental

arena, where we obtained for the first time direct experimental

evidence for the importance of streamers in the laser-triggered

breakdown process, and for the interaction of the laser with the

propaqating streamer. More recently, important advances have

been made in the numerical modelling of the propaqation of these

streamers. These theoretical studies are providing new informa-

tion about charqing polarity and voltage effects, as well as

laser power and focusing effects on the crucial first stages of

laser-triqgered breakdown. The results of the overall program

have clear importance to the understanding and design of laser-

* I'.
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triggered switches, but they also have an impact on more general

fundamental questions relating to fast electrical breakdown of

gases in general.

There have been several secondary research goals which have

been set along the way. One such general goal was the develop-

ment of optical diagnostic techniques to aid in the experimental

studies of laser-triqqered breakdown. Some of our ideas have

proved successful, and others have not. Successful efforts in

this area include the following:

1. The development and use of fast, time-resolved, optical

emission spectroscopic techniques for studying laser-

triggered breakdown [1].

2. The development and use of spectrally-resolved streak

photographic techniques for studying laser-triggered break-

down (1].

3. The development and use of Stark broadening spectroscopic

techniques for measuring electron densities and temperatures

in a spark channel [2].

4. The development and use of laser-induced fluorescence imaging

techniques for monitoring the migration of electrode vapor in
Ma

a spark gap [3].

5. The development, characterization, and use of multiphoton

ionization techniques as an experimental probe of space-

charqe dominated transport (4].

6. The development and use of a novel, numerical algorithm for

calculating the electric field in cylindrically-symmetric

geometry [5].
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7. The development and use of modern, flux-corrected-transport

numerical techniques to study problems in space-charge-
'0

dominated transport, such as streamer propagation [6].

The primary goal of the research carried out under these two

projects has been achieved. In order to fill in some of the

important details, work still remains to be done in several

areas.

1. Further numerical studies of streamer propagation, especially

under conditions directly relevant to laser-triggered

switches, need to be done. This work is currently underway.

2. The computer program we have developed for studying streamer

propagation simulates the first stages of a laser-trigqered

breakdown event. Standard techniques based on a rate

equation approach should be able to describe the second,

heating, stage of breakdown, and such a program should be

written and coupled with the first. The overall program

would then be a major step in developing a computer-aided - -

design capability for spark gap switches.
J.

3. The techniques and expertise we have developed in studying

laser-trigqered breakdown should be applied to the study of

other types of triggered breakdown important to pulsed power

switching technology. Efforts in this direction are under-

way.

4. Optical diagnostics, such as the laser-induced fluorescence

imaging techniques we have developed, and either spontaneous

or stimulated Raman scattering should be applied to the study

4,-.
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FJ6

of recovery phenomena in hiqher power spark gap switches.

The experimental work carried out in these two projects

pertained to relatively high impedance, well controlled,

systems which allowed easier comparison with the theoretical

calculations.

5. There is a need for more experimental data about laser-

triqqered and other types of trigqered breakdown. One effort

in this direction, already underway, involves the aquisition

and development of a high speed framing camera facility based

on a state-of-the-art microchannel plate intensifier tube

technique.
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Project No. 3

Spark Gap Discharge and Erosion Phenomena

(A. Donaldson, C. Yeh, B. Maas, R. Ness

H. Krompholz, M. Hagler, M. Kristiansen, and L. Hatfield)

The work performed during the contract has been directed

toward the understanding of the basic physical processes which

affect the performance (voltage stability, lifetime, repetition

rate, and hold-off voltage) of high energy spark qaps. The

principal objective was to develop new and check currently

existing physical models which describe the mechanisms of spark

initiation, electrode erosion, gas recovery, and insulator

flashover. The objective required:

1. Documentation of existing models and results,

2. Desiqn of key experiments (in order to test the assump-

4 tions of each model) which:

a) generate the appropriate data base,

b) allow for isolation of fundamental model parameters,

c) provide for simulation outside the previously

existing parameter reqime.

The different experimental facilities required to achieve

these objectives were constructed and are described in Table I.

In addition, plans have been made to use a hiqh repetition rate

pulser (1 kpos) at Sandia National Laboratories for further

studies. A summary of the accomplishments made at Texas Tech and

the topics which remain to be studied are qiven for each of the

spark qap performance areas in Tables II-V.
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Table I

Hiqh Energy Spark Gap Facilities

Pulser Characteristics Use

Mark I 3 kJ, 60 kV, 60 kA, Material Synergism [1,21
2 Us (critically damped),
two pulses, variable Recovery [3]
separation

Mark II 8 kJ, 30 kV, 25 kA Erosion [4-7]
25 .s (rectangular), 5 pps Breakdown Initiation (8,9]

Mark III 18 kJ, 60 kV, 90 kA Erosion (Single Shot)
12 Us (rectangular)

Mark IV 3 kJ, 60 kV, 60 kA Arc Voltage Cl
2 Us (critically damped) (for erosion and recovery

models)

Mark V 18 kJ, 50 kV, 100 kA Erosion (Oscillatory)
(oscillatory 200 kHz) Energy Depositel vs

Pulse Shape

Diagnostics

Electrical: Voltage, Current, dI/dt

Optical: Mach Zehnder Interferometry, Schlieren Interferometry

Misc: Streak Camera, Rotating Drum Camera, Video Camera,
Mass Spectrometer, Thermocouples, Optical
Microscopes, Scanning Electron Microscope O

Additional Facilities:

Electrode Cross Sectioning Equipment

Computer Controlled Data Acquisition System

I%
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Table II

Breakdown Initiation Accomplishments [1-4,8,91

0 Determined the importance of material synergism (insulator,
gas and electrode) on the self-breakdown voltage distribu-
tions (SBVD)

* Measured the SBVD for a large number of experimental
conditions (varying charging rate, insulator, gas, elec-
trode, gas pressure, amount of irradiation, energy per shot,
and pulse characteristics)

a Developed theoretically and verified experimentally a
breakdown initiation model which incorporates all the
relevant physical parameters (charging rate, surface
structure, gas type and pressure, electrode geometry, and
electron generation rate),

Implications of this model include:

The greater the spread in field enhancements, the greater
the possible range in breakdown voltages.

The higher the pressure, the higher the required threshold
field enhancement for a fixed voltage.

For a fixed distribution of field enhancements; the higher
the pressure, the greater the possible spread in breakdown
voltages.

The larger the gap spacing, the smaller the effect of
surface microstructure.

The larger the microstructure, the qreater the spread in
breakdown voltage for a fixed distribution of field enhance-
ments.

*-
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Table III

Erosion Accomplishments [1, 2, 4-7)

* Determined the role of many of the chemical processes
occurring at the electrode surface for the following
electrode-gas combinations: Graphite-N 2 , Graphite-SF 6 ,
Copper Tunqsten-N2 , and Copper Tungsten-SF6  [1,2].

. Measured the electrode erosion for nine different electrode
materials and three types of gases as a function of current,
resulting in the following conclusions:

1. The electrode erosion rates and mechanisms are highly
polarity dependent and, thus, results for oscillatory and
unipolar discharges can be considerably different.

2. A large amount of the erosion is in the form of solid and
molten material removed parallel to the electrode surface (
and, apparently, from the edge of the macroscopic craters
found on the cathode.

3. Cathode erosion rates are proportional to the total
amount of charge transferred for a fixed repetition rate
and pulse width. C

4. Stainless steel (304) may be an economical replacement
for copper-tungsten composites as a cathode material for
the conditions studied.

5. Anode erosion rates were quite scattered, but, in -
general, were considerably less than the cathode erosion
rates for all materials tested except stainless steel.

6. No distinct correlation was found between the thermo-
physical properties of the electrode materials and the
amount of erosion. S

0 A physical understanding of the erosion process has been
developed which explains the previously unresolved discre-
pancy between the theoretical erosion spot models based on
Joule heating (erosion a function of i2dt) and experimental
results which show erosion to be a function of fidt,as well
as several other current dependencies.

* The basic erosion mechanisms in stainless steel, e.g. crack
formation due to material inhomoqeneities, has been clari-
fied.
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Table IV

* Recovery Accomplishments (31

0 Measured the recovery rate of high energy spark gaps for
several electrode material and gas combinations as a

* function of gas pressure, qap spacing, and rate of applied
voltage (in a sealed gap, i.e. no gas flow)

* Measured the self-breakdown voltage statistics for the 1st
and 2nd pulses in a two-pulse recovery test

0 Recorded on film the motion of hot gas and/or electrode
debris from Ist pulse traveling at 2 - 10 x 102 cm/sec.

* Observed restrike phenomena through the debris as a function
of time between pulses

* * Initiated a comparison of experimental results with recovery
models.

0
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Table V

Work Remaining to Be Done During Contract Period

Breakdown Initiation

* Final Documentation of Results

* Development of E-Field Solver for Simple Geometries
(as Time Allows)

* * Pre-Fire Experiments

*Electrode Erosion 0

" Measurement of Energy Delivered to Electrode vs Pulse Shape

" Measurement of Erosion as a Function of Pulse Shape
(Unipolar vs Oscillatory Discharges)

" Measurement of Erosion as a Function of Pressure

" Measurement of Erosion as a Function of Rep-Rate and Gas
Flow

" Study of Damage to Electrode Surface for the Above Cases
for both Multiple Shot and for a Single Shot

Recovery

o Verification of Recovery Models S

o Use of Model to Make Trend Predictions for Design of Sealed
Spark Gaps

'.1
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Project No. 4

Pulsed Power Surface Physics and Applications

(G.L. Jackson, L.L.Hatfield,

M. Kristiansen, and G.R. Leiker)

The project "Pulsed Power Surface Physics and Applications"

was started to complement the studies of spark gaps. The initial

idea was to examine the surfaces of insulators used in spark gaps

and to determine the physical processes responsible for insulator

failure through flashover and bombardment by microparticles. At

the time, most studies of insulators were incidental to other

*. work on spark gaps, and systematic follow-ups on observed surface

phenomena were rare. The exception is studies of insulator

surface flashover, on which a qreat deal of work had been done.

We found that the published work on surface flashover was

consistent for study of one material at a time, but that compari-

son of different materials gave large variances from one investi-
.'

qator to another. This is due to the diversity of methods

employed by the various investigators. The flashover potential

for Lucite, for example, has been reported to be from 30 kV/cm to

90 kV/cm depending on the author. This was the motivation for

the measurements of the flashover potential of four polymer

insulators in vacuum and in qases. These measurements were taken

under well documented, closely controlled conditions, so that the

comparisons between materials are meaningful.

I
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The results of our work on surface flashover can be summar-

ized as follows: (1,2]

1. We have made meaninqful comparisons of the flashover

potentials of four commonly used polymer insulators.

This has been done in vacuum and in two different gases

at one atmosphere.

2. A durable, high resistivity coating, which dramatically

raises the vacuum flashover potential of three of the

four polymers, has been discovered.

3. Our study of the effects of this coating has verified

some aspects of the current theoretical models of

flashover.

4. We have advanced an experimentally testable hypothesis

concerninq the role of surface charge'and surface damage

in flashover tests.

5. We have offered a hypothesis which explains the failure

of some previous attempts at ccatinq polymers to raise

the flashover potential.

Problems which we have not solved include:

1. Exactly what is the structure of the coatinq we observe

on our polymer test samples?

2. Can this coatinq be apolied by some other method more

suited to coating larqe insulators?

3. Does this coatinq actually have the secondary electron

emission coefficient implied by our indirect evidence?

0A
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The results of our work on electrodes and insulators used in

spark gaps may be summarized as follows: [3,4,51

1. We have demonstrated beyond any doubt the importance of

the synergism between the materials used in spark gaps.

(Electrode, insulator, and gas.)

2. We have obtained experimental verification of the

predicted effects of the electrode surface topography

and composition on the self breakdown voltage statistics

of a spark gap.

3. The basic processes responsible for erosion of the

electrodes, have been identified for certain combina-

tions of electrode and gas.

Questions which remain include:

1 . Can the surface of an electrode be tailored to have and

maintain characteristics which-decrease the erosion rate

and/or improve the self-breakdown voltage statistics?

2. Can the synergistic materials effects in spark qaps be

employed to improve spark gap lifetime or performance?

3. In the graphite electrode-air combination, is the

production of CO and CO2 really responsible for the lack

of carbon coating on the insulator surface?
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Project No. 6

Exploratory Concepts

(R. Curry, B. Maas, D. Johnson, L. Hatfield,

K. Schoenbach, G. Schaefer, F. Williams, and M. Kristiansen)

The main objective of this project is to support a variety

of smaller investigations in order to determine if they warrant

further, more extensive investigations and support. This is 0

essentially the "venture capital" part of the overall program.

Many of these "mini-investigations" have, as expected, not proved

successful but a significant part have also been found promising

enough to warrant increased support. The main, successful,

accomplishments are:

1. Feasibility studies of optically controlled switches

were carried out to the level where they warranted

separate funding (AFOSR-Project No. 8).

.

2. Feasibility studies of various opening switch concepts,

especially the e-beam controlled opening switch, were S

carried out to the level where they warranted separate

funding (ARO-Project No. 9).

3. Investigations of restrike phenomena in gas blown spark

qaps were carried out to the level where they warranted

separate funding (AFOSR Grant No. AFOSR-82-0327 to our

ME Dept.).
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4. Several novel opening switch ideas have been evaluated

in cooperation with Project No. 9. Two of the more

interesting ideas are being pursued in cooperation with

research qroups at the University of Illinois and at GTE

Research Laboratory. Several other ideas have been

judged either promising or impractical and documented in

Annual Reports on this Proqram.

5. A system has been designed and constructed for measuring

the time-dependent resistance of a spark gap arc during

a discharge. This is a measurement of both considerable

complexity and importance. The results will form an

important input to our erosion modelling efforts

(Project No. 3).

6. A surface discharge switch has been designed and

constructed. The investigations have led to improved

understanding of the optimum triggering conditions for

these extremely low inductance switches [1,2]. These

investigations will probably form the basis for a

separate proposal for continued investigations of the

limits to the maximum current per channel and the

associated dielectric substrate erosion.

7. Current investiqations of novel field distortion triqqer

concepts have shown promising, preliminary results.

I::-
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Project No. 7

Electromechanical Pulse Device

(R.H. Dunlap and J.P. Craig)

This project element was finished in the previous contract

period and a final report was included in the last Annual Report

on this contract. The basic goal was to determine the fe&3ibi-

lity of designinq and constructing a repetitive (> 1000 pPs)

Electromechanical Pulse Amplifier with very short pulse rise

times (.10 Us) and pulse widths (-100 ps) compared to other

electromechanical devices. The theory of the device was develop-

ed and a small scale model was constructed. Successful pulse

compression and voltage gain were demonstrated but there was no

net power gain due to the losses inherent in small scale models.

The basic concept was verified, however, and further development

awaits identification of applications which fits the optimum

performance regimes of the Electromechanical Pulse Amplifier.

0
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Projects 8 and 9

"Optically Controlled Discharges

and

Openinq Switches

(C.Harjes, G. Hutchinson, L. Thurmond, R. Cooper, K. Schoenbach

G. Schaefer, H. Krompholz, L. Hatfield, and M. Kristiansen)

1. Introduction

The use of diffuse discharges as externally controlled

switches was proposed and discussed independently by R. Hunter

[1] from the USA and B. M. Kovalchuk and G. A. Mesyats, [21 from

the USSR at the First Pulsed Power Conference in Lubbock, TX in

1976. In the following years extensive-work on e-beam controlled

diffuse discharges was performed in the USSR [31, whereas in the

USA only relatively small efforts were made to advance the field

of diffuse discharges as controllable pulsed power switches. One

of the reasons for this lack of interest was the low efficiency

of diffuse discharges, when used as fast opening switches with

opening times of microseconds and less.

2. Gases for Diffuse Discharge Switches

The problem of switch efficiency is mainly caused by

electron loss processes in the diffuse plasma. Loss processes,

such as attachment, should be strong in order to reduce the

plasma conductivity of the switch rapidly after turn off of the

sustaining source, for instance an e-beam. On the other hand,

lossy gases require a high-power e-beam source to sustain the

discharge during the conductive phase of the switch.

4 s- apk-t .. -. XiX
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At Texas Tech University efforts were made in 1980 (41 and

1981 (5,6] to explore various possibilities to "tailor" gas
@6

mixtures with respect to their optimum efficiency in diffuse

discharge opening switches as part of inductive storage circuits.

These efforts led to a set of criteria for optimum gas properties

(6,7,8,91:

a) The drift velocity of electrons should be hiqh at low

electron energies and decrease at higher electron

energies.

b) For fast opening the diffuse discharge should be

attachment dominated. The attachment rate coefficient

should be small at low electron energies and increase

with increasing electron energy in the range of opening

switch operation.

To find gases and gas mixtures which show the desired

behavior a literature search was performed. Additionally, SRI,

Inc. was requested, through a subcontract, to investigate N2 0,

one of the candidate qases [10]. Cooperation with JPL (S.

Srivastava) was initiated, with the goal to examine other,

similar qases, like SO 2 for diffuse discharge switches. Informal

"contacts with the molecular physics group at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (L. Christophorou) led to the initiation of research

efforts on opening switch gases there. The interaction was

beneficial for both the group at Oak Ridqe as well as at Texas

Tech University. A formal joint research program is planned (a

joint proposal to NSF is pending).
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3. Control Mechanisms

Externally controlled diffuse discharges seem to offer the

opportunity for fast as well as for repetitive opening switching.

Diffuse discharges are advantaqeous mainly because of their

moderate enerqy density. Also the discharge is not in local

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), which offers the possibility of

external control of opening and closing processes. Externally

sustained discharges have widely been used for TEA laser .dis-
S

charges. Here the external control mechanisms provides the

required ionization and the discharge can be operated at low

values of E/N since Townsend ionization is not required. The
0

most important processes that have been used are:

1) High energy electron beams

2) Broadband VUV sources.

Narrow bandwidth light sources (lasers) offer the advantage that

the density of particles in individual states can be influenced

and subsequently also the generating and depletion mechanisms of

electrons in the gas discharges. Some of the processes consider-

ed for switching applications have been known as optogalvanic

effects. They were used to indicate a wavelength specific S
resoonse of a discharge such as in spectroscopy, impurity

sensinq, and laser frequency stabilizati.on. For switching

applications, however, the magnitude and the fast response are

the important parameters. As part of this research project,

optogalvanic processes with lasers have been screened for their

possible use as control mechanisms for switches and the results

were presentei in two oapers [9,111. A shortened review is given

in the following section.
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The interaction of light with specific energy states of

atoms and molecules can be used to increase or to decrease the

conductivity by controlling either the electron generation or

depletion. Optically increased conductivity can be accomplished

by photoionization or excitation, with collisional assistance, or

by photodetachment, which may be considered as an electron

generation process if negative ions are present or as a process

which eliminates electron losses via attachment. Optically

decreased conductivity can be accomplished by optical quenching

of excited states or by optically enhanced attachment.

The following processes can be used to increase the conduc-

tivity:

(1) Single photon ionization: This is not a resonant process

and the advantage of the laser as a narrow bandwidth source

is not utilized.

(2) Resonant two-step photoionization: This appears to be a

more efficient way to generate electron-ion pairs. Consider

that UV excimer lasers have produced significant electron

densities in several organic molecules.

(3) Multiphoton ionization: This will in general involve one

ore more nonresonant steps and the subsequent ionization

rate will depend strongly on the intensity of the laser

beam. Thus, it is not an efficient mechanism for producing

large volume ionization. However, it may be a suitable

mechanism for laser triggering, acting either on the elec-

trode or in the gas.

I.-|
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(4) Photoexcitation and subsequent collisional ionization: This

has already been used in laser enhanced, ionization spectro-

scopy. An interesting mechanism is laser resonance pumping,

which has been demonstrated in several alkali vapors. In

this case, if the absorption of a resonant transition is

saturated, then the density of the resonance state is nearly

the same as that of the ground state. Here the probability

for an electron to collide with an excited atom is very

high; and, through super elastic collisions, the electrons

can gain enough energy to ionize the gas.

(5) Photoionization from collisionally excited states: This can 0

result in a large effect in systems with high densities of

excited species or in systems where the transition rate into

such an intermediate state is large.

(6) Photodetachment: This is one way to overcome attachment in

a well defined switch period. In diffuse discharge opening

switches attachers must be used to achieve fast opening,

however, during the conduction phase, photodetachment may be

used to eliminate electron losses via attachment [12].

S

Processes which can be used to decrease the conductivity

are quenching of metastables and optically enhanced attachment:

(1) Quenching of metastable: Atoms or molecules may also be 0

suitable mechanisms to control the conductance of a dis-

charge, particularly if the electron generation, dominated

by two-step ionization via metastables, can be controlled.

Quenching, as used here, describes the dissipation of enerqy
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deposited in metastables in the discharge by exciting a

higher lyinq level which is optically connected to the

ground state. If this resonance radiation can escape the

discharge vessel, the energy will not even contribute to

heating of the ambient gas.

(2) Optically enhanced attachment: This makes use of the fact

that certain attachers have an increased attachment cross

section in their rotationally and/or vibrationally excited

states. As in gas discharges, there is always a certain

rate of vibrational excitation by electron collisions. Only

those systems are considered where an increase of the

attachment rate becomes dominant if molecules in highly

excited vibrational states are present. The considered

qeneration mechanisms for molecules in these states are:

a) (E V,R) transitions (transitions from electronically

excited states to vibrationally and rotationally excited

states), radiative or collisional.

b) photo dissociation.

Considering the, in qeneral, low efficiency in producing

laser photons, it does not seem efficient to use photons for the

. production oF electrons starting from the ground state of a

particle. For these purposes electron beams and broad band UV

sources are cheaper and operate with hiqh efficiency. An

important exception may be to use photodetachment to overcome

attachment in a short switch period. The main advantaqe of laser

induced processes seems to be related to optically controlled

attachment where the laser is used only in a short switch period.
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These considerations have led to the concept of an electron

beam sustained, optically assisted diffuse discharge switch which

is now being investigated in further detail.

4. Calculations

Models and computer codes for diffuse discharges have been

developed for a long time. Important applications were gas

discharge lamps and gas discharge laser. The TEA lasers show

especially close similarities to discharges suitable for switch-

ing. However, the operating conditions, which the discharges

must fulfill, are different for switching applications. Other

discharge properties and mechanisms of importance in the dis-

charge have to be considered and their collective influence on

the coupling between the discharge and circuit must be optimized

in a different way.

There are three different groups of parameters of diffuse

discharges that have to be optimized simultaneously for switching

applications: (1) the gas parameters, specially the attachment

properties, as discussed in Section 2, (2) the external control

mechanisms (which may mean several control mechanisms at the same

time), as discussed in Section 3, and (3) the circuit properties

for circuits appropriate to inductive enerqy storaqe systems. No

calculations were published that incorporate all these parameters

and allowed calculations of the transient behavior of such a

discharge. We, therefore, developed a computer code and applied

- it to electron beam and optically controlled diffuse discharges.

.,.
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This code was specially designed to allow fast calculations

for different discharge and circuit parameters. The code use two

independent steps. In a first step, all rate constants necessary

for the calculation of all rates of the significant processes are

calculated, depending on E/N, for a representative gas mixture.

These calculations require knowledge of the E/N dependent

electron enerqy distribution function or the calculation of this

distribution function. In a second step a system of time depen-

dent rate equations is solved, using the E/N dependent rate

constants and the circuit equation to incorporate the feedback of

the circuit. It is assumed in this code that the electron energy

distribution function and subsequently the E/N dependent rate

constants do not change significantly if the gas mixture is

changed in a certain range around the value for which the rate

constants have been determined in step one.

For the first calculations on an optically controlled

discharge containing N 2 , NO, and an attacher, the rate constants

were calculated using experimental data for the mean electron

energy dependence on E/N and a Maxwellian energy distribution

function. In the meantime, Monte Carlo calculations have been

performed for a gas mixture containinq N2 as a buffer gas and N20

as an attacher, based on a set of experimentally evaluated cross

sections [131. The rate constants based on these calculations

have then been used for calculations of an e-beam sustained

discharge, assisted by photodetachment of 0- in the turn-on phase

[141.
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These calculations demonstrate the advantage of using

electron beam controlled discharge switches with gas mixtures

containinq a buffer gas and admixtures of attachers with an

attachment rate having a threshold at some E/N and then increas-

ing with E/N. In the switch closing process, starting with a

high value of E/N, photodetachment allows one to overcome the

high losses during the closing phase [141.

5. Experimental Arrangements

A. Electron-Beam Controlled Diffuse Discharge System [151

An electron-beam controlled diffuse discharge system has

been constructed to study the behavior of an e-beam sustained,

attachment dominated diffuse discharge at

a) high discharge current densities

b) fast opening and closing times

c) burst-mode operation.

The e-beam gun is constructed as a triode with a thermionic

cathode. The e-beam can be operated at plate voltages up to 250

kV and current densities of up to 4 A/cm2 at total currents of

400 A. The voltage and current can be varied independently. The e
e-beam control system allows opoeration in a burst-mode with

variable pulse durations and pulse separations in the 100 ns

range. Turn-on and turn-off times of the e-beam are 10 ns. The

switch system, which can be pressurized up to 10 atm, is part of

a circuit with a PFN with variable impedance as the power source.

The e-beam switch apparatus allows independent variation of

e-beam current and voltage at high current densities. Addi-

° .
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tionally, it offers the opportunity to investigate rep-rated

switch operation in the 100 ns range.

B. Laser Controlled Diffuse Discharge System

Several laser controlled discharge systems have been

constructed and operated to investigate the feasibility of

optical control mechanisms in diffuse discharge switches.

In small scale dc discharge experiments optogalvanic effects

were investigated in the discharge itself as well as in the

flowing afterglow. The flowing afterglow allows investigations

of the basic processes used in different optogalvanic effects

since the feedback with the discharge can be eliminated.

Experiments in the discharge itself allow the use of the feedback

of the discharge to enhance the effect, especially if experiments

are performed in a discharge operating regime close to instabili-

ties. Experiments on photodetachment have been performed in gas

mixtures containing attachers producing d-(121.

High power discharge system experiments must be carried out

to check the scaling laws for optoqalvanic processes. A self

sustained, high pressure, diffuse discharge system has been

constructed and tested. The system consists of an oil filled,

50 0 line, a laser triggered closing switch, and the discharge

chamber. Integrated into the discharge chamber is a UV preioniza-

tion system which is switched by a laser triggered gap, usinq

the same laser to allow precise timing. A flashlamp pumped dye

laser produces a rectanqular pulse with a pulse length up to

500 ns and rise and fall times of 10 ns. This system fulfills the

.
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following requirements for the production of diffuse discharges

at high pressures, containinq attachers:

1. voltage across the discharge gap large compared to the

breakdown voltage,

2. fast voltage risetime,

3. uniform preionization,

4. uniform initial electric field.

It also satisfies the followinq equirement for optical

control of the diffuse discharge:

1. optical access of the diffuse discharge

2. tunability of the laser

3. possibility to shape the laser pulse with rise and fall

times in the order of the desired switching times.

6. Workshops

Solving the problem of developing a practical switch

requires an extremely wide range of expertise. Researchers with

backgrounds in circuit analysis, material properties, discharge

physics, basic gas data determination, plasma chemistry, etc.,

are needed. The group at Texas Tech University tried from the
a

beginning to obtain information on these fields through coopera-

tion with various research groups in the United States. Besides

personal contact it was tried to promote exchange of information

through discussions at several workshops, orqanized by Texas Tech

University. These workshops were:

a) ARO Workshop on "Openinq Switches," at Tamarron,

Colorado in January, 1981.

f-. . - - . . -. .. .. ..-- t*.-. . .-.- .- . S -* -SS* -- --.--.-
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b) Meeting on "Diffuse Discharge Switches," in Lubbock, in

September 1981.

c) ARO Workshop on "Diffuse Discharge Opening Switches,"

at Tamarron, Colorado in January 1982

d) NSF Supported, Joint US-FRG Seminar on "Externally

Controlled Diffuse Discharges," at Bad Honnef, Germany,

in Auqust 1983.

These meetings were very successful, in that they helped to

set the direction of research on diffuse discharge switches, not

only at Texas Tech University, but in the USA in general. The

group at Texas Tech University served as an organization center

for several joint activities, especially in the field of the

optical switch research.
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SUMMARY OF WORK DURING THE LAST CONTRACT PERIOD

(1982-93)

The program, during the last contract period had four

projects devoted to closing switches, two to openinq switches,

and one to various exploratory concepts. Two additional pro-

jects, one on electron beam initiated triqgering and one on

electromechanical pulse generation (Projects No. 1 and 7) were

completed earlier in the program and will not be discussed here.

Projects No. 3 and 4 were closely coordinated and primarily

concerned with materials interactions in high power spark gaps.

Substantial advances were made in understanding the material

synergisms, the electrode erosion process, and the factors

affecting the statistical distribution of self breakdown of the

gaps. Various dielectric surface phenomena were also investigat-

ed in detail and a possible method for enhancing the voltage

flashover strength for insulators in vacuum was discovered.

Projects No. 2 and 5 were likewise closely coordinated and

primarily concerned with laser triggering phenomena in spark gaps

and the development of new, optical diagnostic techniques.

Substantial advances were made in understanding the important,

initial, laser induced, breakdown processes and a rather detailed

theoretical model was developed. This model is also important to

the understanding of breakdown processes in general. The use of

laser induced fluorescence diagnostic techniques also answered

several questions related to metal vapor migration into the

inter-electrode space.

.- -, - -, : . . . ... . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .
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In Project No. 6, we investigated several ideas. The main

projects were surface discharge switching where the optimum

conditions for switch trigqering were determined and a system was

developed for determining the time dependent arc resistance in a

high power spark gap. Efforts were also initiated to improve

field distortion triggering of spark gaps. Some initial investi-

gations of solid state ooening switches were also carried out in

cooperation with Project No. 9.

Close cooperation was also maintained between Projects No. 8

and 9. Some of the main achievements include the development of

a two-step computer simulation code which describes the important

openinq and closing phases of externally controlled switches.

Several mechanisms for externally controlled discharqes have been

considered and two primary experimental facilities have been

constructed along with several smaller ones. Cooperation has

been established with other laboratories on other opening switch

concepts.

Ann
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Project No. 2

Transient Processes in Laser-Triggered Breakdown

(R.A. Dougal, R. A Biesele, D. Pease, and P.F. Williams)

A. SUMMARY

The principal accomplishment during the contract period was

the acquisition of a sizable body of experimental information

concerninq laser-triggering of breakdown in gas-filled gaps, and

the development of a rather detailed model of laser-triggered

breakdown based on this information. This model has important

consequences for the design of laser-trigqered spark gaps in that

in suggests that the heatinq phase of the breakdown process plays

an important role in determining the delay and jitter character-

istics of the laser-triggered switch. This aspect of the

breakdown cycle is not usually considered in previous treatments

of the subject. The results of the experimental work also

provides clear answers to several long-standing questions about

the laser-triggering process in the fast trigqerinq regime.

B. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The results of work carried out durin the 1980-82 contract

periods left us with a good, solidly-based qualitative under-

standing of laser-trigqered breakdown in the Fast, low-jitter

J.
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triggering regime [1]. Work carried out during the most recent

contract period under this prolect has centered on improving this

understanding both through obtaining more quantitative informa-

tion and through carrying out corroborative experiments to verify

or expand on certain key points. These efforts have been

generally successful, and on this basis we have developed a

rather detailed, experimentally-based model of laser-triggered

breakdown.

Our work provides a solid, experimental basis for the

streamer breakdown mechanism first suggested by Pendleton and

Guenther [2]. We also find clear, unambiguous evidence for the

interaction between the laser and the propagating streamer. Our

model, along with the results of the numerical work discussed

under Project No. 5, provides an answer for the long-standing

question of why better triggering is observed with a positive

struck electrode than with a negative none. We have also found

evidence for the importance of the heating phase of breakdown in

determining the delay and jitter in laser-triggered switching.

Thus the switch closure characteristics depend not only on the

propagation speed of the streamer, but also on the ionization

left in its trail since this ionization provides an initial

condition for the final heating phase. Finally, our model

sugqests that an additional, unexpected benefit of laser-

triqgering in the longitudinal geometry is the initial limitation

of the incipient breakdown channel to a diameter determined by

the dimensions of the focused laser beam. This limitation

reduces the heating requirements for forming the initial spark
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channel, and probably contributes to the very sharp turn-on

characteristic of laser-triggered switches.

The results of our work, includinq a detailed description of

our model and the experimental basis for it are described in a

paper which has been submitted for publication to the Journal of

Physics D: Applied Physics, and is attached as an appendix.

Since this paper is intended to be a complete description of our

work, there will be no further discussion here of these subjects.
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APPENDIX I

FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN LASER-TRIGGERED

ELECT",ICAL BREAKDOWN OF GASES*

R.A. Dougal +

Department of Electrical Engineering
Texas Tech University

Lubbock, Texas 79409, U.S.A.

and

P..P. Williams
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Physics

Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

We describe the results of an experimental study of
the physical mechanisms important for laser triggering of
spark gaps in the longitudinal, striking-electrode
geometry. We presc.. clear, new evidence for the propa-
gation of a streamer in undervolted gaps, and for the in-
teraction of the triggering laser with the streamer head.
We find that the propagation conditions of the initial
streamer markedly affect the subsequent heating of the
incipient channel to form the spark. A model of the
laser-triggered breakdown process based on these results
is presented and discussed.

#0

#Preprint of article submitted to J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys.

Work sponsored by AFOSR.

+
Present Address: Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer-
ing, Universit-y of South Carolina, Columbia. S.C. 29208, U.S.A.
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FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES IN LASER TRIGGERED

ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN OF GASES 0

R.A. Dougal and P.F. Williams

A. Introduction

Since Pendleton and Guenther (1965) first reported laser

triggering of spark gap switches considerable work has been carried

out to delineate the capabilities and limits of the triggering

method (Guenther and Bettis 1978). From this work it has become

apparent that several different techniques can be used to laser-

trigger spark gaps, and that for each technique there are, depend-

ing on operating parameters, several modes of operation in which

different physical mechanisms are important. In the work described

here, we were primarily interested in studying the fundamental,

physical mechanisms important for laser-triggering of spark gaps in

the geometry of Fig. I for which the laser beam is parallel to the

gap axis, and strikes an electrode. As a result of this work we

now have a good, physically-based understanding of laser-triggered

breakdown in this mode. The work also impacts understanding of

conventional, over-volted breakdown in that it allows study of the

basic processes under an unconventional set of experimental con-

straints.

In this geometry it is found experimentally that several modes

of operation exist, depending on gap voltage and spacing, fill gas

..
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composition and pressure, and laser power and focussing. The ex-

periments we report here were conducted in N2 at 800 Torr with the

laser focussed on or near one electrode, and with the minimum laser

energy (10 mj.) necessary for low delay (<10 ns.), low jitter

triggering. Several workers have presented theories for the laser

triggering of breakdown in this mode. Guenther and Bettis (1967),

largely on the basis of triggering delay studies, have suggested

that the triggering laser pulse initiates an electron avalanche

which grows until it reaches a critical size and becomes a streamer

which rapidly bridges the gap, causing closure. From their

results, they further suggested that in a range of conditions, the

"- laser interacted with the streamer, preparing a path for it to fol-

"- loir and speeding its propagation. Deutsch (1968); Horii - et. al.

(1970); and Oewhurst, Pert, and Ramsden (1972); have suggested

*i  similar models. Lindner, et. al. (1975) have proposed an alterna-

tive mechanism for breakdown in which closure is due to the expan-

sion of a conducting metal vapor plasma from the struck electrode

into the gap.

We have obtained for the first time, clear experimental evi-

dence for the streamer mechanism of Guenther and Bettis (1967),

although we find that the laser produces sufficient free charge in

the fireball that the avalanche growth stage is bypassed, and a

streamer is initiated inmediately. We also find very clear evi-

dence for the interaction, first suggested by these authors, of the

laser with the propagating streamer head. Besides speeding the

streamer propagation, this interaction probably limits the diameter
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of the incipient spark channel, reducing the heating requirements

for ionization and gap closure, and thereby improving switch rise

time.

Based on our experiments, we propose the following model of

laser-triggered breakdown in the longitudinal, striking electrode

geometry and in the fast triggering mode. The focussed incident

laser rapidly heats the surface of the struck electrode, explosive-

* ly evaporating electrode material which is then further heated and

serves as a seed for heating of the fill gas, probably through an

inverse bremsstrahlung, cascade ionization process (Zel'Dovitch and

Raizer 1964, DeMichelis 1969, Ostrovskaya and Zaidel 1973, Morgan

1975, Raizer 1979). The result is a small protrusion of relatively

dense plasma on the electrode surface which then shields itself

from the applied field, thereby setting up a region of enhanced

field at the tip. Electrons in this enhanced field region experi-

ence very high ionization rates and rapidly extend the protrusion

into the gap as a streamer. In regions of high laser intensity,

the velocity of the streamer is enhanced by interaction with the

laser. This int-eraction may take the form of a direct ionization

rate enhancement due to inverse bremsstrahlung heating near the

streamer head, or an ;.edirect rate enhancement due to vibrational

A
or electronic excitation of the gas in front of the streamer. Of

particular importance for cathode-directed streamers, the laser may

also provide seed electrons in front of the streamer head.

At some point the laser-streamer interaction will cease, ei-

*l
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ther because the laser pulse ended or because the streamer reached

the vicinity of the opposite electrode and was forced to branch .

- away from the laser path in order to strike the electrode. We

present evidence that the residual ionization left in the wake of

the streamer is markedly different in the two (laser-assisted and

*" non-assisted) regions. After the streamer has crossed, the gap is

"' bridged by a thin, weakly conducting filament which is rapidly

*',= heated through ohmic heating. Due to this heating the gap current 0

" rises rapidly until a spark forms, closing the switch. Since the

- °laser interaction limits the diameter of the streamer, the energy

required to accomplish this heating can be considerably smaller C

than with conventionally triggered breakdown. Thus an additional

effect of the laser-str.eamer interaction may be an improved switch

rise time. Our model is supported by the resultsof several exper- C

- iments we have conducted, and we will discuss the several aspects

of the model separately.

PI%

B. Experimental Apparatus

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for streak pho-

-! tography experiments is shown in Fig. 2. All laser-triggered

" breakdown experiments were conducted with the high vacuum cell

shown in Fig. 3. The cell was designed to provide a clean, repro-

ducable environment, and was constructed from a specially modified

Varian cross with Conflat flanges. The electrodes are insulated

. *
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electrically from the cell with Corning Macor ceramic insulators,

and o-rings are used for the ceramic-metal vacuum seal. The upper

electrode is hollow and has an o-ring sealed quartz window at the

bottom to allow longitudinal access for the triggering laser beam.

The electrodes were machined to an approximately constant field

profile, and the gap separation was 5 mm. The cell may be pumped

out to a vacuum of ( I x 10 Torr with a cryogenic sorption pump

* and an ion pump, and then back filled. In all experiments reported

here the cell was operated with 800 Torr of purified nitrogen.

Pressure was measured with a digital guage.

The cell was designed to appear as a section of 500 transmis-

sion line to minimize reflections and provide a clean electrical

diagnostic signal. The load resistor was composed of a number of 2

watt carbon composition resistors, chosen according to the specifi-

cations given by Martin, connected in series-parallel, and arranged

in a radially symmetric manner. Gap current was measured by using

a resistive voltage divider and a Tektronix Model 7834 storage os-

cilloscope with a specified rise time of 1.9 ns to monitor the load

voltage. Voltage was applied to the cell through a length of

RG-8/U coaxial cable charged by a regulated power supply in series

with a large charging resistor. With properly matched load resis-

tor the system produced a clean, rectangular current pulse when

laser triggered. Fig. 4 shows a typical current oscillogram ob-

tained with this apparatus.

The principal optical diagnostics used include time-resolved
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spectroscopy and streak photography. The spectroscopy studies were

carried out with the aid of a computer-controlled, reticon-based,

optical multichannel analyzer system. Time resolution to 5 ns was

possible with the system. The multichannel analyzer detector head

was used in conjuction with a 0.5 m spectrograph to provide spec-

tral dispersion.

Streak photography was accomplished with the. use of a

Hamamatsu Model C979 Temporal Disperser, a microchannel plate in-

-" tensified unit with intensifier gain of up to 3000. For all streak

photographs shown here the input slit width was 100 P. Images were

either recorded directly onto 35 mm film, or recorded with a SIT

"vidicon and displayed on a video monitor with the aid of the

Hamamatsu Model C1330 Temporal Analyzer. The Temporal Analyzer

- provided a real-time video readout arid could digitize and store the

image, although with decreased spatial resolution. With the weak-

est images there was insufficient light to expose the film, and it

was necessary to digitize and store the image and then photograph

the video monitor to obtain a hard copy.

At the highest gain settings the sensitivity of the system was

sufficient that single electron emission from the streak tube pho-

tocathode was easily detectable. Although the gain of the system

was quite high, it had limited rejection capability for intense,

but out-of-time-frame emission, due probably to scattering in the
-. SI

electron optics of the streak tube. To improve this rejection ca-

pability a specially modified camera was used which allowed the

.l- . . * ..
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tube to be electronically gated off at the end of the sweep. This

gating improved the rejection capability by several orders of mag-

nitude in favorable cases, but it resulted in considerable image

distortion just before the gating occurred. To further enhance the

rejection of the system, and to provide information about the

processes being observed, a spectral bandpass filter was in many

cases used before the streak camera. Both narrow band interference

filters and a monochromator were used for this purpose. Further

discrimination against the intense emission from the spark was ob-

tained on some occasions by using a short charging cable in order

* to limit the length of the current pulse.

The laser system used for triggering was a Quanta-Ray Model

* DCR-IA Nd:YAG laser which produced up to 800 mJ of 1.069 energy in

an approximately 15 ns pulse. The temporal waveform of the pulse

showed considerable mode beating with structure on the I ns time

scale. When focussed with a simple spherical lens, there were also

several hot spots in the focal region of the beam. Since only

10-20 mJ was typically needed, experiments were often run using a

beam splitter to pick off about 10% of the output from the laser

oscillator stage only.

C. Results

The model of laser-triggered breakdown described in Section A
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is supported by the results of a large number of experiments we

have conducted. All experiments we discuss here were carried out

with a fill gas of purified nitrogen at a pressure of 800 Torr and

in the longitudinal, striking-electrode geometry. The results of

experiments carried out in other geometries will be described in a

forthcoming paper. In this section we discuss the results per-

tinent to the several aspects of the triggering model separately.

1. Initial Fireball Formation

A streak photograph showing the formation of the plasma fire- C

ball is shown in Fig. 5a. The luminous fireball expands initially

at a speed of -2x10 7 cm/sec. Since a metal atom with this speed

would have kinetic energy of about 10 eV, the plasma likely is

composed of excited fill gas atoms or molecules, and not metal va-

por. Spectroscopy of the fireball showed there was a strong con-

tinuum component to the fireball emission during the rapid expan-

sion phase, indicating a high degree of ionization in the fireball.

During this time there was no indication of metal vapor line emis-

sion from the fireball away from the electrode surface, although

the strong continuum emission could easily mask weaker line emis-

sion.

Further evidence that the fireball expansion results from

laser heating of the fill gas at a moving interface rather than

physical motion of an excited species is seen in Fig 5b. In this

photograph, as discussed in the next section, the laser interacted

_. .. . . . * -, ...... .. ..... .
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with the incipient spark channel, forming a hot spot about 1.7 rn
S

above the struck electrode. This hot spot is not transparent to

the laser, and the expansion of the primary plasma fireball is

hal ted upon the appearance of the hot spot. The streak photo in

Fig. 5c shows the formation of two secondary hot spot plasmas due

to the laser interaction. These phenomena were quite repeatable.

2. Streamer Propagation

In conventional over-volted breakdown, the process is initiat-

ed by one or a few electrons (Llewellyn-Jones 1983). In order for

a streamer to form, this initial charge density must be amplified

through avalanching to some *critical" density, at which point the

space charge resulting from shielding effects becomes large enough

to modify the electric field locally. With laser-triggered break-

down, however, the focussed laser creates a plasma fireball on the

surface of the struck electrode sufficiently dense to support

streamer propagation. These streamers propagate rapidly across the

gap and are responsible for the very fast breakdown of under-

volted, laser-triggered gaps.

The results of several experiments provide evidence for the

existence of these streamers. Of these, the most direct evidence

is from high sensitivity streak photographs such as shown in Fig. 6

of the early stages of the breakdown event. Here the emission from

most of the plasma fireball was blocked by a mask at the streak

camera entrance slit to avoid swamping the electron optics. In

....................................................6 . • - .
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these photographs a weak luminous front is clearly seen propagating

outwards from the struck electrode with an initial velocity of

1-2xl0 8 cm/sec, slowing to 1-2xiO7  cm/sec. The front was con-

sistently present in all streak photos taken under similar condi-

tions, although there was considerable shot-to-shot variation in

the front shape, probably reflecting variations in laser pulse in-

tensity. We associate this front with the propagation of a strea-

mer across the gap. In many shots the speed of the front decreased

as it traversed the gap. This behavior is contrary to that of

streamers observed in conventional over-volted breakdown (Timm

1973, Bayle et. al. 1975) and to expectations based on considera-

tions of the increased field resulting from dropping the gap vol-

tage across a decreasing distance. We believe these speed varia-

tions to result from laser enhancement of the streamer propagation.

*. Enhancement is greatest near the struck electrode where the inten-

sity of the focussed laser is largest, and decreases away from the

focus. Depending on the streamer resistivity and other factors,

this decreased enhancement may be partially offset by the increased

field due to the "shorting out" effect discussed above.

Evidence linking these luminescence fronts with space-charge

effects comes from the results of experiments we carried out using

-Ei an electrode with a small well machined in the center as shown in

Fig. 7. If the triggering laser is focus-od on the bottom of the

well, the plasma fireball thus formed will not initially feel the

Iapplied electric field and a streamer will not form, but in other

respects the situation is very similiar to that without the well.
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Only after the expanding fireball has reached the top of the well

where it experiences the applied field does a streamer form and

breakdown occur.

* These effects are seen clearly in the streak photographs and

current traces we obtained for this case. Fig. 8 shows a typical

current trace obtained under these conditions, and Figs. 9 and 10

show streak photographs. To illustrate the timing, the oscillogram

in Fig. 8 was obtained by displaying the sum of signals proportion-

al to the gap current and to the laser intensity as measured with a

fast photodiode. On this scale there is no measurable gap current

during the laser pulse. About 40 ns after the laser pulse signifi-

cant gap current begins to flow and breakdown occurs in two steps

li similarly to overvolted breakdown.

In the streak photograph shown in Fig. 9, a weak luminous

o i-Z;,C is observed starting from the struck electrode about 25 ns

after the laser trigger pulse. This time corresponds to the time

required for the luminous fireball to expand a distance equal to

the well depth. We believe that the luminous front results from a

streamer traversing the gap. Due to the 25 ns delay, the laser is

no longer on during the traversal time, and the streamer propagates

without laser assistance. The streak photo in Fig. 9 was obtained

using very high sensitivity, and a short charging cable to minimize

the time-integrated light intensity. The photo shown in Fig. 10

was obtained with lower sensitivity, but with a I Vsec cable, in

order to investigate the later stages of breakdown. After the

AK
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luminous front has crossed the gap, breakdown occurs in a manner

very similar to that observed with weakly over-vol ted gaps.

3. Laser-Plasma Interaction

Our streak photographs provide very clear, unambiguous evi-

• .dence for the strong interaction between the laser radiation and

the incipient spark channel. In the streak photographs of Fig. 5

- the laser was focussed sl ightly above the struck electrode. In

Fig. 5a the applied voltagi was below the threshold for laser

triggering, in Fig. 5b a higher voltage, above triggering thres-

hold, was applied, and a still higher voltage, near self breakdown,

was applied in Fig. 5c. With voltage below threshold the primary

plasma fireball expands smoothly under the intense laser radiation.

Above threshold, the laser interacts with the propagating streamer,

- forming a secondary plasma hot spot at the focus of the lens.

Farther above threshold, this hot spot forms sooner, and shortly

thereafter a second hot spot forms farther up-beam. The laser in-

, tensity in the focal region of the lens is known to be highly inho-

mogenous due to lens aberrations (Evans and Morgan 1969) and to the

poor mode quality of the laser beam. Presumably this second hot

.* spot forms at such a local maximum.

As discussed above, the cessation of growth of the primary

plasma fireball upon the appearance of a secondary hot spot plasma :-
clearly demonstrates that the hot spot plasmas are effectively

opaque to the laser radiation and that the growth of the primary

* .. * .- * ,.\. \ * * .*.- .- °*
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plasma is the result of laser heating of the fill gas, and not of

motion of excited species outwards from the struck electrode.

Further, the appearance of the hot spot plasmas only when a voltage

above threshold for triggering is applied unambiguously demon-

strates that the laser interacts with some product of the initial

breakdown process. Most likely, the interaction is with the elec-

trons, and occurs as a result of an inverse bremsstrahlung, cascade

ionization process.

4. Channel Heatina

After the streamer has traversed the gap there is a thin

bridge of weakly conducting ionization left in its path. At this

point the gap voltage has not yet collapsed, and energy is deposit-

ed into the incipient channel due to the resulting current flow.

Because of this energy deposition the ionization of the channel in-

creases, allowing more current to flow and increasing the rate of

energy deposition. This recursive process continues until suffi-

cient conductivity has been attained in the gap that the voltage

collapses. We refer to thi4 phase of breakdown as the heating

phase, even though the existence of any type of thermodynamic

equilibrium in the early stages of the phase is debatable.

48 -.

Effects of this heating phase are clearly seen in streak pho-

tographs such as shown in Fig. 11. After the streamer has

traversed the gap a diffuse glow appears in front of the electrode

opposite the struck electrode. A few nanoseconds later, coincident

- - -4L '-* -* - -- -. - * - -- -- ~ a~ - t~* - .* ~..ra ta,.°
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with the abrupt current increase, intense emission appears nearly

simultaneously everywhere along the incipient channel except for I

this region of the diffuse glow. Finally this last dark region is

breached by two luminous fronts advancing from each end. Spatially

and temporally resolved spectroscopy shows, consistent with the

findings of others (Stritzke et. al. 1977), that the emission from

the streamer and the diffuse glow is molecular in origin, whereas

the final, intense emission signalling spark channel formation is 4

atomic or ionic in origin with a strong continuum component.

We may make use of these results to obtain information about 9

the dynamics of the heating process. From the predominance of

molecular emission-curing both the streamer and the diffuse glow

phase, we conclude that there is not strong transfer of energy to V

the molecules during these periods. Further, the rotational bands

of the C->B emission can be clearly distinguished in spectra of the

diffuse glow, and a simple analysis of these bands shows that the 0

rotational temperature is of the order of 300 K. Additionally, the

vibrational lines observed in these spectra are predominantly from

transitions with upper vibrational levels with low quantum number S

(mostly v'=O and v'=l), implying only minimal vibrational heating

of the gas as well. In contrast, if the electron density is 1013

cm 3 , equilibrium thermodynamics would predict a temperature of

8400 K. It is clear, therefore, that during the diffuse glow stage

the free electrons are essentially decoupled from the rotational

"' and vibrational modes of the molecules for the time scale of in-

terest.

C,.- -'. .- .'-. -;,.- ..'' .' -, '-j '. ". ',-.,.'' -/ '; ''. '-.- -a , , ,', -, - .-' ',.'J- - .-', ,' --/ - -. .-". .'_. -_ .""
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As the atomic, ionic, and continuum emission intensity in the

incipient channel begins to appear the intensity of the molecular

emission decreases, probably reflecting the rapid dissociation of

the N 2 molecules. The sudden appearance of the continuum emission

implies a rapid thermalization of the electronic system in the in- to

cipient channel. Aside from the apparent substantial dissociation

of the N2 molecules, spectroscopy provides little information con-

cerning the degree of thermalization of the translational motions

during the final stages of spark channel formation. In laser sha-

dowgraphy experiments we see a very sharp and well defined shock

wave formed coincident with the spark channel formation, but this

shock could be the result of the molecular dissociation, rather

than a true kinetic temperature increase.

0

Of specific interest is the reason for the appearance of the

diffuse glow in front of the entrance electrode and for the subse-

* quent anomalous behavior of the region. We believe these effects

to be the result of differing residual ionization left in the path

of the streamer, depending on whether or not the streamer was

* laser-assisted when it traversed the region. As the streamer pro-

pagates toward the entrance electrode, it must, because of the

laser entrance hole, at some point depart from the gap axis in ord-

• er to strike the electrode. At this time the laser interaction

with the propagating head will cease, and the streamer propagation

will be modified. Of course, if the streamer is delayed or propa-

* gates slowly, the laser pulse will turn off before the streamer

reaches this point, and the anomalous region will extend farther

- - .* .. °-'' -]- *
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away from the entrance electrode. In either case, the residual

ionization left in the path of the streamer will be different in

the two regions (laser-assisted and non-assisted).

Figs. 12 and 13 show experimental evidence for this model.

The figures show streak photographs of the breakdown for positive

and negative struck electrode respectively, and for several dif-
0

ferent gap charging voltages, but otherwise identical conditions.

It is evident that the length of the anomalous region increases

with decreasing charging voltage. This effect is documented in

Fig. 14 where the length of the luminous region displaying abrupt,

uniform turn-on is plotted as a function of voltage. Also plotted

in these figures is the corresponding delay to breakdown. It is

clear that the length of the luminous region remains roughly con-

stant over a range of voltages, but starts to decrease below about

SOY. of self breakdown. This behavior is qualitatively predicted by

our model. For positive struck electrode and voltages above 80/.

of self breakdown the laser-assisted streamer propagates rapidly

enough to reach the vicinity of the entrance electrode while the
0

laser is still on. Thus the length of the anomalous region is

determined by the requirement that the streamer deviate from the

gap axis in order to strike the electrode, and is therefore in-

dependent of charging voltage. For voltages below this value, the

streamer has not traversed the gap when the !aser pulse shuts off,

and the length of the anomalous region is determined by how far the

streamer had gotten before laser shut-off.

.. .. .. .. . ... . .. . . • .-_ . - • . -. ... -. ~o , - . .- .- o .-. ." - - .
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Deutsch reported similar behavior in experiments in which the

variation in the laser-triggered spark was studied as a function of

charging voltage and laser power. He found that there was a clear

break in the spark channel, which he interpreted as implying a

difference in initiating conditions for the channel on either side

of the break. Further, he found that the position of the break

moved away from the struck electrode as the gap charging voltage

was increased, or the laser power increased.

Our delay data are also consistent with our model. In these

experiments the laser pulse duration was -15 ns, and we see that

the delay increases sharply at the point where the knee occurs in

the length data. At this point the delay has increased to 20 ns.

Bettis and Guenther (1970) report similar findings in that they ob-

serve that the delay as a function of charging voltage rises stee-

ply for voltages below that which causes a delay roughly equal to

the laser pulse width. This behavior is expected in a case where

the propagation of laser-assisted streamers is substantially dif-

ferent than that of non-assisted streamers.

Additional support is provided by the results obtained with a

recessed struck electrode as discussed in section C.2. A very

similiar structure consisting of a diffuse glow bridging the entire

gap, followed by a V-shaped, brightly luminous region is observed

in the streak photographs obtained with recessed electrode trigger-

ing, and from the timing it is known that in this case the streamer

traverses the gap without laser assistance. Furthermore, similar
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structures are observed in streak photographs of conventional

over-volted breakdown in N 2 (Doran 1968). The similarity of ob-

served structures in the three cases is strongly suggestive of

similar initiating processes, and supports the contention that the

two distinct regions seen in the streak photos of Fig. 11 are the

result of differences in the degree of laser interaction with the

propagating streamer.

D. Conclusion

Through the use of sensitive, high speed streak photography

and other optical diagnostics we have obtained for the first time

direct evidence for the importance of a streamer mechanism in the

initiation of breakdown in laser-triggered, N2 -filled spark gaps,

and for the interaction of the laser with these propagating strea-

mers. All work reported here was obtained in the longitudinal,

striking-electrode triggering geometry, and in the fast triggering

mode. Similiar, although less complete, studies have been carried

out"in other triggering geometries, and the results of these stu-

dies will be described in a forthcoming paper. Our work is aimed

at understanding the laser-triggering of electrical breakdown in

gases, but it additionally impacts understanding of conventional

over-volted breakdown in that we are able to investigate the same

physical phenomena under a different set of experimental con-

straints.
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In order to understand quantitatively the breakdown process

under these conditions, more theoretical work is needed. Of par-

ticular importance, and difficulty, is the quantitative understand-

ing of the space-charge-controlled transport occurring in the

streamer head. Analytic calculations describing these phenomena

have proven quite difficult due to the non-linearity and the two-

dimensional (at least) nature of the governing equations (Turcette

and Ong 1969, Albright and Tidman 1972, Klingbeil, et. al. 1972).

The results of numerical solutions of these equations have been re-

ported (Yoshida and Tagashira 1976, Davies et. al. 1977), but the

algorithms used generally had difficulty dealing with the extremely

sharp density gradients which develop in streamer heads. We are

currently using a different algorithm, based on flux-corrected-

transport (Boris and Book 1973, Zalesak 1979), which is specifical-

ly designed to deal with these steep gradients, to carry out ?umer-

ical simulation of space-charge-controlled transport.
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FIGURE CAPT IIS

1. Schematic diagram of the longitudinal, striking-electrode
triggering configuration used in most experiments reported in
this paper.

2. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for obtaining streak.
photographs of laser-triggered breakdown.

3. Schematic diagram of the cell used to contain the spark gap
for laser-triggered breakdown experiments.

4. Oscillogram showing the gap current observed in experiments
with laser-triggered breakdown in the longitudinal, striking-
electrode geometry of Fig. 1. The horizontal scale is 10
ns/div and the vertical is 30 amps/div. Experimental condi-
tions were: 800 Torr N2 ; 98Z SBV; 10 mJ, 1.06 ', 15 ns laser;
100 m, I ls discharge cable; brass electrodes, 5 mm gap spac-
ing.

5. Digitized streak photographs showing the furmation of the
plasma fireball produced by the triggering laser as it im-
pinges on the struck electrode. The biack islands centered in
regions of high intensity are artifacts resulting from over-
loading the digitizer. Experimental conditions were: 800 Torr
N2 ; 100 mJ, 1.06 A, 15 ns laser; brass electrodes, 5 mm gap
spacing. Charging voltages were: a) 54X; b) 81%; c) 98% of
static breakdown voltage (SBV). The charging voltage in a)
was below the triggering threshold.

6. Very high sensitivity, digitized streak photograph showing the
early stages of the laser-triggered breakdown process. We
identify the weak luminous front as being due to the passage
of a streamer. Experimental conditions were: 800 Torr N.,; 97%
SB'; 10 mJ, 1.06 IL, 15 ns laser; stainless steel electrodes, 5
mm gap spacing; 30 cm discharge cable.

7. Schematic diagram showing the recessed electrode configuration
used in the experiments discussed in the text.

9. Oscillogram showing the gap current observed in the recessed-
electrode triggering geometry. For timing purposes, the trace
shows the sum of the current from a high-speed photodiode mon-
itoring the laser intensity, and the gap current. The first
feature is due to the photodiode signal, and the plateau-l ike
feature occurring later is due to the gap current. A second
current rise starting about 90 ns after the peak of the laser
intensity is visible, but somewhat attenuated due to non-
linear behavior of the load resistor in this snot. The hor-
izontai scale is 20 ns/div, and for the gap current the verti-
cal is 50 amp/div. Experimental conditions were: 900 Torr N

~~.*
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97% SBV; 10 mJ, 1.06 1±, 15 ns laser; stainless steel elec-
trodes, 5 mm gap spacing.

?. Very hioh sensitivity, digitized streak photograph showing the
propagation of a streamer front for the recessed-electrode
triggering geometry. The nearly-vertical white streak in the
lower left corner of the photo is an artifact due to a reflec-
",in from the face of the video monitor. Experimental condi-
tions were: 800 Torr N,; 95/. SBV; 15 mJ, 1.06 1', 15 ns laser;
30 cm charging cable; stainless steel electrodes, 5 mm gap
spacing.

10. Streak photograph showing the longer term development of the
breakdown with the recessed electrode geometry. The streak
camera sensitivity was less than that used in Fig. 9 by a fac-
tor of approximately 1000. Experimental conditions were:. 800
Torr N.; 95% SBV; 15 mJ, 1.06 I9, 15 ns laser; 100 m, I l's
discharge cable; stainless steel electrodes, 5 mm gap spacing.

11. Streak :hotograph showing the later stages of laser-triggered
breakdown. The camera sensitivity is less than that used for
Fig. 6 by a factor of approximately 1000. Experimental condi-
tions were: 800 Torr N,; 20 mJ, 1.0619, 15 ns laser; 100m, I lAs
discharge cable; stainless steel electrodes, 5 mm gap spacing.

12. Streak photographs of the later stages of laser-triggered
breakdown for a positively charged struck electrode and
several applied voltages. A wide (2 mm) entrance slit was
used on the streak camera to reduce interpretational problems
introduced by a non-vertical or crooked discharge channel.
The constriction seen in the last 10 ns is an artifact pro-

£ duced by the application of .3, . - pulse to the streak tube
in order to discriminate against the intense spark channel em-
ission. Experimental conditions were: 800 Torr N2 ; 9 mJ, 1.06
A', 15 ns laser; 100 m, I As charging cable; stainless steel
electrodes, 5 mm gap spacing. Charging voltages were: a) 99%;
b) 92.; c) 86%; d) 79%; e) 72%; f) 66% of static breakdown
voltage.

13. Streak photographs of the later stages of laser-triggered
breakdown for a negatively charged struck electrode and
several applied voltages. Experimental conditions and charg-
ing voltage sequence were the same as used in Fig. 11.

14. Plots of the length of the luminous region displaying abrupt
turn-on, and the delay to closure, as obtained from Figs. 12
and 13, as a function of applied voltage for: a) positive
struck electrode; b) negative struck electrode.
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Project No. 3

Spark Gap Discharge and Erosion Phenomena

(A. Donaldson, C. Yeh, B. Maas, R. Ness,

H. Krompholz, M. Hagler, M. Kristiansen and, L. Hatfield)

A. SUMMARY

The work performed during the past year involves the main

aspects limiting the performance of high energy, rep-rated spark

gaps, namely, voltage breakdown stability, electrode erosion, and

*- .'. voltage recovery. The accomplishments during the contract period

include:

1. A theoretical model which describes the selfbreakdown

voltage distribution of a spark gap as a function of the

relevant parameters, e.g. electrode surface conditions,

gas type, gas pressure, and voltage ramp rate has been

developed and. experimentally verified. This model can

be extended to the description of pulse charged and.

triggered spark qaps. For experimental verification of

the model the necessary computer software has been

developed and aolied to calculations of the effects of

surface microstructures on the static breakdown voltage

distribution in N2 and SF6 .

2. A physical understanding of the erosion process has been

developed which explains the previously unresolved

discrepancy between the theoretical erosion spot models

[1] based on joule heating (erosion a function of

• ,..N.. , --' ' - ' '- , - €- - ., , -...... ,..-. . -.. ; . - ...... . . '/ . ".- .....
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J i2 dt) and experimental results (2-10] which show

erosion a function of fidt and several other current

-, dependencies.

3. The erosion rates as a function of current for a variety

of parameters (electrode materials, gas type, pressure

etc.) with unipolar discharges (Mark II) have been

measured. A ringing discharge facility (Mark V) has

been constructed which provide a high charge transfer

per unit of stored energy.

4. The basic erosion mechanisms in stainless steel, e.g.

crack formation due to material inhomogeneities, has

been clarified.

5. Different diagnostic methods have been set up, includ-

ing:

- cross sectioning facility for first hand examination

of eletrode surfaces,

- interfacing of a microprocessor controlled temperature

aquisition system for measurement of electrode and gas

temperature in order to get additional information

with regard to enerqy balance,

- optical diagnostics: a Schlieren technique for

measuring the arc expansion vs. time and a Mach-

Zehnder interferometer for observation and measurement

of the motion of hot gas and/or electrode debris

during spark recovery.

4 6. Measurement of the recovery rate statistics using a

double pulse arrangement has been made for several

electrode and gas combinations.

LOA
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B. MODELING OF SELF-BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE STATISTICS

A model has been developed which relates the electrode

surface structure produced by a high enerqy discharqe to the

self-breakdown voltage statistics. This model, previously

described in the Third Annual Report E11], includes all the

parameters relevant for spark gap operation (electrode surface

structure, gas type, gas pressure, and voltage ramp rate) and

allows for the scaling, parameter optimization, and predictions

needed to improve spark gap performance. Recently the model has

been found to have a direct application for the design and

improvement of pulse charged and triggered spark gaps [12].

Details of this model are given in the preprint of "Modeling of

Self-Breakdown Voltage Statistics in High Energy Spark Gaps" in

Appendix I and has been submitted to the Journal of Applied

Physics.

C. ELECTRODE EROSION

1. Material dependence as a function 'of current

Electrode erosion measurements as a function of current have

continued on the Mark II generator. A large portion of this work

is described in the paper "Electrode Erosion Phenomena in a High

Energy Spark Gap" which has been accepted for publication in IEEE

Trans. on Plasma Science and is attached as Appendix II. To

date, nine different electrode materials have been tested in air

and nitrogen. The erosion rates for these materials are shown in

Fiqs. 1 and 2. Fiqure 1 indicates that stainless steel (304) has

.- . * ,''*- -- q. ,'*..-'-.- + ,. -' c'v v , , .'.'.'.r.. 'o".... +..... ,".-.
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a cathode erosion rate comparable to the more expensive copper-

tungsten. As a result, several stainless steels (20Cb-3 and

440-C) which were known to have low erosion rates in MHD genera-

tors were tested as well. The surfaces of these electrodes are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Neither of these steels were as good as

304 and the 20Cb-3 showed signs of gross material extraction.

Figure 2 indicates that for air the cathode erosion rate is

material dependent and varies linearly with fidt, or Q, for

unipolar pulses. Although consistent with other experimental

results this dependency of erosion on idt is in apparent

conflict with much theoretical work which assumes resistive

heating at the arc attachment site to be responsible for the

melting"of electrode material and thus have a dependence upon

i2dt. In contrast, an fidt dependence would seem to indicate

that the source of energy for the erosion would come from the

energy dissipated in the cathode fall, namely, fVarc idt.

However, as it will be shown, this is not necessarily the case.

(The erosion mechanism was an issue of considerable debate in

Russian literature and was never adequately resolved [13-141.)

Using the essential results of vacuum spark investigations

[15], which can be applied to high pressure discharge experiments

as far as electrode processes are considered, the basic erosion

processes can be described as follows: The arc consists of

filaments with individual points of attachment at the electrodes

(cf. Fig. 5). At low pressures the current in each filament has

been found to be constant [16] and, is in general,a function of

electrode material, gas type, and pressure. Thus, the number of

attachment sites N is a function of the total current I at any
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given time. Regardless of the erosion dependence on current for

each filament, the total erosion will then be proportional to the

number of sites and thus proportional to the total current, if

one assumes that the lifetime for each filament is the same. If

the attachment lifetime, which is known to be a function of

electrode material, gas type, and pressure and is generally - 100

ns, is allowed to change during the current pulse itself, then

virtually any functional dependence on current could result.

2. Surface. analysis

Surface analysis work continued on the spark gap electrodes

[171. Cross sections were made of several electrodes in order to

study the depth of the erosion damage. For the case of stainless

steel electrodes in air and nitrogen the results proved to be

quite interesting and gave considerable insight into the physics

of the erosion process. Figure 6 shows a top view of the central

region of a stainless steel (304) cathode run in air. The

hexagonally shaped regions, 100-200 pm wide, are of considerable

importance since the boundaries or cracks show evidence of

enhanced erosion. Cross sections of this electrode are shown in

Fig. 7 and were analyzed by Paul Predecki at Denver Research

Institute. His analysis showed that:

1) the cracks oriented themselves along magnesium sulfide

"stringers" which were present in the stainless steel,

2) the density of the stringers is quite high and the hexagonal

regions were a result of a combination of biaxial tensile

forces produced during the temperate cycling created by the

arc and the enhanced chemical attack which resulted at the

stringer locations,

02" ''- ,. --.- - -"''''.. ''i --- '. - ', ' .% -".- i -".- -". --- -'' ,' - ,- ; -.
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3) the depth of the cracks was considerably less in nitrogen

(20Vm) than in air (80 I'm), presumably due to less chemical

attack or by a reduction in the temperature cycling in

nitrogen, and

4) except at the cracks,the depth of damage, as evidenced by

melting or chemical composition changes, was generally less

than 10 Um.

As a result of this work, efforts are being made to obtain

stainless steels with fewer stringers and a cross-sectioning

facility has been assembled in our laboratory to allow in-house

electrode inspection.

3. Energy Deposition 0

The study of the energy deposition in a spark gap is

important for modeling electrode erosion and voltage recovery.

The experimental work is divided into two parts: the measurement

of the arc resistance and the measurement of the energy deposited

in the electrode. The arc resistance is ideally calculated from

the following equation in which all the terms are functions of

time.

V-V2= i (Rarc + Rshaft + dLarc/dt + dL-haft/dt)

+ d Larc + Lshaft ' (1)

diwhere V1 and V2 , the anode and cathode voltaqes, and i and - are

all measured directly from probes. The shaft resistance, Rshaft,

has been determined using skin depth calculations [18] and Larc

has been calculated from Braginskii's equation [19]. The arc

inductance will be verified experimentally using the Schlieren

• ." %, *." * ,r . - *'-* ' " . " . '" . ," , - ." .- ' ' -. , ., .," ."- . . -. - . 6 ,,, . .' .. . ... . .- ,
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diagnostic system shown in Fig. 8 to measure the radial expansion

rate of the are. The shaft resistance will also be verified

experimentally by differential voltage measurement along the

shaft. A computer program is currently being developed to solve

Equation 1 for Rar e with the use of this information and the

digitized probe data.

To calculate the energy deposited in the electrode an

experiment is being planned which is similar to the one described

in detail by Carder [6]. Basically the experiment consists of

measuring the temperature of a thermally isolated electrode after

a fixed number of pulses have occurred. A microprocessor

controlled temperature acquisition device has been interfaced to

our laboratory computer and the required thermocouples will be

assembled shortly. It is anticipated that the energy deposition

to the electrodes will be calculated for a wide variety of pulse

conditions and thus aid in the development of an erosion model.

4. Ringing Discharge Experiment (Mark V)

In order to study electrode erosion as a function of pulse

shape, and for higher levels of Coulomb transfer, a ringing

discharge facility (Mark V) has been constructed. The design is

essentially the same as that for Mark IV except that the load is

shorted to produce an oscillatory current, and the electrodes are

water cooled. A typical pulse with approximately 90% reversal is

shown in Fig. 9. Typical operating parameters are currently:

Ringinq frequency 50-200 kHz

Peak current 100 kA I
Total charge stored 0.5 Coulombs/shot

Total charges transferred 10 Coulombs/shot

Discharge voltage 50 kV

-..% ... . .'. .'q ..- , . ". ". , ,% " "..' "_ % " '. -" -,°" -" " % . • .". .-. .•. .-. ,. .... . .-. .,.. . ..... ... "... .. ,
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a) Vertical: 10 kA/divp Horizontal 50 uis/div

b) Vertical: 10 kA/div, Horizontal 20 us/div

Fig. 9. Mark V Ringing Discharge Waveforms in Air
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Initial experiments will include measuring the electrode

erosion rates as a function of the charge transferred in order to

compare them with the unipolar results.

D. VOLTAGE RECOVERY

Voltage recovery measurements have been performed on the

Mark I generator for graphite, stainless steel and copper-

tungsten electrodes in air or nitrogen at pressures up to 2

atmospheres. The results of this work are discussed in Appendix

III "Voltage Recovery Measurements in a High Energy Spark Gap".

In addition tothe data presented there, Figs. 10 through 15 show

the statistics of the recovery breakdown voltages for both the

first and second pulses. These statistics are important for at

least two reasons:

1) it shows that a considerable spread exists for the second

pulse data which suggests that recovery will have to be

defined in terms of the lower edge of the voltage distribu-

tion instead of the mean voltage, and

2) it provides a large data base to check the ranqe of applica-

bility of the statistical model discussed earlier for

significantly higher charging rates (270 kV/ms).

A Mach Zehnder interferometer system (Fig. 16), complete

with a He-Ne laser and a high speed camera, has been used to

record density fluctuations on the Mark I system. First results

(Fig. 17) show density variations An/n . 0.5 propagating with

extremely slow velocities (250-750 cm/sec.) in the radial

i -- . .-<-.4 t* .-:?- .* ;-: .. '. L . * 5.S.. I',- . .. h.--.-& ..> .'** ..'
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direction for times up to several millisconds aftar the current

pulse.

The time scale for these processes appears related to the O

measured recovery times, but a final explanation of these density

variations requires additional experiments (for instance,

extension to faster time scales to measure also the well known

arc expansion/shock wave propagation and the use of material

sensitive diagnostics, e.g. laser induced flourescence (LIF)).
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APPENDIX I

MODELING OF SELF-BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE STATISTICS 4
IN HIGH ENERGY SPARK GAPS*

A. L. Donaldson, R. Ness, M. Hagler, M. Kristiansen

Department of Electrical Engineering/Computer Science

and to
L. L. Hatfield

Department of Physics
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409

Abstract

A model which incorporates the influence of electrode sur-

face conditions, gas pressure, and charging rate on the voltage -.

stability of high energy spark gaps is discussed. Experimental

results support several predictions of the model; namely, that

increasing pressure and the rate of voltage charging both produce

a broadening of the self-breakdown voltage distribution, whereas

a narrow voltage distribttion can be produced by supplying a

copious source of electrons at the cathode surface. Experimental

results also indicate that two different mechanisms can produce

this broadening, both of which can be taken into account with the

use of the model presented. Further implications of the model

include changes in the width of the self-breakdown voltage proba-

bility density function as the primary emission characteristics

of the cathode are modified by, for example, oxide or nitride

coatings and/or deposits from the insulator. Overall, the model

provides a useful and physically sound framework from which the

properties of spark gaps under a wide variety of experimental

conditions may be evaluated.

* Submitted to Journal of Applied Physics
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Introduction

Low-litter, triggered spark gaps are needed for a wide vari-

ety of switching applications, including fusion machines1 , wea-

pons systems, and high energy physics experiments. To achieve

low litter, the switch should be triggered as close to the self-

breakdown voltage as possible. Thus, an ideal switch should

have a delta function for the self-breakdown voltage probability

density function. In actual operation the self-breakdown vol-

tage will be somewhat erratic, and in most cases "prefires*, or

breakdown voltages which are significantly less than the mean,

will occur. The self-breakdown voltage density functions and the

respective distributions for these cases are shown in Fig. 1.

This paper presents a model which incorporates the processes

which can produce the voltage distribution shown in Fig. lb. The

problem of prefires is not addressed here but is being consi-

dered for future work.

Numerous studies2-6 have shown that the choice of gas, elec-

*- trode, and insulator material can significantly influence the

width and shape of the actual voltage density function. More

specifically, several studies 7 "9 have suggested a correlation of

*the statistical distribution in the self-breakdown voltage of a

spark gap and the properties of the cathode surface,. including

its microstructure. The data have been interpreted in terms of

models that consider:

1) the effect of the field enhancement, due to cathode

microstructure, and the effect of lower surface work

functions, resulting from surface coatings, on the gen-
70

eration rate of electrons at the cathode7'10 ,
4,
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2) the effect of the field enhancement on Townsend's first

ionization coefficient, a,7,12,13, and

3) the effect of the surface coatings and the applied field

on the secondary emission coefficient, y, at the

cathodel4.

These models usually include the concept of waiting-for-an-
.
o°

electron, in that breakdown is assumed to occur when the first

electron appears at the cathode after a breakdown condition.(usu-

ally the Townsend condition) has been satisfieda. The theoretical

model presented here includes all of these mechanisms by which

the cathode surface can affect the statistical distribution in

the breakdown voltage, and includes the field enhancement ef-

fects on the cathode surface in a new way.

Theoretical Model

General Case

Consider a spark gap subjected to a monotonically increasing

applied voltage, v(t). Denote the breakdown voltage, a

* a It should be noted that Hodges I0 took into account the Wijsman

probability 15 which allows for no breaklown to occur even if the

above criteria are satisfied. However, this effect was ignored

in the present analysis since the Wijsman probability goes from 0

to 1 quite rapidly near self-breakdown and the modeling of this

effect is quite uncertain for electronegative gases at higher

41 pressures11 .
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random variable, as V. The field enhancement factor, M, defined

as the ratio of the enhanced electric field at the cathode with

microstructure to the electric field without microstructure, is

also considered to be a random variable (the underlying sample

space is the geometrical surface of the cathode). The random

variable M is characterized by a probability density function,

pM(m). A basic assumption of the model is that the gap breaks

down when an electron is bcrn at a site on the cathode surface

where M is as large as or larger than the value that satisfies

the breakdown condition (perhaps Townsend or streamer) at the

particular voltage applied. We denote this threshold value of

the field enhancement as mt(v). Physically we expect that mt(v)

is a monotonically decreasing function of v (amt(v)/8v<O), an

increasing function of pressure (8mt(v)/p)0), and that mt(O) =
3

and mt(vmax) = 1. Figure 2 shows an actual calculation of mt(v)

using a model microstructure described in Appendix A. The trends

for this model are listed in Table I.

We now calculate the probability, Pt, that the gap breaks

down during the time between t and t + At and hence at a voltage

between v and v + Av. For At small, the probability (Apt) that

an electron is born between t and t + At at a site where M takes
a value between m and m + Am is

ie(m,v(t))
Apt = At PM(M) m ()

e

*W
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The quantity e is the charge on an electron and ie is the primary

electron current generated at the cathode. In general, ie could

be generated by:

a) cosmic rays ionizing the gas in front of the cathode

surface1 6,

b) Fowler-Nordheim field emission1 7, and/or

c) Schottky field assisted thermal emission I0 .

These emission processes could occur directly from the cath-

ode material or from compounds existing on the cathode surface

whose work function is usually lower than that of the metal and

which can be effectively lowered even further by surface charg-

ing. Thus, in general, ie could be a function of total cathode

surface area, voltage, field enhancement, temperature, and work

function. The last three are also functions of the position on

the surface. For the following formulation, however, we will

represent ie as an explicit function of field enhancement and

voltage only.

If At is large compared with the time of avalanche forma-

tion (see Appendix B), then the probability that the gap breaks

down between t and .t + At is

At "
pt(At) = f ie(m,v(t))M(m)dm (2)

mt(v)

* Let the random variable T represent the time elapsed before

breakdown of the gap. Then, from Eq. (2), the probability

density function for T is readily seen to be
18

| * . *. . . . . . ... % .'S . . .
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t1
PT(t) uf(t) exp Lf f(T)dj (3)

where

1.o
f(t) - f ie(mv(t))PM(m)dm. (4)

, mt(v(t))

Since, by assumption, v(t) is a monotonic function of t, then the

probability density function for the breakdown voltage, V, is19

pv(v) - PT(t(v)) /dv/ (5)

or20
X(V) v V (n)dn

pv(v) =V exp [ v 0- (6)
V 0

where v' is the derivative of the charging voltage with respect

to time (dv(t)/dt) and

1 a .
X(v) = - f ie(mV)pM(m)dm. (7)

mt(v)

It is easy to see that

v rv X ()d ' "i
Fv(v) =fpv(C)dC 1 - - f 7I, (8)

, 0 0 -

where Fv(v) is the cumulative probability distribution for the

random variable, V. Equation (8) shows that the width of the

self-breakdown voltage distribution: 1) decreases with increasing

* ie , 2) increases with increasing mt caused by, for example, an

increase in operating pressure, and 3) increases with increasing

v', the charging rate. Note that v' is to be evaluated at v, and

hence can be considered as a function of v, namely, v' : v'(v).

5.
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If v(t) is a ramp, then v' = vo ', a constant. If v(t) is an RC

charging waveform, then v' = (vo-v)/RC where vo is the charging

voltage. If v(t) = A(l-coswt) for 0 < wt < w, then v' =

w' v(2A-v).

From Equations (7) and (8), it is easy to show 20 that

1 CD v'pv(v)
ie(m,v)pM(m)dm (9)

e mt(v) 1-Fv(v)

Notice that all the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (9) can

be measured experimentally. This will hold true for the special

cases discussed below as well. This is an important result, for

even when ie depends on (implicit) variables other than m and v,

the function v'pv(v)/(l-Fv(v)) should still describe the results.

Special Cases

To proceed further, consider two special cases of the model.

First, suppose that ie(m,v) is constant so that field enhancement

distribution effects from the cathode surface microstructure and

waiting-for-an-electron effects are the primary physical mechan-

isms included in the model. This circumstance is likely to hold,

for example, when the cathode is illuminated with sufficiently

intense ultraviolet radiation so that any field emission current

is dwarfed by photoelectric current, which should be independent

of M and V. If ie = ieo, a constant, then Eq. (9) gives

ieo v'pv(V)
- [I - FM(mt(v))] = (10)
e 1-Fv(V)
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where FM(m) is the cumulative probability distribution for the

random variable, M. If we know mt(v), we can determine FM(m) by

plotting FM(mt(v)) versus mt(v). Therefore, for this special

case it is possible, in principle, to deduce FM(m) from pv(v)

(self-breakdown voltage histogram) under a given set of condi-

tions and thus predict pv(v) (6r Fv(v)) for a different v' or gas

pressure (which affects mt(v)), for example. For this special

case, Eq. (8) becomes
S

r ieo v [l-FM(mt(n))]dn
Fv(v) = l-exp [ v' (11)e o

Consider now a second special case in which pM(m) =

d(m - mo), where 6(.) is the Dirac delta function and mO is a

constant. In this case the field enhancement is assumed to be

uniform (that is, sufficiently characterized by its mean value

rather than its distribution) so that the primary effects in-

cluded are the voltage dependence of the primary electron cur-

rent, ie, and waiting-for-an-electron. In this case Eq. (8)

becomes

-~ r 1 v ie(mfo,n)di
Fv(v) = l-exp f V1 (12)~e v'

VB

where vt is the threshold voltage, and mt(vt) = mo, while Eq. (9)

becomes

7" 1V(v)

ie(mo,V) 1-Fv(v) (13)

IV

I

d€
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Experimental Arrangement

The experimental arrangement and the system diagnostics used

to test the theoretical results are shown in Fig's. 3 and 4. The

construction of this facility and the development of the modeling

software is described elsewhere 9 ,21 . The test circuit shown in

Fig. 4 consists of a high energy (2 kJ) pulse forming network

(PFN) and a low energy (<I mJ) RC probing circuit. The PFN is

used to generate an electrode surface which is characteristic of

a high energy switch. The RC probing circuit is used to generate

the voltage distributions with a low energy, low current pulse so

that the equilibrium temperature is reached prior to each shot.

This low energy circuit is also used so that the surface micro-

structure will not be altered significantly from shot to shot.

The pressure in the spark gap could be raised to 3.5 atmospheres

and the voltage ramp rate could be varied from 3 to 60 kV/s by

changing Rc. A 5 Watt UV lamp was used to generate additional

electrons at the cathode surface when needed.

A testing sequence consisted of firing 2000 - 7000 shots at

high energy, waiting approximately one hour for the electrode to

cool, and proceeding with several series of 500 low energy shots

with different ie, v', and pressure.b Figure shows a typical

electrode surface generated by the high energy pulses for the

case of 304 stainless steel run in one atmosphere of nitrogen gas

b The Kolmogorov - Smirnoff 22 test indicates that this number of

shots should determine Fv(v), within a confidence level of 99%,

to an accuracy of 7%.

K"- " " '"•"•"•""";" "v . . .-"-"- " . , - . .-"-•. "-t ' "-' . ''q - """""" ","- """- . ."
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U-,

at a gap separation of 5 mm. Examination of the electrode sur-

face after application of the low energy pulses indicates that no

significant changes had occurred which might alter the breakdown

statistics.

Experimental Results

Several experiments were performed to verify the model's

predictions for the effect of ie, v', and pressure on the proba-

bility density function pv(v)." In the first experiment, an UV

source was used to generate a continuous supply of photoelec-

trons at the surface of a stainless steel electrode in air. Fig- lti
ure 6 shows that, without UV, the density function is very broad;

indicating that the cathode surface is a very poor emitter of

electrons. However, with the UV source on, the density function

collapsed to the lowest value of breakdown voltage. Nitta, et

al. 23, observed the same effect in SF6 at pressures up to 2 atm.

This result is significant for at least two reasons. First, it

-. supports the waiting-for-an-electron concept as one mechanism re-

- sponsible for statistical variation in the self-breakdown vol-

tage; and second, it provides an externally controllable experi-

mental "switch" where the effect of waiting-for-an-electron can

be turned on or off. The behavior observed is consistent with

Eq. (8).

A second experiment consisted of varying the voltage ramp

rate v' from 3 kV/s ("slow" ramp) to 30 kV/s ("fast" ramp). Ac-

cording to the model (Eq. (8'), if you are waiting for an elec-
&a D1

tron to appear, then the faster the ramp rate, the higher the .9

breakdown voltage will be when the electron appears and thus the

DAF 2,
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greater the scatter in the density function, pv(v). Figure 7

shows that this effect was indeed observed. Also, from Eq. (8),

the density function for the slower ramp rate could be theoretic-

ally calculated from the data for the fast ramp rate. Figure 7

shows this result for the assumption ie = ieo, a constant. The

result is fair, indicating that for better agreement a more

realistic expression for ie , perhaps ie(m,v), would have to be

used.

Previous work 1 3 ,24 -2 6 has shown that with the presence of

cathode microstructure, an increase in pressure can lead to sig-

nificant deviations from the Paschen curve breakdown voltage if

the product of the protrusion height and the pressure is greater

than a gas dependent threshold. For example, Berger 13 calcu-

lated that pressure-height products of 30 um-atm for SF6 and 200

um-atm for air would be required for the onset of breakdown vol-

tage modifications due to enhanced ionization occurring near the

microstructure. Avrutskii8 stated that an increase in pressure

should lead to an increase in scatter in the breakdown voltage,

but no data were given. Thus, in order to understand the effect

of pressure on the breakdown voltage statistics for a surface

with large protrusions, the brass sample shown in Fig. 8 was

generated and the breakdown voltages were recorded for pressures

up to 3.5 atmospheres. (Earlier work in electrode erosion showed

that brass electrodes in high energy operation can form protru-

sions up to 500 vm2 1 .) Figure 9 clearly shows an increase in

scatter, especially at the low end, in the density function Pv(V)

for higher pressures. If the effect is due to field enhance-

ments, then the calculated range of m's at any pressure should be

wx.-.. * "..
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the same since the distribution of surface field enhancements is

not changing from shot to shot. For p = 1.7 atm, the range of

m's, calculated using the model in Appendix A, was 1 - 2.93; for

p = 2.5 atm, the range was 1 - 3.63.

Increased scatter has also been observed for electrode sur-

faces with microstructures much smaller than the amount required

to affect the breakdown voltage. Figure 10 shows the breakdown

voltage distribution as a function of pressure for graphite elec-

trodes in air. The electrode surface had no protrusions greater

than 10 um. Although the pressure-height product is an order of

magnitude less than the amount required to affect the breakdown

voltage by enhanced ionization1 3 , there is still a significant

spreading of the distribution at higher pressures. Unlike the

results for the brass electrodes, the spreading occurs at the

high end of the distributions, i.e., for voltages larger than

those calculated from the Townsend breakdown criteria for a gap

without protrusions, and M = 1. Whereas the results for brass

indicated a lowering of the Townsend breakdown criteria due to

enhanced ionization, the results for graphite indicate that a

different mechanism is producing the scatter at high pressures;

seemingly, by altering the effective generation rate of

electrons. I
The pressure data were also found to be of importance for

analyzing the different ie cases which were studied theoreti-

cally. Figure 11 shows theoretical plots of the quantity

..
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v'pv(V)/(I-Fv(v)) for the three physical cases discussed ear-

lier: a) ie = ie(mo,V), mo is a constant over the entire surface

(Eq. (13)); b) ie = ieo is a constant (Eq. (10)); and c) the most -

general case, ie = ie(m,v) which assumes a distribution of sur-

face field enhancements (Eq. (9)). A Gaussian distribution in

field enhancements was used for cases b) and c). The function

mt(v) was calculated using the model described in Appendix A and

a Schottky emission current was used for ie(m,v). Case a) illus-

trates that if there is no spread in the distribution for M (Eq.

(13)), then an increase in pressure will correspond simply to a

higher emission current because of the higher breakdown voltage,

which is typical for a field dependent Schottky or Fowler-

Nordheim emission mechanism1 0 . A higher emission current at

higher pressure would imply narrower statistics, but experimental

results indicate just the opposite; namely, broader statistics at

higher pressures. However, in case b) for a fixed voltage, the

increase in pressure has the effect of raising the threshold, mt, IN

required for breakdown, which raises FM(mt(v)), and thus the

function v'pv(v)/(l-Fv(V)) is multivalued and decreases with in-

creasing pressure (Eq. (10)). For case c) v'pv(v)/(l-Fv(v)) is

also multivalued and decreases with increasing pressure, but in a

different way (Eq. (9)). For a fixed voltage, and assuming that

the surface features do not change with pressure, the integrand

is constant with increasing pressure. However, the lower limit

on the integral, namely mt(v), increases with increasing pressure

which has the effect of reducing the value of the function.
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Figure 12 is a plot of the function V'pv(V)/(l-Fv(V)) from

experimental data for the pressure data of Figure 9. From this

plot it is clearly seen that the experimental data are inconsis-

tent with the theoretical results for case a) (a constant M sur-

face). Thus, the effect of a distribution in field enhancements

should be considered in the analysis of the breakdown statis-

tics. In addition, the function v'pV(V)/((l-FV(V)) increases

very rapidly with voltage and only very extreme values for the

work function, 0 < 0.5 eV, and field enhancement, M > 50, could

give reasonable agreement between the experimental data and the

Fowler-Nordheim or Schottky field emission mechanisms.

Conclusion

A model has been described which correctly accounts for the

influence of pressure, v', ie, and surface microstructure on the

self-breakdown voltage statistics. The model's importance in the

area of pulse-charged and triggered switches stems from the fact

that the statistics for these systems have been recently shown 27

to be heavily dependent on the self-breakdown statistics dis-

cussed in this paper.

Using this model, theoretical and experimental results

show:

1) The spread in self-breakdown voltages in a spark gap is

a function of the charging rate (v') and the cathode surface

properties which determine the electron emission current ie and

the distribution of field enhancement sites FM(m).

[ °
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2) Increasing ie provides a practical method for reducing
-1 .

the width of the self-breakdown voltage density function. This AD

can be accomplished with an external UV source, by sandblasting

the electrodes to supply a large number of low work function

emitting sites 27 , or perhaps with an electron emission agent

introduced into the cathode material 28 .

3) The spread in self-breakdown voltages increases with

increasing pressure, and/or increasing charging rate.
.o-

4) Increasing pressure had two distinctive effects on the

breakdown voltage distributions. For large microstructures (>200

pm) on brass electrodes, increasing pressure led to increased

scatter at the lower end of the distributions as a result of

enhanced ionization near the microstructure. For small micro-
.'4S

structures (<10 4m) on graphite electrodes, an increase in pres-

sure led to increased scatter at the high end of the distribu-

tions which presumably was due to a lowering of the effective

electron emission current, ie p

5) The function v'pv(v)/(l-Fv(v)), which can be computed

directly from self-breakdown voltage data, is useful for deter-

mining the nature of ie for a given set of conditions.

z.0
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Appendix A

The Townsend breakdown criterion for a spark gap with micro-

structure is given by

d
f & dz = K (A-1)
h

where U is the effective ionization coefficient of the gas

which is equal to a-n; and where a is the Townsend first ion-

ization coefficient, n is the attachment coefficient, h is the

protrusion height, d is the gap spacing, and K is a function of

E/p and is obtained from empirical data. The microstructure

modifies the voltage which satisfies Eq. (A-i) by altering the

electric field and thus a in the region near the protrusion.

One can model the protrusion several waysl2, 2 9 , but the semi-

ellipsoidal model shown in Fig. Al was chosen because the elec-

tric field along the z axis was known analytically and could be

expressed in terms of the field enhancement M. The field for this

configuration is given by

00

E(z) = Eo 1+(M-l) ) (A-2)

where

d
EO = fE(z)dz/(d-h). (A-3)

h

W

4D

7. .. ' * ." ' . -
' - - - '
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The field enhancement factor M is related to b, the radius of the

base of the protrusion, and h, the protrusion height, by the

equation

c 2  (1 l+c -
M = n -- -1 ,(A-4)

1-c2  2c 1-c

where

c = 1 - b2 /h 2 .

The coefficients E and K were obtained from the litera- 0
ture 1 3 ,3 0. Thus, Eq. (A-i) was solved for a variety of condi-

tions and plotted in Fig's. A2-A4. It should be remembered that

these graphs are useful only for showing trends since actual

surface structure effects are not as simple as a single ellip-

soid. Also, it was assumed that a takes on its equilibrium

value instantly, when in reality it would gradually approach its

equilibrium value within a few collision paths. This effect was

modeled in Fig. A5 and the calculated results in Fig. A6 show

that if one takes this into account the effect would be to smooth

the surface out or to reduce protrusion effect3.

Thus, the values obtained for the breakdown voltage using

equilibrium values of a are lower limits for a given set of

conditions.

. . ... .. . . . . . .% . I I
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Appendix B

In the main body of the paper, it was assumed that the time 40

for avalanche formation (formative time) is sufficiently short so

that the applied voltage changes only negligibly ((100 V) during

this time. For SF6 and air at 1 atm, the maximum formative times

are approximately 100 us31'32 and thus, for charging rates less

than 1000 kv/s, this assumption was valid.

If the formative time is not negligible, then it is consi-

dered to be a random variable, Tt, with a probability density

pTt(t). The increase in applied voltage during Tt is a random

variable, Vt. Because the voltage and time are monotonically

related
18

PVt(v) = PTt(t)/ d (B-i)

Under these circumstances, the gap breakdown voltage is not

simply V, the applied voltage when the first electron is born at

a site at the cathode surface where M > mt, but rather the sum of

V and Vt, which will be called U.

U = V + Vt (B-2)

Thus, U is the sum of two random variables. Its probability

density is therefore given by33

PU(v) = Pv,vt(v-uu)du (B-3)

.. " ' , , . ._ . ' , % ' , ' % j . . "% ". ° . " ''. . . - " " . . ' - • ' - ' - " " ". - . . . - " 4 ,.- -0- . -
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where PV Vt (''") is the joint probability density for V and Vt.

If V and Vt are statistically independent, then this result "

simplifies to
34

Pu(v) : Pv(v)*Pvt(v) (B-4)

where the asterisk denotes convolution in v, pv(v) is given by

Eq. (6) and pvt(v) is found using Eq. (B-I). The random variables

V and Vt are simply transformations of T and Tt. Therefore35, V

and Vt will be statistically independent if the formative time,

Tt, does not depend on the time, T, required for an electron to

be born at a site on the cathode surface where M>mt.

Notice that if the formative time is negligible, then

Pvt(v) becomes 5(v), a Dirac delta function, so that

puv Pv(v)*(v) PvV) (B-5)

This case is the one assumed in the body of the paper.

*%. .- ..
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Appendix Ii

ELECTRODE EROSION PHENOMENA

IN A HIGH ENERGY PULSED DISCHARGE

A.L. Donaldson, M.O. Hagler, and M. Kristiansen

Plasma and Switching Laboratory

Department of Electrical Engineering

G. Jackson* and L. Hatfield

Department of Physics

Texas Tech University

Lubbock, Texas 79409

Abstract

The erosion rates for hemispherical electrodes, 2.5 cm in

diameter, made of graphite, copper-craphite, brass, two types of

copper-tungsten, and three types of stainless steel have been

examined in a spark gap filled with air or nitrogen at one

atmosphere. The electrodes were subjected to 50,000 unipolar

pulses (25 Is, 4-25 kA, 5-30 kV, 0.1-0.6 Coul/shot) at repetition

rates ranging from 0.5 to 5 pulses per second (pps). Severe

surface conditioning occurred, resultinq in the formation of

several spectacular surface patterns (craters up to 0.6 cm in

diameter and nipples and dendrites up to 0.2 cm in hei3h:).

Surface damace was linited to auproximately 80 -m in depti and

Accepted for publication - :EEE Trans. on Plasma Science, March,'84.
Present address: BDM Corp. Huntsville, Alabama 35803
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was considerably less in nitrogen gas than in air. Anode erosion

rates varied from a slight gain (a neaative erosion rate), for

several materials in nitrogen, to 5 Ucm 3/Coul for Qraphite in

air. Cathode erosion rates of 0.4 ucm 3 /Coul for copper-tungsten

in nitrogen to 25 cm 3 /Coul for graphite in air were also

measured.

introduction

a

High energy spark gaps with lifetimes of 108 shots are seen

as one of the critical components in pulsed power systems used

for particle beam systems, lasers, nuclear isotope separation,

electromagnetic pulse simulation, and thermonuclear fusion

reactors. The performance of a pressurized spark gap as a hiah

energy, rep-rated switchina device is typically characterized by

its hold-off voltaoe, recovery time. delay time, and jitter, [1].

The switch lifetime is determined by the electrode erosion, gas

decomposition and disassociation, and insulator damaqe that occur

as energy is dissipated in the switch (2].

The purpose of this study was to measure the erosion rate of

different electrode materials as a function of current in order

to generate a data base from which theoretical models describing

the complex erosion processes could be developed and verified.

in addition, the electrode and insulator surfaces were examined

in an effort to define the electrode erosion characteristics and

to reduce the material parameter space used in further studies.

!1%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......:...:...-,' -..,-.-"-.-. ..-..-......-..........-...-...-....-.. ,-...,,-.....-. -.. • ....'" "" ' "' """
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Experimental Apparatus

Spark Gap

The spark gap shown in Fig. I was designed to facilitate

frequent electrode and insulator replacement and to allow for

accurate control over electrode alignment and gap spacing. The

electrodes are composed of three parts: the brass support (which

also serves as a channel for gas flow), the brass adapter, and

the electrode tip. The hemispherically shaped electrode tips are

2.5 cm in diameter and are made from the various materials

studied. The Lucite inserts provide protection for the main qap

housing and also provide a surface which gives a permanent

history of the discharge debris which is deposited on the walls.

Test Circuit and Conditions

Numerous experimentors have measured erosion rates for high

current (10-800 kA), oscillatory discharqes [3-7]. A few have

studied erosion rates in high current ( <10 kA), unipolar

discharges using brass and copper electrodes only [8,9]. A test

circuit capable of deliverina a unipolar pulse was chosen for

this study, both to simplify separate investiqations of the

erosion processes at the anode and the cathode and to simulate

more closely certain applications. The circuit, shown in Fig. 2,

consists of a six-section Rayleigh pulse forming network (PFN)

which is resistively charqed to the self-breakdown voltaqe of the

spark gap by a 30 kV, I A, constant voltage power supply. When

the oap breaks down, the PFN is discharaed into a matched, 0.62q,

high power load. Further details of the test circuit and load

.....:" ."-"... .. -... "-. '..-.. ."" .... " .. ,-"-- --- -.-.....- ---- ..---
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design are discussed elsewhere [10]. The waveform of the

discharge current is shown in Fig. 3. The test conditions are

summarized below: ,

Voltage < 30 kV

Current < 25 kA

Total Capacitance: 21 pF

Charge/shot < 0.6 Coul

Energy/shot < 9 kJ

Pulse width: 25 ps

Rep-rate: 0.5-5 pps

Gas: Air or N2

Pressure: 1 Atm (absolute) C

Flow rate: 1 Gap volume every 5 sec

Gap spacinq: < 0.8 cm
CZ

Materials Tested

The electrode materials tested were:brass (SAE 660),

stainless steel (304, 20Cb-3, 440-C) [11], copper-tungsten (K-33

(12], 3W3 [13]), graphite (ACF-1OQ),and copper-craphite (CFP-IC)

[14]. This combination of materials allowed for:

1) a comparison with existing data for brass and stainless -b

steel (3,4,8,15].

2) utilization of materials which experimentally have given

0 qood spark qap performance (3,6,16].

3) the testinq of several new materials, namely copper-

graphite, and the stainless steels 20Cb-3 (previously

used in highly corrosive environments in MHD generators) -.

r
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and 440-C (a high strength stainless steel).

The thermophysical properties of these materials are given

in Table 1. 'O

Experimental Results

Erosion Characteristics.

The change in mass of the spark gap electrodes after 50,000

shots was measured with an analytical balance with a precision of

t 5 mg. The individual test conditions and resulting erosion

rates are given in Table iL. Although many authors report erosion

rates in Ug/Coul, the actual factor determining lifetime is the

volume eroded, hence the units icm3/Coul. The results for brass

are discussed later because of the failure of the electrodes due

to gross material extraction.

Material: A ranking of the volume erosion rate for each

material investigated, from smallest to larqest, is:

Cathode: CT-3W3(N 2 ), CT-K-33(N 2 ), CT-3W3(Air),CT-K-33(Air),

SS-304(N 2 ), SS-304(Air), SS-440-C(Air), SS-20Cb-3

(Air), CG (Air), CG(N 2 ), G(N2 ), G(Air)

Anode: CT-3W3(Air), CT-K-33(Air), SS-440-C(Air),CG(N 2 ),

SS-304(Air), SS-20Cb-3(Air), G(Air)(The rest of

the anodes showed no net erosion).

As expected, the copper-tungsten composites gave the lowest

volume erosion rate. Somewhat surprising, however, was the
7%

excellent performance of the stainless steels (304 and 440-C) and

the poor performances of the qraphite materials as cathodes. From

the results obtained for stainless steel in a pulsed discharqe,it

is seen that the high erosion rate reported by Gruber and Suess

* * . - . I.
S . . * . .. . .. ~a .. a ~..a .~aIat .L . L.A.. a...i.. at t~ . --.
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(3], for an oscillatory discharge, was possibly a result of usinq

a stainless steel which, according to the work reported here, is

a poor anode material. Previous studies (6,15], which indicated

that graphite was highly resistant to erosion were done at a much

slower repetition rate (0.03 pps) and, therefore, qave a

significantly lower erosion rate (<lpcm 3/Coul). More recent

results by Bickford [16] at 1000 pps gave an erosion rate of 41

ijcm 3/Coul which is reasonably close to the value of 25 pcm 3/Coul

measured in this experiment. A summary of the erosion rates

found by other investigators is given in Table III. If one takes

into account the lower values of current used in this study, then

the results obtained in this experiment are in generally good

agreement with the measurements of other investiga-ors.

Polarity: Unlike previous experiments, where oscillatory

current conditions masked any polarity effect, a distinct

difference in the cathode and anode erosion rate and, most

likely, the erosion mechanisms themselves were observed using a

unipolar pulse. The ratio of cathode to anode erosion, for those

materials which had significant anode erosion, varied from 1.5

in stainless steel (304) to 16 in copper-graphite. Carder [8]

reported ratios of 2.5 to 5 for brass under similar conditions.

S. Previous experiments, which gave cathode to anode erosion ratios

less than one, were done at -much higher pulse repetition rates

(10-1000 pps) [15-18]. In addition, the results obtained by Petr

[181 were done with smaller anode diameters and gap spacinas

(both <2.5 mm).

I 4~ II
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In general, anode erosion rates were somewhat scattered, and

thus, general trends were hard to obtain, given the limited data

base. However, some agreement with an anode erosion rate

proportional to Q1.5 was observed for graphite. A similar

dependence has been found experimentally and derived theoretical-

ly by numerous other investigators [19-21].

Some anodes actually gained mass, which indicated that

material was being transferred from the cathode to the anode

and/or chemical reactions were forming compounds on the anode.

The material transfer was demonstrated experimentally when a

stainless steel cathode was found to deposit molten material on a

graphite anode. Gray and Pharney [22] proposed a reasonable

model for this effect at low currents, which is based upon the

reduction of the ion bombardment force on the molten cathode

material during the fall of the current pulse.

Cathode erosions in air are plotted in Fiq. 4 as a function of

the total charge transferred in 50,000 shots (fidt). The actual

experimental variable used to change the current was the gap

spacing. Thus, from these data, there is no way to isolate the

effect of increasing gap spacinq and increasing current. For a

given cathode material these results indicate a linear dependence

of the erosion rate on the quantity Q = fidt over the entire

range of currents. Since the energy in the arc is equal to

fVarc idt, this seemed to indicate that the main source of energy

producing molten material and subsequent vaporization and droplet

ejection is in the cathode fall region of the arc (ion impact ".

heating) and not the localized i2 R losses (Joule heating) in the

• Note that the constant slope implies constant erosion rate per

Coulomb.
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material. (A similar statement by Belkin (5] touched off a heated

debate in the literature [23], (24].) Althouch both experimental

[25] and theoretical results (26] exist which support this result

it will be shown that you can obtain erosion rates proportional

to any reasonable function of current, even fidt, with Joule

heating. Also, it should be mentioned that cathode and anode fall

voltages are not known for short pulse, high current arcs which

make it hard to check the erosion dependence on fVarc idt.

Current: in order to understand the erosion dependence on

current one should consider the following: the high current arc

in both vacuum and pressurized gaps is known [9, 27] to consist

of many individual filaments, each of which is attached to the

electrode and forms a microscopic crater. Even if the erosion at

each crater site is due to Joule heatinq [21, 28] the total

erosion is a function of the filament current and the temporal

." history of each attachment site. For example, under certain

circumstances it has been shown [9, 27] that the current per

filament and the attachment lifetime are approximately constant.

Thus, regardless of the erosion dependence on current at each

individual attachmient site, the total erosion would be a function

of fidt since the total number of sites would be a linear

function of current. This also explains why no clear dependence

of erosion on the thermophysical properties [P , d, k, c, ] hasmp'

been consistently measured in experiments. Thus, to understand

the erosion process correctly, one not only has to model the

erosion mechanism occurrinq at each filament attachment site

correctly, which will certainly depend on I mp, d, k, c, 3 [21]
mp,

-i
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but also a model must exist which specifies the filament current

and the temporal history of its attachmnent site. Excellent

models exist for filament motion in low current, low pressure

arcs [28], and high current arcs in vacuum (27], but it is not

anticipated that any one model will suffice for the wide range of

conditions encountered in hiqh energy switches.

Gas: The erosion rate for copper-graphite, was sliqhtly

higher in nitrogen than in air whereas the rates for most of the

other materials were smaller in nitrogren , by a factor of 2-3.

In addition, the cross sections of the electrodes, shown in Figs.

5 and 6, show a significant reduction in the depth and amount of

damage when the gas is nitrogen rather than air. The qas may

affect the erosion in one or more of the following ways:

1) by forming chemical compounds on the electrode surface

which alter:

a) the thermal stability [29],

b) the current density at individual attachment sites

in the arc (30], and

c) the lifetime of each attachment (30],

2) by producin! accelerated chemical reactions at the

electrode surface [31], particularly at impurity sites

or at the magnesium sulfide stringer locations in

stainless steel (32] ,

3) by altering the cathode and anode fall voltaces,

particularly at higher pressures.

to-,.
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Surface Conditions

The surface of the electrode tips and the insulator inserts -t

were examined after 50,000 shots. The analysis techniques

utilized were Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), and optical microscopy.

Brass: The surfaces of the brass electrodes are shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. Large scale melting is evident, with dendrites or

metallic protrusions up to 0.2 cm long existing on the surface. 4

The self-breakdown voltage for these electrodes dropped from 20

kV to 3 kV in approximately 2000 shots as a result of macroscopic

field enhancements. In addition, the voltage self breakdown

distribution was characterized by a series of "jumps" thought to

be due to large particles being "blown" off the ends of the

protrusions. Originally it was thoucht that the material being

"pulled out" of the bulk electrode was lead, but the results of

the AES analysis shown in Fig. 9 indicate the surface consists

primarily of carbon, copper, and oxygen, with a notable absence

of zinc and lead. From these results and those found by Marchesi

and Maschio [6], it is obvious that brass has only limited use in

repetitive operation at hiqher levels of charqe transfer.

Although the mechanism for the material extraction is not

completely understood, Belkin (33] showed that the electromagnet-

ic J x B force resulting from the discharae can play an

" important role at large currents. In addition, Fitch and

McCormick [34] observed aross material extraction from stainless

• steel electrodes as a result of asymmetrical current connections.

AAA.!'
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Cathode: The cathodes for most of the remaining materials

are shown in Figs. 10-12. Considerable erosion has taken place,

especially on the graphite materials. The stainless steel and

copper-tungsten cathodes show evidence of severe melting.

Although it is not easy to see in the photographs, all cathodes

showed a distinct tendency to form a large scale crater whose

diameter increases with increasing gap spacing and current.

Similar macroscopic cratering was observed by Watson (35] who

explained the results with the use of a hydromagnetic flow model.

The idea of using a cathode cup in spark gaps is not new [36,

37], but it is interesting that the electrode erosion produces

this shape. The location of the current attachment at the

cathode should depend on the minimum electrical path length seen

by the electron avalanche prior to breakdown. Thus, the erosion

pattern and the corresponding erosion rate may be highly geometry

dependent.

Anode: The anodes, corresponding to the cathodes shown in

Figs. 10-12, are shown in Figs. 13-15. The graphite and copper-

graphite anode erosion occurs primarily in a band, 0.8 cm wide,

with the inner radius located 0.3 cm from the center of the

electrode. This pattern is consistent with the results of

Johnson and ifender [38] which showed that an annular-shaped

attachment region of high current density can exist at the anode.

rhe copper-tungsten and stainless steel anodes indicate that

melting and vaporization have taken place over the entire

surface. Like the pattern at the cathode, the diameter of the

anode erosion reaion increases with increasina current.

'I-
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insulator: A typical insulator insert, for eight of the

possible combinations of electrode material and gas, is shown in

Figs. 16 and 17. The insulator surfaces are covered by a coating

of recondensed electrode material. The one notable exception was

graphite electrodes in air, in which case no coating was found on

the insulator surface. A dramatic difference is seen in Fig 16,

in the case of a graphite electrode run in nitroqen. The entire

insulator surface is covered with a thick coating of fluffy black

material which is thouqht to consist of monoatomic layers of

amorphous carbon (31].

All insulators were covered with solid particles, 10-100 pm

in size, distributed within a 5 cm band centered on a plane

passing through the center of the gap and parallel to the

electrode surfaces. This indicates that a considerable portion of

the solid or molten material is ejected parallel to the electrode

surfaces. Oaalder [39] has reported similar results for vacuum

arcs and McClure (40] has developed a model which shows that the

ion recoil pressure of a vacuum arc plasma is sufficient to

remove molten material from a cathode spot crater with velocities

of 2x10 3 - 2xi0 4 cm/sec parallel to the electrode surface. The 0

values of velocity from McClure's model are in good aqreement

with the experimental findings of Udris [41].

Recent studies in vacuum arcs by Farrall [42] and Shale;

[431, which have characterized the size and flux of the elected

particles as a function of current, in] icate that the maximum

number of particles are released a., or just followinr, the

current maximum. Since the arc attachment reoion will reach Its

.'9
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maximum diameter at the current maximum then one would expect

droplets of material to separate from the electrode at the crest

or edge of the macroscopic crater. An SEM examination of the

surface of the stainless steel (304) electrodes shows consider-

able agreement between the size and shape of the electrode

surface features existing at the edge of the macroscopic crater,

which is shown in Fig. 18, and a 50 m stainless steel (304) 6

particle found on the insulator and shown in Fig. 19. A thorough

characterization of the particles found on the insulators used in

this experiment is given by Jackson, et.al. [44]. The presence of 0

similar particles has been shown to have serious effects on the

flashover potential of the insulator at high pressures for

particle bigger than 35 i m and densities of 20 particles/mm [45].-O

Thus, the electrode erosion mechanism affects the switch life-

time, not only as a result of the erosion itself, but also by

coating the insulatina materials with conductive particles.

Conclusions

The erosion rate and surface damaae of the electrodes was O

determined for several materials utilized in a high energy spark

gap. The results from these preliminary studies have led to the

followino conclusions:

1) The electrode erosion rates and mechanisms are hiqhly

polarizy dependent and thus, results for oscillatory an('

unipolar discharges can be considerably d-ifferent. S

lop
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,

2) A large amount of the erosion is in the form of

solid and molten material removed parallel to the

electrode surface and, apparently, from the edge of the

macroscopic craters found on the cathode.

3) Cathode erosion rates are proportional to the total

ambunt of charge transferred for a fixed repetition rate

and pulse width.

4) Stainless steel 1304) may be an economical replacement

for copper-tungsten composites as a cathode material for

the conditions studied.

5) Anode erosion rates were quite scattered, but, in

general, were considerably less than the cathode erosion

rates for all materials tested except stainless steel.

6) No distinct correlation was found between the ]

thermophysical properties of the electrode materials and .1
the amount of erosion.

in order to develop a more precise understandinq of the

effects of electrode erosion on switch performance, the followino '

objectives are being considered for future work:

1) Measure the erosion rate as a function of pressure

(10-2 to 4 atm) and rep-rate (1- 000 pps), and gas flow

rate for a few of the more promisina electrode-nas-

insulator combinations.

2) Study the attachment of the arc to thie electrode surface

for a single shot as a function of pulse shape and peak

current.

~~~~~~~~~. ............ .... .. ..... ....... .........-.....-. . .<.. :. . . •..,.-. .
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3) Compare the relative erosion rates for oscillatory and

unipolar pulses which have different peak currents but

transfer the same net charge.

4) Measure the voltage drop in the arc for pulsed currents

in order to calculate the enerqy dissipated in the qap

region.

5) Measure energy delivered to electrodes as a function of

pulse shape, previously done by Carder [81, and compare

these results with those computed from the arc voltage

measurements in 4).
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..

Table II. Electrode Erosion RatesIil
Electrode Gas V Q CE AE

Stainless steel (304) Air 10.3 0.21 1.8 1.2

Stainless steel ( Air 10.6 0.22 1.5 1.0
Stainless steel (] Air- 10 0.22 1.5 1.

*Stainless steel " (11 Air- 18.0 0.37 1.6 1.5

Stainless steel (440-C) Air 12.4 0.26 1.8 0.5

Stainless steel (20Cb-3) Air 10.0 0.21 2.5 0.9

Stainless steel (304) (2,3] N2  7.8 0.16 0.7 +0.0

Copper-tungsten (K-33) Air 9.5 0.20 1.2 0.4 £

Copper-tungsten Air 11.5 0.24 1.2 0.3

Co per-tungsten Air 18.0 0.37 1.2 0.5

Copper-tungsten (3W3) Air 15.8 0.32 0.8 0.2

, Copper-tunasten (K-33) [3] N2  14.8 0.31 0.4 0.4

Copper-tungsten (3W3) N2  16.4 0.34 0.4 +0.0

Copper-graphite (DEP-IC) Air 8.3 0.17 8.5 0.4

Copper-graphite Air 16.2 0.34 8.6 + 0.0

Copper-graphite " (3] Air 11.4 0.24 7.2 0.0

Copper-graphite [3] N2  14.8 0.31 13.5 0.8 E'.

Graphite (ACF-10Q) Air 9.2 0.19 24.1 3.5

Graphite " Air 10.6 0.22 24.6 3.6

Graphite Air 16.0 0.33 23.5 5.0

Graphite " [3] N2  12.9 0.27 15.7 0.0

V: Averane Voltaae, kV; Q: Charge/shot, Coulombs; CE: Cathode erosion,

=cm3/Coul; AE: Anor.e erosion, l.cn3/Coul; [1] - 32,000 shots, (2] - 22,000 shots,

(3] - Zxperiment performed at approximately 85% of maximum power, + indicates

that an increase in iass was measured.
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VOLTAGE RECOVERY MEASUREMENTS IN A HIGH ENERGY SPARK GAP

C.H. Yell. M. Hagler, and M. Kristiansen
* Plasma and Switcning Laboratory0

Department of Electrical Engineering
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

*Abstract GAP 5W6X AOJUII7EN

Voltage recovery is discussed for a spark gap Luc17g
with 2.5 cm diameter, hemispherical electrodes made
of graprite, stainless steel, or copper-tungsten and VACUI ~ M*C'M~
filled with air or nitrogen at one to two atmospheres PcR?
pressure. The driving circuit delivers two, LCRC 4L
'I,-coswt), 200 Joule (max) pulses with a delay time

* variable from 10 us to more than I second. The rise
time of the voltage pulse .was varied from 25 kV/ms to UV~ MNO
300k V/ms. Histograms of the self-breakdown and SouKCit...! q
recovery voltages were recorded with an on-line data rf i C O =no -,I
acquisition system. The results showed that theI
energy transfer and charging rate are the main
factors in free (no gas flow) voltage recovery. GAS I NUItU7Ti

*Introduction, hUC.7

Vdrious pulsed power systems require high
energy, rep-rated switching devices. Gas filled
spark gaps are comaonly used and offer the advantages
of low losses and moderate shock problems in
rep-rated operation.1  In order to operate a spark
gap in a rep-rated mode one must consider the

*electrode heating and erosion, the gas cooling rate, Fg pr a o eoe
tfle deionization rate of the discharge plasma, and Fg 1 Sar pfoRevey Studies
the dc-excitation rate of the gas. To fully restore electrode assembly consists of stainless steel
the ,ielectric strength of a gas-insuldted spark gap electrode holders and the electrode tips. The
after a discnarge, it is essential to remove the henispherically shaped electrode tips are 2.5 cm in
charge carriers generated during the discharge and to diameter and are nade from the various materials
recover the prediscnarge temperature in the studied. The upper electrode is adjustable and
intarelectrode gas. connects to a 1 ohm resistor. The electrode

M oran et. al. used a t-wo-pulse method to measure materials tested were stainless steel (304), graphite
tlelectric strength of various gases in a small (ACF-IOQ), and copper-tungsten (343). The gas types

Pressurized spark gap. 2  Investigations were made to tested were air and nitrogen. Ultraviolet radiation
ictermine the electric strength of the gas as a from a low pressure mercury lamo was directed through
i,.mction of time after breakdown with different a UVi transmitting window onto the cathode in order to
ressures for a low energy (0.4 J), short gap spacing reduce statistical time lags.

t '0.27 nmm), spark gap. They concluded that the
;ecovery time decreases as the gas pressure Recoverv Test Circuit

* increases.
The purpose of the study reported here was to The recovery test circuit, shown in Figure 2,

ieasure the Dercentage voltage recovery of a spark consists of two identical Charging systems. When%
gao 0.i ningn energy discharges (up to 200 j) from soark cap 7SGI is triggered, 6, discharges t,4roufl
two, :1-cos -j puises. 7he volitage recovery for 7-Gl an 01Into :aoacitor C T. he ',oitace
;i'fersnt ilac:rode niaterials, gas types ana ds
:ressures, an! gao soac~nos were examined. ars Li

* :~xoerimental Aooaratus /. 0 1-cos ..t) exp C...Z~)
CL a C1  Cl1 2LI

wnere Vo is tIhe Initial voltage across C1 .
-ne -:oarx *;ao isse-noy shown in liguire was

,esi:nea :o WTcw -eauen- ind easy eelacement of :
e..croces, aaoistment of ;ao scacinc, ando oerit~on
titn a iar'etj of ;as tyces a ;rtssures. _.e

Suooorteo zy tlie Air %orce 'office of Sc*.ent4,Ic
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tf LI 0 0, the voltage across CL is The voltage is measured with a resistive voltage
divider across the capacitor CL. A Pearson coil
measures the discharge current. The breakdown
voltages of the pulse pairs are recorded by an
on-line computer ('.ecroy Yodel 2264 wareform

' 0  - ( x ( )digitizer and 4odel 3500 computer). The sampling
CL C ( e ()rate is 1 s for the waveform ogi izer. The data

I L are stored on a floppy disc for further analysis of

the recovery.
The diode stacks 0 and 02 consist of sixty

IN3766R diodes in series to obtain a DIV of 30 kV.
,W M The triggered spark gapTSG3,discnarges the residual
AP6 410voltage on C* through R3 (2 a , after the main spark

gap breakdown. The charging rate of capacitor CL is
changed by choosing the values of L1, L2 and R1 , and
R2.

Experimental Results and Discussion

The percentage voltage recovery for different
3, As electrode materials In nitrogen at a gap spacing of

rig TONS 1.2 mm (LI, L 0 1.1 siN, R1,R2 a 37.5 a ) is shown
In Fig. 4. Each point (.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 ms)

I " -represents the average value of 50 shots. The

. VOLTAGE RECOVERY

80

Fig.2 Test Circuit for Recovery Stucies

After the main spark gap self-breaks, capacitor 60 G

CL discharges through the main gap and the 1 ohm load CT

to give a critically damped current pulse, as shown ss ,

i-i 'igure 3(a). The UV source insures that the main 40
gap fires during the 4oltage rise. After the desired
time delay, the second pulse Is generated by. Nitrogen pressure 1 ati
:rilgering TSG2 4hlch discharges CZ through R2, L7. 20 Ga spaciogng 1.2sur I a
TS,;2, and D2 into capacitor C,. The capacitors C1 and Gap spacing 1.2 rm
-v were chdargeo through diodes and charging resistors
( M,-) with one power supply (not shown in the a ,_,
diagram). The time between the pulse pairs is 7.5 0.0 i.0 2.3 3.00
sec whicn is set by a low frequency pulse generator
:o 4nsure that the main gap has recovered fully. The OELAY TIME (ms)
,utput from the delay generator which controls tho

*i.ie del.y (from 10 .;s to more than 1 s) between the
:, to pulses is ised to trigger TSG2. The delay Fig. 4 Percentage Voltage Recovery with Different
,enerator is triggered :)y the current signal from the Electrodes (G: Graphite, CT: Copper-Tungsten,
> !.i ireakdown pulse. The voltage pulse pair across SS: Stainless Steel)
:;is shown in Figure 3(b). 1
is sw nvcltage across C1 and CZ is 15 'o,'. The average

voltage and energy of the first pulse are 6.0 V and
% "S.1 J. -esoectivelv. The thermal diffusivites.of

-raonite 3 U.594 :m !secl, and coooer-tungsten4,"
(1.771 c.2 ./sac for K23, not iva'laole for 34, are
larger than tnat of stainless stee, .0.36 cm!sec),
and tne percentage voltage recover:, of graohite and

copper-tungsten are sligntly faster than that if
stainless steel. These results iniacate a weak

oeoendence of voltage recovery or. tne electrode
i aterial. 'he thera.1 diffusivities 3f air ana

S .. .nitrogen ire similar O . .he er.encaoe .'oltate
•recovery for the three electroae natar 4 als 4s

- *-s~i;nt ly higher i. n air :nan 1i 'itroger. -I.e
"-::" tstatistical iar 4aton of t.e seconc orsa~oown ioi tage

'or c.oooer-tungsten ina stainiess-sieel in ii- is ob
iery 'ar7e after a O Ay if ' - s tue -o s-r'ace
ronaitions mn1cn mere :nanged 3y tne ",st :uise 'ara
:ne 'act tat :te ;ao is ct nignl,y vervolt.3:eu 'or

P t - s,. he sir'ace -s snoot"ea iy -e 'Irst
:ise so liat tne -cui~o teKown i0to s
-ncrease. 'ne Der:ent3ce ,o-tace -eczver: "s n'i-e-

%'
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than 9O after a 2 us delay in air mnd a 3 ,us delay the second Is nigher ga jensity which causes higher
in nitrogen for the three electrode ,aterials. charged particle recomoination, and the third is the

The percentage voltage recovery decreases as the higher dV/dt caused by charling toward a higher
gap spacing increases from 1.2 in to 3.1 im at 1 atm. brealdown voltage. The standard deviation of the

as shown in Fig. 5. The Initial voltage across C1  first pulse data is 21 for 2 atm In nitrogen. The

VOLTAGE RECOVERY standard deviation of the second pulse data

'% decreases from 10% at a delay time of 0.5 is to 3%

IDOL at 3 .s, as shown in Fig. 7.

CT t SHOTS

G 100,1
80 SS

60141 / II
M/~itrogran Pressure I atm

S . lao spactno .1 0m

20' 
VOLTAGE (kV)

a. First pulse aata

r.0 z.a0 31* so0DELAY TIME (ms) 42

Fig. 5 Percentage Voltage Recovery with Different 0 20.0
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charging rates are 170 kV/ms (L1 , L2 * 1.1 mH, R1 ,
RE - 37.52 ), SI <V/ms (R1 , R2 a 150:), 25 kV/ms
1 1, R2 a 450Oa) for the three curves, respectively.
ven though there Is a UV-source, the spark gap s
st,1l waiting a short time for the initial electron
to occur at the cathode surface to initiate the
avalanche processes. The avalanche process also
requl-es a certain time to reach the breakdcwn
crteron. The faster rising pulses thus result in
higher breakdown voltages than the slower rising

* ones.

Conclusion

The standard deviation of first pulse data is
larger in air than in NZ. The standard deviation ofsecond voltage pulse data is larger than that of the
first ;uise data due to the statistical properties of
the ionization processes and the initial temperature
ana cnarged particle conditions.

There Is no significant difference In the
percentage voltage recovery for graphite and
copper-tungstan electrodes in air or nitroge, gases.
The electrodes of higher thermal diffusity have
slightly higher percentage voltage recovery. The
percentage voltage recovery in air is slightly faster
than that In nitrogen.

The percentage voltage recovery depends on the
initial temperature in the gas and electrodes, the
charged parVcle recobfination and the charging rate.

• "The larger the gap spacing or the higher the
oressure. the more energy is dissipated in the gap

°* and the percentage voltage recovery will be lower if
t"e pulse energy Is the dolnant factor.
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Project No. 4

Pulsed Power Surface Physics and Applications

(L.L. Hatfield, M. Kristiansen,

G.L. Jackson, and G.R. Leiker)

A. INTRODUCTION

The tasks performed during the course of this project natur-

ally divide into two catagories. The first is the measurement of

the flashover potential of dielectrics before and after they have

been exposed to the by-products of an arc in vacuum. This work is

finished and is reported on in detail in a Ph.D. dissertation and

several publications (1]. A brief report on the results is given

below. The second catagory is the analysis ot the surfaces of

electrodes and dielectrics used in spark gaps and surface dis-

charge switches. Projects 3 and 6 generated the samples for

these studies which have produced a number of conclusions impor-

tant to the understanding of erosion and breakdown statistics.

'lany of these conclusions have been presented in conference pro-

ceedinqs and journal articles (2].

S-
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B. SURFACE FLASHOVER OF DIELECTRICS

1. Pulsed Flashover in Vacuum

a. Experimental Procedure

The four polymer dielectrics tested were Lexan, Lucite,

Delrin, and Blue Nylon. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup.

The samples were solid cylinders, one centimeter high and 6.35 cm

in diameter. The samples tested for flashover (the upper sample

in Figure 1) were placed between brass electrodes designed to

give a uniform field. The lower samples were placed between

brass electrodes designed to give a uniform field. The lower

samples were never subjected to an electric field but were illu-

minated by the surface discharge ignitor plug and therefore,

served as control samples. The spectroradiometer was used to 0

measure the spectrum of the radiation from the ignitor plug in

., the region above 2000 A. The photodiode and pulse counter were

used to count the number of ignitor plug arcs during irradiation

of a sample. The chamber containing the electrodes could be

evacuated to 1 x 10-6 Torr and backfilled with dry gas. The

pulse applied to the electrodes was a 5/135 Us, double exponen-

tial, derived from a Marx bank erected into an RC load. The maxi-

mum voltage obtainable was 163 kV. A jet engine iqnitor plug

mounted on the wall of the chamber was used to expose the samples

to the by-products of an arc in vacuum. The plug was pulsed at

the rate of 5 pps with 2 joules of electrical energy per pulse.

During exposure to this arc the electrodes and dielectric sample

were rotated at 2.67 rpm to ensure uniform surface exposure of

the dielectric cylinder (3]. .1

-%7
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Virgin and exposed dielectric samples were subjected to the

same procedures throughout the flashover measurements. Also, all

four materials were treated in the same way. For example, all

samples were polished to a fine finish ending up with one micron

alumina grit, and then cleaned ,ith cyclohexane. A sample was

then outgassed at 1 x 10 - 6 Torr for 24 hours to remove absorbed

water. The sample was then conditioned with 60 Hz a.c. at up to

70% of the previously determined a.c. flashover voltage. The only

difference in treatment between virgin and exposed samples was

that exposed samples were subjected to 80,000 shots from the

ignitor plug before undergoing the a.c. conditioning.

The flashover potential measurements were made immediatly

after the a.c. conditioning. Pulses were applied at 15 minute

intervals until successive arcs occurred at the same location on

the cylinder, indicating the formation of a track on the surface.

Before formation of the track the arcs occur at random positions

on the cylinder.

The voltage across the sample, derived from a resistive

divider, was displayed on an oscilloscope and photographed for

later analysis. The oscilloscope full scale sweeptime was 10 ps,

so that if the flashover did not occur during the rising portion

of the 5/135 ps applied pulse, then the event was not recorded.

However, the experimenter watching the sample throuqh a window in

the chamber could tell whether or not a flashover occurred at

later times.

. . .. . . * :•..
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b. Experimental Results

Table I lists the flashover potentials for the four polymer

dielectrics with and without exposure to the vacuum arc. Lucite,

Lexan, and Delrin samples which had been exposed to the arc in

vacuum did not flash over during the rising portion of the

applied pulse. This means that 163 kV/cm is a lower limit for

the pulsed flashover field of those samples. The increases in

flashover potential for these insulators, after exposure to the

arc, were unexpectedly large (e.g. > 50% for Lexan).

Table I

*

Insulator Flashover Electric Fields, in Vacuum

INSULATOR FLASHOVER FIELD FLASHOVER FIELD

Virgin Samples Exposed Samples

Lucite 95 + 4(kV/cm) > 163 (kV/cm)

Lexan 104 + 3(kV/cm) > 163 (kV/cm)

Delrin 113 _ 4(kV/cm) > 163 (kV/cm)

Blue Nylon 115 + 4(kV/cm) 100 ± 4 (kV/cm)

_ _S

The Blue Nylon samples exhibited a slightly lower flashover

potential after exposure to the arc. The uncertainties attached

to the values given in Table I are the standard deviations

obtained using all measurements on all samples of that particular

polymer(exceptions to this are discussed below). In most cases, -i
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during the first two or so shots the sample apparently is being

conditioned, while the last few shots are those which occur after

a track has formed. Figure 2 shows the flashover voltage versus

shot number for two virgin samples and one irradiated sample of

Lexan. The first two shots and the last shot for each virgin

sample were not used to determine the average value or the

standard deviation. Four virgin and four exposed samples were

. measured for each polymer. Depending on the material, between

. three and twenty shots could be obtained on a sample before a

track formed. Figure 3 shows the unusual behavior of 'Lucite

samples. After two shots on virgin Lucite samples a track formed

on the sample surface and a crater formed on the cathode at the

location of the surface track. Exposed samples of Lucite never

flashed over so those trials are plotted in Fiq. 3 at 163 kV/cm

as a lower limit. Exposed Lexan did flash over at 163 kV/cm but,

on the first three shots the flashovers occurred after the

oscilloscope trace was off scale. Therefore, in Fig. 2 these

points are plotted at 163 kV/cm. Lucite was the only material for

which craters were observed on the cathode after the flashover

measurements.

SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy), ESCA (Electron Spectro-

scopy for Chemical Analysis), and FTIR (Fourier Transform Infra-

red Spectroscopy) in the ATR (Attenuated Total Reflection) mode

were used to study the surfaces of the samples after the flash-

over tests. SEM shows that exposed samples have a lower secon-

dary electron emission (SEE) coefficient (at 5 keV incident elec-

tron energy) than the unexposed samples. But the track formed by

a flashover on an exposed sample has a larqer SEP than the adja-

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ... -.... '.....-........... -..-....... ...--. ",."."-.'""'"".-.-*"-', -,
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cent undamaged surface. This suggests that exposure to the ignit-

or pluq arc in vacuum produces a coating or damaged layer on the

dielectric surface.

ESCA data from the surfaces of the exposed samples indicates

that all the polymers are coated with a carbon-oxygen compound

which exhibits both single and double C-O bonds and has the ESCA

spectrum typical of a polymer. No sign of the underlying

substrate (Lucite, Lexan, etc.) is seen. To substantiate this, a

flat piece of boron nitride was exposed to the arc in vacuum for

80,000 shots and analyzed with ESCA. The results were identical

to those using the polymers with no sign of the underlying

substrate. The ESCA data do not have sufficient resolution to

determine the exact structure, however. FTIR in the ATR mode on

an exposed Lucite sample gives only the Lucite spectrum. From

this and the ESCA spectrum we conclude that the coating is more

than 50 to 100 A thick and less than 200 to 500 A thick.

Table II lists the results of surface resistivity measure-

ments on virgin and exposed samples. Exposed samples have a.-'

surface resistivity two orders of magnitude less than virgin

samples, but the resistivity is still 1012 ohms or greater. This

is too hiqh to result in significant electric field qradinq by

the coating during the applied flashover pulse. A simple calcu-

lation shows that the surface resistance (R S - 6x10 1 3 ohms) for

these samples combined with the capacity of the measuring system

(C - 100 pf) result in a 1/e leakdown time of about 15 minutes

for surface charqe. We conclude that this exolains the 15 minute

wait between flashover measurements requirel to get consistent

lata. Measurements conducted with a five minute wait gave + 100%

I ,'''- ; e , ; '" . .j. . .. ',. .-. '. ... ',; .'.'. "." ","-" "' " .. . '. ' " •"". ." " " . "" . .""- ." •"---"" ""
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scatter! This could be an important factor in high voltage

systems with insulating surfaces that become charged during

successive voltaqe pulses.

Table II

Surface Resistivity of Virgin and Exposed Insulators

Insulator Surface Resistivity

0
Lucite (virgin) 4 x 1016 ohms

Lucite (irradiated) 3 x 1012 ohms

Lexan (virgin) 2 x 1013 ohms

Lexan (irradiated) 3 x 1012 ohms

Delrin (virgin) 5 x 1014 ohms

Delrin (irradiated) 2 x 1012 ohms

Blue Nylon (virgin) 7 x 1012 ohms

Blue Nylon (irradiated 2 x 1012 ohms

c. Damage due to flashover

After the flashover measurements the samples were examined

for tracks on the surface. All materials except Lucite exhibited

visible tracks at the place where multiple flashovers occurred.

Also, for all but Lucite, small particles of the polymer material

were found firmly attached to the electrode surfaces around the

perimeter of the sample. The behavior of Lucite was different in

several aspects. As noted above, only one or two flashover pulses
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could be applied to unexposed Lucite samples before the arcs

began to occur at always the same location on the surface, indi-

cating the formation of the track. The formation of a track was

also indicated by successively lower flashover voltages after the

first one or two shots. But, when the samples were removed and

examined, no track could be found. Examination of the cathode

always revealed a crater, about 10 pm deep and 2 Um in diameter,

at the location of the repeated flashovers. We must conclude that

the crater is the cause of the lowered flashover potential and

the successive arcs at the same position. The effects of such

imperfections on the electrode surfaces have been studied by

others [4]. Since Lucite is the only material for which a crater

appeared, some property peculiar to the Lucite must be respon-

sible. Table I shows that the flashover potential is not higher

for Lucite than for the other materials and therefore the total

energy in the arc is not larger. The arc could have a larger

current density which would promote the formation of craters. How

the current density is related to the properties of the insulator

material is not presently understood.

2. PuLsed Flashover in Gases

The flashover potentials of Lucite, Lexan, Delrin, and Blue

Nylon were measured at three different pressures in nitrogen gas

and in a mixture of 80% N2 , 20% SF6 . The procedure was the same

as that used in vacuum, except the chamber was back filled with

the gas to the desired pressure just before the measurinq

secuence began. Table III lists the results for the two gases

and for exposed and unexposed samples. There are notable

- *- . -. ~A ......... ... ..... . --.. .. . -. . A .
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differences between the results for the two gases. Unlike the

vacuum case, there was no conditioning during the first few

shots. In N2 qas the flashover potential remained constant for

oulses applied at 15 minute intervals until a track developed

after only 3 or 4 shots. In the 80% N2 , 20% SF6 mixture, 20 toe
40 shots were taken without a decrease in the flashover

potential, despite the fact that the energy in the arc was 4

times greater. (The flashover potential in the mixture was

twice that in pure N2 and the energy dissipated in the arc is

approximately the energy stored in the coaxial cable and parallel

plate capacitor which holds the sample.)

The values listed in Table III show that at about 1 atmo-

sphere (635 Torr) the surface modification of the dielectric

sample by the vacuum arc has little effect on the flashov'er

potential. At 317 Torr the trend is uncertain. At 12.7 Torr

there is clearly a large increase in flashover potential for

exposed samples tested in N 2 but not for those tested in the gas

lixture. It is apparent that SF 6 either obviates the influence

of the dielectric surface condition or changes the surface of the

dielectric.

Surface analysis of the samples flashed over in N2 show

chemical bonding of nitrogen on the surface where there was a

flashover, although the ESCA resolution is not good enouqh to 0

identify the bond uniquely. On the same samples, at positions

where there was no flashover, only adsorbed nitrogen is observed.

The same results were obtained for samples tested in the gas

mixture exceot that, of course, chemically bonded fluorine is

found on the surface where a flashover occurred.
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differences between the results for the two gases. Unlike the

vacuum case, there was no conditioning during the first few

shots. In N 2 gas the flashover potential remained constant for

pulses applied at 15 minute intervals until a track developed

after only 3 or 4 shots. In the 80% N2 , 20% SF 6 mixture, 20 to

40 shots were taken without a decrease in the flashover

potential, despite the fact that the energy in the arc was 4

times greater. (The flashover potential in the mixture was

twice that in pure N2 and the energy dissipated in the arc is

approximately the enerqy stored in the sample capacitor system.)

The values listed in Table III show that at about 1 atmo-

sphere (635 Torr) the surface modification of the dielectric

sample by the vacuum arc has little effect on the flashover

potential. At 317 Torr the trend is uncertain. At 12.7 Torr

there is clearly a large increase in flashover potential for

exposed samples tested in N2 but not for those tested in the gas

mixture. It is apparent that SF6 either obviates the influence

of the dielectric surface condition or changes the surface of the

dielectric.

Surface analysis of the samples flashed over in N 2 show

chemical bondinq of nitrogen on the surface where there was a

flashover, although the ESCA resolution is not good enough to

identify the bond uniquely. On the same samples, at positions

where there was no flashover, only adsorbed nitrogen is observed.

The same rpsults were obtained for samples tested in the gas

mixture except that, of course, chemicallv bonded fluorine is

found on the surface where a flashover occurred.
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3. Surface Flashover Model

There is no generally applicable theoretical model of sur-

face flashover. The model published by Hackam and Pillal [51,

which is based on an earlier model proposed by Anderson and

Brainard[6], treats d.c. charged systems in vacuum. In this model

electrons are field emitted from the cathode at low applied

fields due to field enhanced enhancement at the cathode-

dielectric-vacuum (the so-called triple point) junction. These

electrons are accelerated by the applied field and some strike

the dielectric surface. This causes emission of secondary elec-

trons and desorption of gas from the surface. The secondary

emission plays two roles. It modifies the current on the dielec- t

tric surface and causes charginq of the surface. If the second-

ary electron emission coefficient (SEE) is greater than one, the

surface current will increase and the surface will accumulate a

positive charge. Positive charge on the surface increases the

fraction of available electrons which strike the surface, leading

to a runaway electron current avalanche. The significance of the

desorbed gas is that as the gas density near the surface

increases and the current builds up, the system approaches the

conditions necessary for a Townsend breakdown. All of this

depends on the SEE and the SEE depends on the incident electron

energy and the properties of the dielectric surface. The incident

electron energy is determined by the applied field and the field

due to the charged dielectric surface. Althouqh a detailed

analysis is not available, it appears that the system will come

to equilibrium at an incident electon energy for which the SEE

equals one.

--.-
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This model is formulated for a d.c. applied field. However,

if the equilibration time is very short compared with the time

required for the applied field to increase significantly, then

the d.c. condition applies to the pulsed case also. For our

system the calculated equilibration time is a few ns, while the

risetime of the applied voltage is 5 ps. The d.c. assumption is,

therefore, valid for our system.

Using this model, the coating which accumulates on our

dielectric samples, due to exposure to the ignitor plug arc, can

affect the flashover potential by changing either the SEE or the

rate of desorption of adsorbed gas. We have made no measurements

of the gas desorption rate, but the SEM data definitely show a

lower SEE for coated samples at an incident electron energy of 5

keY. This result was obtained by viewing small pieces of coated

and uncoated samples side-by-side in the SEM and also by viewing W

a tracked reqion on a coated sample. In both cases the coated

surfaces appear darker, indicatinq a smaller SEE. Quantitative

measurements of the SEE are beyond the scope of this work but

could be done in our laboratories. Measurements of the gas

desorption rate could also be done in our laboratories but would

require resources not provided under this project.

The above model can also be applied to flasho-er in gases.

At the two higher pressures used in our measurements the desorp-

tion of gas from the surface is unimportant because the gas den-

sity is already sufficient for a Townsend breakdown. Or, in

other words, the electron mean free oath between collisions with

gas molecules is comparable to the mean path lenqth between

collisions with the dielectric surface. This implies that the

. . " .. -. . , ,. , " • -• . ... , .. . . . .. . ." ' ; . , , .. . . . . . .
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surface SEE does not play a role in the flashover at the two

higher pressures and the data presented in Table III bear that

out. Although virgin and exposed samples of the same material "

exhibit different flashover potentials in some cases, there is no .-.[

consistency in going from one material to the other or from pure

N2 to the mixture with SF6.

Results from other investigators show that the dielectric

surfaces in this experiment probably will be charged after appli-

cation of a high voltage pulse whether or not a flashover actu-

ally occurs [71. We have made no surface charge measurements on

our samples and, therefore, are not prepared to comment on the

differences between coated and uncoated samples.

At the lower pressure (12.7 Torr) shown in Table III the

mean free path of the electrons in the gas is larger than the

length of the trajectory followed by the electrons between

collisions with the surface. This means that surface effects

should be important, and indeed, the arguments using the lowered

SEE for coated samples are consistent with the data for flashover

in pure N2. But the data from the mixture of 80% N2 - 20% SF6

imply that the SF 2 qreatly decreases the role of surface effects

even at 12.7 Torr.

The SF6 has a large electron attachment coefficient for low

energy electrons (8]. Low enerqy electrons field emitted from

the triple point will be attached, as will low energy secondary

electrons emitted from the dielectric surface. The first process

will raise the flashover potential of any dielectric compared to

that in pure N2 . The attachment of secondaries makes the SEE of

the dielectric surface less important. Table III shows a very low

"o-L*=
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flashover potential for Delrin and Blue Nylon at 12.7 Torr in

80% N2 - 20% SF6 . Blue Nylon was also the only material that had

a lower flashover potential in vacuum after exposure co the

ignitor plug. Using the SEM we have discovered that the coating

on the Blue Nylon is discontinuous, due to some peculiarity of

the nylon surface. Delrin, on the other hand, gave results

comparable to Lucite and Lexan when tested in vacuum and the

coating on Delrin appears to be continuous. One possible expla-

nation is that attachment of surface emitted secondaries by SF6

is not effective in the Delrin case. If the SEE of the Delrin

surface (coated or uncoated) goes above 1 for incident electron

energies that lie in the region for which the attachment coeffi-

- cient of SF 6 is small, then the SF 6 would be ineffective in

suppressing the buildup of surface current and surface charge. In

fact, the data in Table III imply that the SF 6 molecules are less

effective than the N2 molecules at 12.7 Torr, i.e., the flashover

potential for Delrin is larger in N2 gas than in the mixture.

As mentioned above, the number of flashover trials before

formation of a track was much larger in the mixture than in pure

N 2 . To demonstrate that this much higher damage threshold was

'due to the SF 6 , a Lucite sample was tested in a pure SF 6

atmosphere at 127 Torr, the partial pressure of the SF6 in the

mixture at 635 Torr. No track formed, even after 25 flashover

arcs. Several possibilities are suggested. Since tracking

depends on the current density in the arc, perhaps the current

density is less when SF 6 is present. Tracking also depends on the

oeak current in the arc, however, measurements with a B-dot probe

showed the peak current in our apparatus to be independent of

- A
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the gas in the chamber. The most likely explanation is that SF6

molecules, adsorbed on the dielectric surface, attach low energy

electrons, producing a large negative surface charge which drives

the arc away from the surface. This last suggestion could be

tested using streak photography but that would require a geometry

in which the location of the flashover is known in advance. In

our apparatus, the flashovers occur at random locations on the

surface of the cylinder (until a track forms).

Others have tried coating dielectrics with low SEE materials

in order to raise the flashover voltage [91. Because of some

notable failures (Cu 20 3 coatings, for example) considerable

skepticism about the utility of this approach exists. However,

the coating on our samples does not exhibit the shortcomings of

some of the ones tried previously. It adheres strongly to the

surface and is removed only by mechanical abrasion or by a high

peak current arc along the surface. It has a large surface

resistivity so that joule heating during the applied voltage

pulse is not a problem. In addition, we have demonstrated that

the effect persists after exposure to ambient air and subsequent

application in a vacuum system.

The practical questions which remain are, exactly what is

the composition and structure of the coating, and could it be

applied by some other method, suitable for large surface areas?

This technique could then be extremely valuable to high voltage

insulator designs and construction for vacuum and low pressure

systems.

* S - '. -. - S
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C. SURFACE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRODES AND INSULATORS

'1

Samples of electrodes and insulators used in the Mark I and

II spark gaps and samples from insulators used in the surface

discharge switch were analyzed to characterize the surfaces and

surface chanqes. Those findings which relate diretlv to the

operation of the switches are presented in the Project 3 and 6

reports. Many of the surface analysis results have already
0

appeared in print [10]. A summary of the results is presented

here.

1. Electrodes

Three dimensional analysis using stereo SEM micrographs has

been applied to electrode samples from the Mark iI spark gap.

This technique allows measurements of the heights and base dia-

meters of protrusions on the electrode surface. The distribution

of the sizes of such protrusions plays an important role in the

modeling of the self-breakdown voltage statistics studied in

Project 3. All results on the sizes of these protrusions (which

apoear as the result of operating the spark gap) fully support

the model. In particular, the prediction by the model that pro-

trusions with less than a certain height to base diameter ratio

have no effect on the breakdown statistics below a certain qas

pressure has been verified. This has been extremely important in

understanding why the electrode surface structure dominates the

nreakdown statistics in some cases but not in others.

A second example of the necessity of surface studies of

electrodes is shown in Fig. 4. The central regions of two stain-

less steel electrodes, one used in nitrogen gas (Fig. 4a), and
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Fig. 4a Inner regi.on of stainless steel electrode
used in nitrogen gas

-A"5,

±c.4 !.-ner region o.f: stainless steel e Ie c trc C
used in air
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D. SURFACE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRODES AND INSULATORS

Samples of electrodes and insulators used in the Mark I and

II spark gaps and samples from insulators used in the surface

discharge switch were analyzed to characterize the surfaces and

surface changes. Those findings which relate diretly to the

operation of the switches are presented in the Project 3 and 6

reports. Many of the surface analysis results have already
appeared in print [10]. A summary of the results is presented

here.

1. Electrodes

Three dimensional analysis using stereo SEM micrographs has

been applied to electrode samples from the Mark Ii spark gap.

This technique allows measurements of the heights and base dia-

meters of protrusions on the electrode surface. The distribution

of the sizes of such protrusions plays an important role in the

modeling of the self-breakdown voltage statistics studied in

Project 3. All results on the sizes of these protrusions (which

appear as the result of operating the spark gap) fully support

the model. In particular, the prediction by the model that pro-

trusions with less than a certain height to base diameter ratio

have no effect on the breakdown statist~i,. below a certain gas

pressure has been verified. This has been extremely important in

understanding why the electrode surface structure dominates the

breakdown statistics in some cases but not in others.

A second example of the necessity of surface studies of

electrodes is shown in Fig. 4. The central regions of two stain-

less steel electrodes, one used in nitrogen gas (Fig. 4a), and
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one used in air (Fig. 4b) exhibit quite different topographies.

This is due to the chemical reactions promoted by the arcs and

the resulting high temperatures. The constituents of the stain-

less alloy readily form oxides but will also form nitrides. AES

applied to both samples showed oxides and nitrides on the sample

used in nitrogen but only oxides on the ones used in air. In

addition, results from Project 3 show that a stainless steel

electrode used in nitrogen exhibits a much narrower self-break-

down voltage distribution than stainless steel used in air. Also,

the electrode used in air suffers a greater erosion rate. These

dramatic differences prompted a more sophisticated study of the

surface and bulk changes of these electrode samples [11]. Some of

the results are already available and are incorporated into the

Project 3 report.

One of the surface properties of electrodes, important in

spark gap operation, is the electron emissivity of the surface.

Oxides and nitrides are known to have hiqher emissivities than

pure metal surfaces. The narrow distribution of self-breakdown

voltages for stainless steel in nitrogen may be due to the

nitrides on the surface. The emissivity enters the VSB statis-

tics throuqh the initial electron current factor, ie, as

described in the Proiect 3 report. Quantitative results on this

point would require in-situ measurements of the emissivity which

are beyond the scope of the present project but which could be

done in our laboratories.

Studies of the surfaces of X-33 and graphite electrodes also

led to results which can be applied to the VSB statistics and

erosion models. K-33 samples, analyzed using AES, typically show
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regions which are excellent insulators. The composition of these

regions could not be determined using AES because of the extreme-

ly large accumulated surface charge. ESCA has not been applied

since ESCA analyzes a 4 mm diameter area and these insulating

regions are microscopic in size.

These regions can significantly affect the breakdown initia-

tion by holding charge from one shot to the next. Graphite elec-

trodes, on the other hand, exhibit smoother surfaces so that no

studies of protrusions are necessary. 
However, insulating regions

have been observed on graphite electrodes also. Since carbon

does not form solid oxides the surfaces were investigated for

more complex molecules using fluorescence techniques. Measure-

ments on one graphite electrode, using a UV spectrofluorimeter,

indicated the presence of a polymer which we cannot identify

unambiguously. The same sample showed a high concentration of

nitrogen on the surface when analyzed using ESCA. It is possible

that a CN compound formed on the surface or that material from

the polymer dielectric (Lexan) used as an insulator in the gap

deposited on the electrode. We know of no analysis technique

capable of resolving this problem. Evidence that the polymer

insulator material does contaminate the electrodes is indirect.

However, all electrode samples investigated exhibit hydrocarbon

surface layers which could be decomposition products of the

polymers used in these experiments.

2. Insulators

Surface studies of dielectrics used in the Mark I and II

spark gaps and the surface discharge switch have played an impor-

0.4
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tant role in the evolution of these projects. When AlF 3 was

identified on the surface of a blue nylon insulator, used in
* 0

Mark I with SF6 gas, it was discovered that the aluminum electr-

ode holders were arcing and modifications were made immediately.

Another example of the importance of the surface studies comes

from analysis of dielectrics used in the surface discharge

switch. No deposited metal coatings were found on these dielec-

trics except right at the electrode-dielectric interface. How-

ever, the operating characteristics of the switch did change with

the number of shots across the dielectric, i-nd all materials gave

* approximately the same performance characteristics. ESCA showed

that all the materials used became coated with a hydrocarbon

which is most likely the result of plasma chemistry induced by

the arcs in the compressed air jet ("dirty" laboratory supply)

used to keep the surface from charging to the point where the

switch would no longer multichannel [121. The switch was then

changed to include a chamber in which pure N2 (or clean air) and

an N2 gas (or clean air) jet could be used instead of laboratory

air [13]. Samples of dielectrics used with these clean gases do

not show the hydrocarbon coating, and different dielectric

materials do give different switch performance charteristics. See

the Project 6 report for details of switch performance.

In almost all cases, the cylindrical insulator sleeves used

in the Mark II gap accumulated a coating of evaporated electrode

material. The one exception occurred when graphite electrodes

were used in one atm. of air. Figure 5 is an SEM micrograph of

the reqion on the Lucite cylinder where the heaviest coating

should be expected. No coating oF graphite occurred, only a low

c42
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Fig. 5 Lucite insulator used in the
Mark II spark gap with graphite
electrodes and air

Sis

Fi.6Lcteisltr sdi h

MarkII sark ap wth cpper

Fig. 6 rLucite inslat-oe ased irh
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density of graphite microparticles with a maximum size of 10

* microns is seen. When graphite electrodes were used with pure N2

gas a heavy coating of carbon, some tenths of a mm thick, accumu-

lated. The only reasonable explanation is that the oxygen in the

air combines with the carbon from the electrodes to form CO

and/or CO2 which is carried out of the gap by the flowing air.

The same test, run with copper-graphite composite electrodes in

air and N2 gas, produced heavy coatings on the Lucite insulator

(Fig. 6) in both cases. This coating, using ESCA, appears to be

carbon, no copper was detected. Most likely, copper is present

but is covered by carbon so that ESCA which analyzes only to a

depth of about 50 A does not reveal the copper.

Two unusual results were obtained using blue nylon insula-

* tors. When blue nylon was used with graphite electrodes in N2

gas a nodule containing silicon was found on one of the electrode

samples. As discussed above, such protrusions can cause field

enhancement on the surface, and if they are insulators (as the

silicon nodules are) may also increase the emissivity of the

surface. Silicon was found on the blue nylon and turned out to

be a residue from the mold release used during the manufacturing

process (141. In another case, a blue nylon insulator used with

K-33 electrodes in N2 gas was analyzed with ESCA. Compared with

a virgin sample, the surface carbon content had decreased by 50%,

oxygen increased by about 30%, and silicon increased by about

20%. No copper or tungsten from the electrodes was detected. The

surface chances can be attributed to damaqe by U-V radiation from

the arc, but the lack of deposited metal film is difficult to

understand. Perhaps the silicon on the surface inhibits the for-

*i!
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mation of such films. The significance of this discussion is

that with the silicon in the blue nylon there is a trade-off.

Inhibition of metal films is beneficial, since these can lead to

surface failure by promoting flashover. Nodules growing on the

electrode surface are not desirable because they lead to erratic

changes in the breakdown voltage as they appear and burn off.

Samples of Delrin, Lucite, and G-10 used in the surface

discharge switch, in a pure N2 atmosphere, were analyzed with

ESCA. Neither Lucite nor G-1G showed any surface structure

changes. The surfaces were eroded and large surface charges

appeared on all three after 500 shots in the switch [15]. The

Delrin sample exhibited large chanqes in surface structure. Com-

pared to a virgin Delrin sample, the sample subjected to 500

shots had 40% less surface carbon and 70% more oxygen. The ESCA

spectrum also shows a large increase in the number of C-O double

bonds at the expense of single bonds. Since the Delrin polymer

contains C-O single bonds and the monomer contains a double bond,

the conclusion is that the Delrin has decomposed into the

monomer. This is known to happen when Delrin is exposed to U-V

radiation or high temperatures, both of which are available as a

result of the arcs near the surface. There are two reasons why

this makes Delrin unsuitable as a dielectric switching surface.

Decomposition to the monomer is an extremely efficient erosion

process and the monomer has a high vapor pressure resulting in

contamination of the switch chamber.

The surface resistivities of G-10 and Lucite, virgin and
09

used samples are listed in Table IV.

* .o
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Table IV

Surface Resistivities of Dielectrics

Used in the Surface Discharge Switch

*]

G-10 Virgin 5.8x10 12 ohms

G-10 After 4000 shots 1.6x10 9 ohms

Lucite Virgin 2.8x10 13 ohms

Lucite After 4000 shots 4.3x10 10 ohms

In each case there is a large decrease in surface resis-

tivity after use in the switch. Since no changes in surface

structure and no signs of metal films were observed it is

difficult to account for this large change. It is possible that . -

some change has taken place at a depth in the material greater

than the analysis depth of ESCA (50 to 100 A in these

materials). There is a contribution of the volume resistivity to

the surface resistivity which is unavoidable. If the resistivity

of the material at a depth of more than 100 A has decreased

dramatically, the surface resistivity indicated by our technique

would also decrease.
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Project No. 5

Excited State Spectroscopy of Electrically Excited Gases

(S. K. Dhali, and P.F. Williams)

A. SUMMARY

Work during the contract period on this project centered

around developing and using numerical tecnniques based on flux-

corrected-transport ideas for solving the standard transport

equations in the space-charge-dominated regime. As a result of

this work, we are now able for the first time to simulate numer-

ically the propagation of streamers without the numerical diffi-

culties that have limited previous work in the field. This work

has important consequences for understanding, not only laser-

triggered and other types of triggered spark gaps, but also more

general questions of over-volted breakdown. At the end of the

contract period the work had already shed new light on long- "

standing questions concerning polarity effects in laser-triggered

breakdown, and work is continuing to understand better the roles

of photoionization and of the laser-streamer interaction.

B. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Work under this project has centered around the study of

streamer propagation and space-charge-dominated transport in

general in gases. In this effort, we have developed numerical

tachniques which for the first time allow the numerical simulat-

ion of the propagation of a streamer under realistic conditions.

.. . S - c. . . . .S-S - •
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The primary motivation for this study is to improve quantitative

understanding of laser-triggered breakdown in support of thc more 0

experimentally-oriented work discussed under Project No. 2 of

this report. Our efforts to date have been quite successful in

this regard in that the results we have obtained have provided us

with new insight into the operation of laser-triggered switches.

Additionally, because the numerical techniques we have developed

allow us to investigate problems important to streamer propagat-

ion which can not be addressed with older techniques, our results

also have an important impact on more general, long-standing

questions regarding the electrical breakdown of over-volted gaps.

1. Introduction

Since the streamer mechanism was first suggested by Raether,

a large volume of evidence has been accumulated showing the im-

portance of streamers to many aspects of electrical breakdown of

gases. Because a streamer is a stable propagating mode under

space-charge-dominated transport, this is an important area of

study for the proper understanding of electrical breakdown in

gases. Unfortunately, the mathematical description of transport

under conditions for which space-charge fields play an important

role proves very difficult to deal with in general. Several

workers [1-41 have described the results of one-dimnensional (both

analytical and numerical) approaches to the problem, and there
oS

have been a few reports of numerical calculations based on an.

approximate two-dimensional approach [5,6]. We describe here

.
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filly two-dimensional (three-dimensional with cylindrical

sjmmetry) numerical calculations based on the flux-corrected

transport technique. The technique has provec staile and capable

of dealing with the steep density gradients which appear in

streamer calculations. To our knowledge, this work represents

the first application of this technique to the problem of space-

charge-dominated transport in a fully two-dimensional model.

For a pure gas, where only one species of positive ions is

present, the charge conservation equations may be written as

e - 1W I -V -(nW) + V (DeVn) + P (la)

at e e e e e e
an 4 4.

at ne WeI + V (npWp) + P, (1b)

where ne is the electron density, np is the positive ion density,

We is the electron drift velocity, Wp is the ion drift velocity,

a is the electron impact ionization coefficient, De is the

electron diffusion coefficient, and P is the source term due to

photoionization and other secondary mechanisms.

The electric field is determined by the Poisson equation

720 = -qe(np - ne)/c'0  (2)

where D is the electrostatic potential. To close our system of

equatiors we assume a first order hydrodynamic model, for which

the electrons come to instantaneous equilibrium with the local

value of the ratio of electric field to gas pressure (E/Pj. The

various ionization and drift processes are then reoresented by

nicroscopic, empiically determined parameters.
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If the gap voltage remains constant and the charge densities

are small then the electric field will be constant in time and

space and it is then possible to obtain analytical solutions to

the above set of equations. A discharge soon reaches a stage

where the space-charge due to charged particles will no longer be

negligible. The conservation equations now become non-linear and

cannot be solved analytically so that numerical techniques must

be used. Ode dimensional numerical models of discharges between

plane-parallel electrodes have been described -by Davies et. al.

[4], Kline [31, and Yoshida et. al. [1], who numerically solved

the above set of equations in one dimension using the method of

characteristics. Three dimensional models of discharges between

plane-parallel electrodes, assuming axial symmetry, have been

solved by Davies et. al. [5] and Yoshida et. al. [6] by extending

the method of characteristics to two dimensions. Here we

describe the application of flux-corrected transport to solve the

above set of equations in three dimensions assuming axial

symmetry.

2. Computational Mlethod

In the process of formation and propagation of streamers the

electron and ion densities attain very steep gradients. An algo-

rithn used to solve the transport equation should be able to

-naintain these gradients without becoming unstable. An algorithm

which has been successfully used to model tia shock front in

fluids is the flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithm develope1

S
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by Boris and Book [7]. Zalesak has extended the one dimensional

method to a multi-dimensional flux corrector for fluid problems

[8]. We have extended the two-dimensional flux correction tech-

nique to solve the continuity equation for an axially symmetric

discharge.

Higher order (2nd and above) schemes for numerically

integrating the continuity equations produce ripples near steep

gradients. Lower order schemes, such as donor cells,do not produce

ripples but suffer from excessive numerical diffusion. The flux-

corrected transport constructs the net transportive flux point by

point as a weighted average of a flux computed by a low order

scheme and a flux computed by a high order scheme. The weighting

is done so that the high order flux is used to the greatest

extent possible without introducing false ripples. A detailed

description and analysis of FCT may be found in Ref. 8.

The convective part of Equation (la) can be written as

an _4.+ V• (n) =0.

For axially symmetric geometry

) (rnW) ;(rnW(rn) + r + z 0 (3);t 3r 'z °

Treating rn as the dependent variable we have

(rn) + f, gz 0
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where f = rnWr and g = rnWz .

We used the modified Euler finite difference approximation

to Equation (3) to carry out the time integration [11]. The low

order flux was calculated using a donor cell scheme and the high

order was calculated using an eighth order difference scheme (8].

The source term was computed for one time step and simply added

to the convection term at the end of the time step. The source

term due to electron impact ionization was

S - nealwel

where a is the ionization coefficient. The electric field was

obtained by solving the Poisson equation,

20 = -qe(np-ne)/£0 =-P/CO,

using a numerical algorithm based on Fourier transforming in the

z-direction and using cubic spline functions for integrating in

the r-direction.

The basic Courant-Friedrics-Lewe conditions must be obeyed

for stability, i.e.

At W 1

=2

where At is the time step, Lx is the grid spacing, and W is the

drift velocity. For a pure convection problem, s ranging from

0.1 to 0.5 gives stable results. We found it necessary to use a

lower value (-0.01) due to the strong space-charge eff-cts caused

.S
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by the motion of the electrons. If the electrons are transported

using a large 1t uoo many ions may be uncovered causing an abrupt

change in the electric field.

For small E and in the region where the density from one

grid point to the next changes by a factor of two or more there

was an instability in the flux corrector. Using the notation of

Zaiesak [8] , in the standard FCT the coefficient (Ci,j ) is

- limited in such a way that the antidiffusive flux (Ai,j+1/2)

acting in concert with other fluxes into and out of 'grid pcint

(i,j) does not produce a false maximum or minimum at (i,j) in one

time step. In the modifications we made, the coefficient

(Ci,j+l/2) is limited in such a way that no false maximum or

.minimum is produced at ti,j) in 1/E time steps instead of just

one time step. Tn-is is physically more realistic because it

takes 1/ time steps to transport an electron from one grid point

to the next. This algorithm was tested with a constant velocity

convection problem, with known analytic solution and was found to

perform well with no evidence of the instability which occured in

the standard FCT algorithm.

3. Results

Simulations have been carried out using values for the

transport parameters appropriate for nitrogen at 760 Torr [2]

and applied fields ranging from 130% to 200% of static breakdown
A-

voltage. Infinite, plane-parallel electrodes separated by 0.5 cm

were assumed. The initial conditions in these simulations were

*' A" . ,' "A , -" . -- -"v -...- ".. " .- " ,, •' -". . . .' ,".. ." ,", ,"*, .. " *.*." _ .. " -' "• . " . . "
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chosen to approximate those present in laser-triggered breakdown

experiments and to provide insight in the most straight-forward

way into the basic physics of streamer propagation.

Specifically, three cases have been considered to date, all

involving spherically shaped neutral plasmas of Gaussian profile

14 -3and a diameter of 0.4 mm: 1) the peak density was 10 cm and

the sphere was located in the center of the gap; 2) the peak

density -.as the same. and the sphere was located on one electrode;

3 -3
and 3) the peak density was 10. cm with the sphere placed on

the electrode.

Several authors have described the results of numerical cal-

culations of the early stages of conventional over-volted break-

down where the process is initiated by one or a few free

electrons [1,61. In this case the charge densities are suf-

ficiently low that space-charge fields are not important

initially, and the initial electrons are amplified through simple

Townsend avalanching until these fields become important.

Numerical studies carried out previously have been able to follow

this process into the space-charge-dominated region until the

density gradients became too steep, whereupon the numerical

algorithm becomes inaccurate due either to excessive numerical

diffusion or to numerically-induced ripples. The purpose of

considering the third type of initial condition was to compare

the results of our program with those of others in a mutually

compatible region. With the same input parameters, our results

agreed very well with published results.

. . . . 7
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For the remainder of the simulations that we had carried out

at the end of the contract period, the density of charged

particles in the initial plasma sphere was high enough that sub-

stantial field enhancement was produced by space-charge effects,

and streamer propagation could start immediately without the need

for an initial avalanche stage. This situation is similar to

that expected in laser-triqgered breakdown, and the results we

have obtained lend insight into not only the operation of laser-

triggered spark gaps, but also into the more general question of

the propagation of streamers in general.

Particularly for cathode-directed streamers, it is necessary

to include photoionization effects into these calculations.

Experimental data exist relatinq the photoionization magnitude to

the ionization rate in the streamer head (12], and one approach

for including these effects involves the use of these data to

determine the degree of photoionization produced ahead of the

streamer. Although this approach would be expected to provide the

most realistic simulation of streamer propagation, the physical

interpretation of the numerical results is clouded by the comolex

photoionization process. Another approach which eases this

interpretation is one in which a tenuous uniform background den-

sity of neutral plasma is artifically placed throughout the spark

gap as part of the initial condition. The streamer then

oropaqates into a known ionization density which is independent

of the internal streamer conditions, and which can be varied by

the "experimenter". We have carried out simulations using both

ohotoionization "mechanisms", although at the end of the contract

-. --- .**-*. ****.-*-**- -* *.- -- *- **. *.* * -4.--- .- -'- .,
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period most simulations had been carried out using the

"artificial" mechanism. In these calculations the initial
-0

density was either 105 or 108 cm 3

Figures 1 and 2 show the electron density and axial

component of the electron drift velocity for an anode- and

cathode-directed streamer, repectively, for several times. Since

the drift velocity is directly proportional to the electric field

!Itrength, the drift velocity curves also show the axial electric

field. In these figures, the initial condition consisted of a

plasma sphere of density 10 cm placed on one electrode, the

applied voltage corresponded to approximately 200% of the self

breakdown voltage, and photoionization was artifically simulated

8 -3by placing a uniform background plasma density of 10 cm in the

* gap initially. Several features of streamer propagation are

evident in these figures. First, note the very steep density

gradients which build up, particularly for the cathode-directed

streamer. The ability to handle these steep gradients without

numerical instability or diffusion is the feature of the

flux-corrected transport technique which allows us to carry out

these calculations in a regime inaccessible to previous workers.

As the initial plasma sphere begins to shield itself, a

region of enhanced field builds up just outside it and a streamer

starts to propagate outwards, into the gap. At first, the

streamer propagates readily in the Gaussian tail of the initial

plasma sphere. As the streamer enters the region where only the

ptenuous background electron density of 10 8cm3 is available, AM2

propagation slows and charge density builds up. Propagation is

A
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so rapid that the streamer does not have time to completely

shield itself. This charge density build-up has the effect of
*1

reducing the dielectric relaxation time, thus allowing more

complete shielding and, therefore, greater field enhancement at

the head of the propagating streamer. Streamer propagation then

continues, but the electron density at the head of the streamer

decreases slowly as the streamer head propagates across the gap.

This feature appears to be primarily an artifact of the method

used for introdUcing photoionization effects into the

calculation. For this applied field the Townsend ionization is

significant, even without field enhancement, and the artificially

introduced background electron density slowly avalanches up in

the applied field, sc that as the streamer traverses the gap it

encounters a steadily increasing free electron density.

Calculations were made in which an attempt was made to correct

for this unwanted charge multiplication by making the Townsend

ionization term in Eqs. (1) proportional to n-n 0 instead of n,

where n0 is the artificial background density. Although it was

possible to keep the background density constant by this means,

the technique may have influenced streamer propagation by

drastically reducing charge build up at the extreme front of the

streamers. This effect was most important for cathode-directed

streamers since charge drift may cause the electron density to

actually decrease in front of the streamer in the absence of

ionization. In these constant background calculations, we found

that the density in the stLeamer head stayed nearly constant as

the streamer traversed the gap.

-SI

L.,!
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Also shown in Figs, 1 and 2 are plots of the axial component

of the electron drift velocity, which is directly proportional to

the axial component of the electric field. These plots show that

shielding partly depletes the field inside the body of the

streamer, but that the shielding is by no means complete. Just

outside the streamer head the field is strongly enhanced, rising

to a value somewhat larger than three times the applied field.

Note that the streamer velocities are considerably larger than

electron drift velocities, even at the peak of the field.

Figure 3 shows plots of the electron density for a cathode-

directed and an anode-directed streamer for the same time and

under identical conditions. It is clear that the

cathode-directed streamer propagates more slowly than the anode-

directed streamer, and- that the electron density in the streamer

head is larger for the cathode-directed streamer. This

observation may explain the long standing question about why

better triggering is observed in laser-triggered spark gaps when

the struck electrode is positive rather than negative. For the

positive struck electrode, a cathode-directed streamer occurs and

leaves behind it a trail of relatively high electron density.

Since after the streamer has traversed the gap the streamer

channel must still be ohmically heated to form the spark channel,

the cathode-directed streamer provides a better iAitial condition

for this heating than does the anode-directed streamer.

lei.. .. . . . . . . . ..... . S.
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4. Conclusions

Through the development and use of novel two-dimensional

numerical techniques based on flux-corrected transport we have

been able to simulate numerically streamer propagation under

realistic conditions. This work has allowed us, for the first

time, to determine the spatial dimensions, propagation velocity,

and free electron density in a propagating streamer. Streamers

play a crucial role in the operation of several types of

triggered gas discharge switches, as well as in many other

engineering aspects of electrical breakdown in gases. The

availability of these numerical techniques, particularly when

coupled with realistic numerical algorithms for handling the

heating phase of spark formation, will have important

consequences for triggered gas discharge switch designs. It will

allow the engineer to test the initial stages of the design on a

computer, instead of being forced to construct several prototype

switches for testing. Further, the capability of running

computer "experiments" will lend insight into the operation of

the space-charge-dominated transport equations, and will lead to

better approximate analytical methods for dealing with them.

-
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FTGURE CAPTIONS

1. Plots of a) the electron density, and b) the axial electron
drift velocity for an anode-directed streamer for times 0.5,
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 ns. As discussed in the text, the drifft
velocity is directly proportional to the electric field
strength.

2. Plots of a) the electron density, and b) the axial electron
drift velocity for a cathode-directed streamer for times
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 ris . As discussed in the text,
the drift velocity is directly proportional to the electric
field strength.

3. Plot showing the electron density at a specific time for an
anode-directed and a cathode-directed streamer under other-
wise identical conditions.

-.-.
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Project No. 6

Exploratory Concepts

(R. Curry, B. Maas, G. Schaefer, F. Williams, L. Hatfield,

K. Schoenbach, M. Hagler, and M. Kristiansen)

A. SUMMARY

This project involves several, smaller projects with the aim 0

to determine their feasibility and promise for further develop-

ment and increased emphasis. Some of the previous miniproiects

have led to separate, major project inside or outside the

Coordinated Program.

The main emphasis, this year has been on the triqgerinq of

surface discharge switches, on geometrical enhancement of field 3

distortion triqqerinq, on determining the time dependent resist-

ance of a heavy duty (10's kA) pulsed arc, and on various novel

opening switch concepts. The main parameters affecting surface

discharge triggering have been investigated and certain optimum

conditions have been determined. An experimental, computer

interfaced, system for determining the resistance of a pulsed,

large current (> 10 kA) arc has been constructed, along with the

required liagnostic equipment and computer software. Together

with Project No. 9, we have also investiqated several opening 0

switch concepts. These include the Dense Plasma Focus (in

cooperation with the University of Illinois), a maqnetically

controlled op-ninq switch (in cooperation with (TE Research

- -. ' .w v .
" ., " ., ' -. " ...- %' ..- ".. - Z. , .- ' ..- ",""" -,
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Laboratories) and some novel solid state opening switches, such

as an optically controlled opening switch and an e-beam and

magnetically controlled on-off switch. Studies have also been

initiated on methods for achieving multichanneling in spark gaps.

B. SURFACE DISCHARGE SWITCH

(R. Curry, L. Hatfield, and M.. Kristiansen)

1. Introduction

A D.C. charged, triggered surface discharge switch is beinq

investigated. The performance evaluations, using three different

insulators, include voltage and current measurements, jitter

measurements, and surface analysis of the dielectric switching

surfaces with SEM, ESCA and surface resistance measurements. The

enclosed conference publications (Appendices I and II) summarize

the results of tests run with G-10, Delrin, and Lucite, and all

combinations of charging and trigger voltage polarities. The

different dielectrics and polarity combinations have a dramatic

effect on the switching, as can be seen from the results reported

in these publications. Recently the investigations have empha-

sized photographic (streak, framing, and time integrated)

diagnostic techniques to determine details about the streamer

formation, as described later in this report, together with

results from surface charge pattern measurements.

2. Triggering of a Surface Discharqe Switch
0

A block diagram of the system and the diagnostics currently

employed is shown in Fig. 1. The surface discharge switch

I..

K- ,,~.-.-.-...................*.*.. ..... .- *. , ,.:- -': - .- <
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consists of a modified version of the Previously reported surface

* discharge switch used to study ,multichanneling and erosion [1].

The modifications include the addition of a Lucite chamber which

allows different ambient gas mixtures to be evaluated and the

addition of a trigger electrode and an auxiliary electrode. The

capacitor (.18 if) of the previous study was replace with four,

25 SI, transmission lines in parallel, which provide an energy

* source of 13.9 joules when charged to 40 kV. Also, a new 6 Q

load has been constructed using ceramic resistors which allows

the switch to be operated at various repetition rates [2].

Various triggering techniques have been evaluated. These

include laser triggering and two methods of field distortion.

When laser triggering was tried, single channel (shaped) elec-

trodes with a spacing of 4 cm was used with one atmosphere of

ambient air. A one megawatt pulse from a nitrogen laser was

focused onto the surface of the switch from above. Even at 90%

of selfbreak voltage, no triggering was achieved. When the laser

beam was focused onto the electrodes (either cathode or anode)

visible sparks off the electrode surfaces also failed to trigger

the switch. These results indicated that higher energy levels

would be needed for successful laser triggering or maybe that

laser triqgering is not practical for surface discharge switches.

Two types of field distortion trigqering were also investigated.

The first method employed various geometries of trigqer elec-

trodes placed on the surface of the switch. Included amonq the

electrode shapes were rods and metal strips placed at various

positions (mid olane, 2/3 point, etc.) on the surface. Although

the multichannel electrodes (parallel electrode surfaces) were
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employed, multi.channelinq did not occur for any of the electrode-

trigger polarity combinations. The last and most successful,

trigger scheme also utilizes field distortion. The man triqqer,

however, is isolated from the main electrodes by a G-10 insert

and by the dielectric sample, as shown in Fig. 2. In addition to

the isolated trigger an auxiliary trigger was added which

provides additional field distortion when a discharge occurs

between it and the main switch electrodes. Three different

dielectrics were tested under all possible polarity combinations.

The results of these investigations are discussed in Appendix I.

3. Polarity and Dielectric Effects

The three dielectrics mentioned above (G-10, Delrin and

Lucite) have been tested in dry air under all possible combina-

tions of polarities. Dramatic differences in multichanneling,

jitter, and voltage wave forms result for the different combina-

tions. Under similar test conditions, different insulators

affect the performance of the switch quite distinctly (see

Appendix I). The overall best performance was obtained with

G-10, using negative charging voltage and positive trigger

voltage. It was also found that the switch performance improved

(less jitter and more multichanneling) after the first few

hundred shots when operated in a slow repetition mode (1-2

pulses/sec).

In order to investiqate this conditioning phenomenon and the

effect of the dielectrics on the switch characteristics, surface

analysis techniques, including SEM, ESCA, and surface resistance

measurements have been emoloyed (results reoorted under Project

,-.-..,..,... .-.. .-............ .. . .•o...... ...... ,,.,, '..- - ,,
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No. 4). The most interesting result is the lack of detectable

chemical damage on G-10 and Lucite when compared to Delrin.

Delrin exhibited considerable surface decomposition whereas

Lucite and G-10 displayed no decomposition. The surface resis-

. tance did decrease on the G-10 and Lucite after 500 shots,

although no surface damage was seen. Also, no deposited elec-

trode material was found in the discharge region for these three

insulators. To explore further the differences seen in the

switching characteristics, surface charge measurements were made

using an electrostatic field meter [3]. Differences in residual

charge polarities and residual charqe leak-cff times were

measured, as described in Appendix II. The G-10 retained positive

charges with fields as high as 12 kV/cm for shorter times than

either the Lucite or Delrin. The 1/e decay time ranqed between
3

3.85 and 7.37 hours for G-10. Delrin chared negative (-14

kV/cm) and had 1/e decay times from 9.7 to 20 hours, whereas

Lucite charqed positive and showed no discernible decay in 24

hours after charging up to 18 kV/cm. From the investigations

summarized in Appendices I and II, it is clear that the dielec-

tric switch substrate has a profound effect on the switch

performance and it is hypothesized that the difference in surface

charqinq may be an important cause of this effect. The high

residual fields, the reduced surfaced resistance, and the

chemical composition changes of the surface probably all contri-

bute to the characteristics of the switch, however.

In addition to the diagnostic techniques described above,

streak photoqraohy and surface residual charge oattern photo-

graphs are also beinq applied. Streak ohotoqraphy measurements
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performed to date indicate that the plasma channel originates on

*O the surface and then lifts off. Single channel studies at - 3 kA

indicate that the channel may lift off about 0.3 mm from the

surface. In high current switches ( Z 100 kA/channel) the

* inductance of the switch could increase due to this lift-off and

the discharge may even extinguish.

Simultaneity measurements using streak and time integrated

* photography show a spread in the closure times of the various

channels. The simultaneity measurements are also being used to

determine whether the discharge is anode or cathode directed.

* Preliminary measurements using the streak photography indicate

that the discharge is cathode directed (luminosity appears first

at the anode).

Residual charge patterns on insulators subjected to single

channel discharges compared to those from insulators subjected to

multichannel discharges are quite different. The insulators are

* dusted with a charged powder such as Xerox yellow tones (6500)

and the patterns are then photographed.

Initial measurements on insulators subjected to multichannel

discharges show that a large number of shots is required for the

* insulator to become uniformly charged. Studies of insulators

subjected to 850 single channel arcs over a 2 hour period

* indicate that a time factor in the surface charging process may

be involved in the previously described conditioning process.

When G-10 insulators were used in the single channel studies

definite oatterns developed on the insulators which were run for

several hours. On the insulators run for the same number of

shots at 1 pos, on a continuous basis, the same oatterns had also

. .% . .% - . . . . .......... . ..... .... . ... - ...... ..
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started to develop but were not as distinct. This may indicate

that the conditioning occurs from charging in the bulk or surface

of the insulator and may require time for the charges to redis-

tribute.

The research will continue to explore the charging and the

effect of the residual charge on the Performance of the switch.

Also, further investigation is planned of the effect which

different gases have on multichanneinq characteristics. Further

trigger studies which include different pos-itionings of the

isolated trigger and different widths of trigger strips is

planned in order to further determine the mechanisms which affect

the triggering of surface discharge switches.

C. GEOMETRICALLY ENHANCED FIELD DISTORTION TRIGGERING

(G. Schaefer and P.F. Williams)

1. Discussion of Trigger Concept

In field distortion triggering the gap is commonly designed

to provide optimum performance without the trigger. A

trigger electrode is then added, shaped and located on an

equipotential surface in the gap. Triqgerinq is accomplished

by abruotly chanqinq the potential of this electrode, thereby

increasing the field at one of the gap electrodes. Only a

limited field enhancement may be produced, however, because

the enhancement is due solely to the change in relativeI
potential of the trigqer and gap electrode. It should be

mentioned that a spark gao in which scark crosses the qap

.Ji

. * .
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in two steps via the trigger electrode is not considered a

pure field distortion trigger case. More efficient field

distortion triggering could be produced if geometric field

enhancement effects, such as occur at sharp edges, were

included in such a way that they do not affect the hold-off

voltage. In this case the trigger electrode would be used to

shape the field distribution in the gap in both the hold-off

state and the triggering state. In the hold-off state the

trigger electrode would minimize the geometric field enhance-

ment effects at the main gap electrode, thereby maximizing

the hold-off voltage. In the triggering state, on the other

hand, the trigger electrode would serve to enhance the field,

providing improved triggering in two ways: moving the

equipotential toward one gap electrode and simultaneously

turning on the geometric field enhancement. An example is

shown in Fig. 1. In the hold-off Phase the trigger electrode

is at the same potential as the electrode (1). For trigger-

ing, the potential of the trigger electrode is driven towards

the potential of electrode (2). In this case the geometry of

the trigger electrode is used for several purposes:

(a) To produce a low field region on the surface of one

electrode and to produce a field distribution in the

qap as homogeneous as possible when no trigger oulse is

applied. In this case the surface at the trigger

electrode is responsible for the field distribution and

the hold off voltage of the gap is not substantially -.

reduced even though electrode (1) is shaped in such a

way that a geometrically caused field enhancement is

* Oossible.
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(b) To produce a very high field close to the surface of

electrode (1) if the potential of the trigger electrode

is driven toward the ootential of electrode (2).

Such a qeo ,etrically enhanced field distortion triggering would

have several advantages:

I. The strongest field enhancement occurs at one of the

main electrodes.

2. The shape and surface conditions of this electrode do

not determine the hold-off performance of the gap and

thus make the gap more independent of erosion.

3. Since this electrode can be shaped without changing the

hold-off performance, the field enhancement can be much

larger than in common field distortion triggering.

4. Electrode roughness produced by erosion on electrode

(1) would actually enhance the switch performance since

the electrode surface is only exposed to a strong field

when the trigger pulse is applied.

2. Preliminary Experiments

An experimental setup with simplified geometry has been

constructed and preliminary experiments have been performed. The

:jeometry of the system is similar to that in Fig. 1, but without

rotational symetry. The trigger electrode consists of two rods

on both sides of the main electrode. Eight gaos are operated in

oarallel, with the same rods acting as tr.qger electrodes for all

gaps. This setup allows independent measurements of del.- and

jitter.
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Preliminary experiments have demonstrated the feasibility

of the proposed triqger concept. In trigqer experiments in air

at a selfbreakdown voltage of approximately 20 kV triggering was

oossible down to 60% of the selfbreakdown voltace. At 90%

selfbreakdown a jitter of less than 2 ns was obtained and the

delay was approximately 19 ns.

D. OPENING SWITCH INVESTIGATIONS
0

AND ARC RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

(K. Schoenbach and M. Kristiansen)

The investigations of arc resistance measurements have been

carried out in close collaboration with Project No. 3 and the

opening switch investigations in collaboration with Pr-ject No. q

and they are, therefore, described in more detail under the

description of those two projects rather than here.
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TRIGGERING CT SURFACE DISCHARGE SWITCHES*

K. Curry, D. -ohnson+. and M. Kristiansen
Department of Electrical Engineering

L. Hatfield
Department of Phv\:ics
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Lubbock, Texas 7940O USA
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Abstra:t

The performance of a triggered 45 kX* surface 615- LC ZU

harge switch operated in air, was investigated. 
,i7 '/

,
7,7 _ / " '' •'

Trigger performance evaluations include jitter a o,;
easurenents, zhannels per meter and the effects of

-narging voltage and trigger electrode polarity.
Trogger electrode constraints, including positioning z
of the electrode and trigger pulse risetimes, are .
axicussed. Multichannel performance of various
dielectricz including G-I. Delrin. and Lucite are
-ompared. Voltage and current measurements were the "'

orinciple diagnostics used in the evaluation of the
switch performance. The addition of an auxiliary .1

esectrode which provides 1V preillumination and added '0
fieid distortion) is discussed. "

0 Introduction "

Te multichannel characteristics of a surface / UuSV

discharge switch (SDI! makes it attractive to fast
switching applications [11,2] which require low
inauctance switches. Commonly used surface discharge Fig. 1. Surface Discharge Switch
4witcnes are over-voltaged by several hundred percent
and allowed to sel '-break (3,aI. Overvoltaging the between the G-1O insert and the Blue Nylon.with the
switch usually creates dense multichanneling when the main trigger located 3 cm from ths charZed electrode.
switch closes. Likewise, triggered SDS's are usually The G-I insert isolates the trigger from the two main
vulse charged and triggered before self-break occurs. electrodes when the trig~er pulse is appliec. The
The pulse zharging allows overvoltaging of the switch, electrode spacing is set at 6.2 cm to give self-break
:nus causing dense-multichanneling and low jitter, voltages between 45 and 55 kilovolts. For the u. : cr"

separation a surface diecnarge insulator sample wth"
Zittle infornation is available about DC charged dimensions .lb cm x 3 no. cn x 2 cm is held in. place.

9uface discharge switches, therefore they are by the electrodes. In adoition to the main trigger. ar

eneral.i: not employed. Difficulties arise when the auxiliar' electrode is plac-d on the surface of the
ir. DC charged. riggering of the switch is sample, at its edge. The auxiliary electrode provides

7enerally difficult if multichanneling and low jitter additional field distortion and L' preiliumination.
ara required. A comparative study of the effects of The auxiliary electrode was a ,h3 cm wide 2.5 cm long-
iifferent parameters on the characteristics of DC strip of 2 mil copper tape. The auxiliary eiectroae
-barged SDS's is unoerway and the preliminary results is placed 5.2 cm from the edge of the sample and 2.5-
are reported here. The parameter stadies include cm from the grounded electrode so that an arc occurs
different dielectric substrates, charging voltage between this electrode and the grounded electrode when
piolaritv, and trigger pulse polarltv effects. The the trigger pulse arrives. A Luclte chamber is placed
characteristics of the switch under these various over the eiectrodes and filled with dry air at atmor-
-onditions a-:p discussed in the test of this paoer. pheric press-ire.

Circuit Ooeration an Design The energy ;s stored ir four parallel 25 ca:nl

which are attached to tne c tr nsm;ssIoL irn'
The surface discharge switch was constructed as (Figure 2). The four cabies are DC charged throucr a 2

c, rt of a : m long, 6 Q strip line. The elecrrones MC resistor. The _0 T long lines provide a _-Y' ns
.1re easily adiustable to various spacings ann are wide pulse into the t Q load. The distributed
* r-esentl constructed of brass. The clectrodes shown capacitance of the four cables is .01i4 of. giv!n[ a
irl ?ig. ' are 210.2 c., lon ano :.2- c. thick. A lue 13,0 *oule discharze when chared to -0 kiovc: s.

.on reecnri'. . : on thick arid 20.5 cT. wid., When . trigger pulse is aplied to -h.- rigger

.'ov.ices Toe 1rsu.aton betweer n the -. ar~ed s:ue of eIectrnaec the suit:r tr'-aks dorw;., Chtrc!:i5:t,

a-r' rn.r.- &rl .1 T -'
" : tr sm ssl ine a - t ' rion reor sloe.i 7' Teiirr an ro ur. 'h o nC on it fre .. ":

e r e c.nsrT ( . . . -*r - n 't - I ,, "

- al - .- j . 1 ; ' - i ,' r ,, ' i ,.

r. . -'
I~~~;r r r7j,? 7T , ' .r ;
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L Fig. 4. Voltage and Current .Neasurements on G-10 tor

,P Y "K -I- a Negative, 40 kV, Charge Voltage ano
,.125 Positive. 50 kV, Trigger.

li. Experimental Setup U.
A. Jitter of first 5 B. jItter of 5 shots, after

shots. 3340 V/di 0 first 500 shots. 2 7,4(
ns/div. V/div; 20 ns/div.

g. 5. Jitter of 5 Shots on rG-10.

A. Multichannel Characteristics of Fitst Sho

Fig. 3. Multichanneling of Surface Discharge Switch

Results

Three dielectrics (G-10, Delrin. Lucite) were
tested in dry air under all possible charging and
trigger polarities. Results are given in terms of the
multichanneling characteristics, load voltage, cirrent
and jirter measurements. Throughout the tests a 50 kV L. Multichanne: haracteristics after.S00 shot.
trigger voltage was used . while the charging voitage
was Kept constant at "0 kilovolts. The repet:tion rate Fig. 6. Mui17cnannel haracter1st£cs of G-0 ovr-
was 1.11 pulses per second. . ,m Len~trn and t- "m Zlectrooe .!epar?-

t I or'.
G-' c ad the beat naracteristics of the three.

.ateriais tested Table . The first case tested was sa.els 30 ns, durin, the first 50O shots. Likewse tot
with negative charging voltage and positive trgger. :!ie negative cnarging, neqative triggsr vcltaee. :he
The voltage fail time was 70 ns and the current all -CItage fall time remained about 120 no ano he
tilm 70 ns (Figure 4). The litter of five shots waj "t curen: faii time 70 ns. The jitter. howver waS LoO
nanoseconds initiallY: however, after 50C shcts it grea. to measure. Characte:,ics 0: TnIs cse
aecreased to : nanoseconds (7iU ure ; . Mtuitrihanntlin" nciuded a iar .' 

- 
nuitner ,f rref res ?:i $ ower

- arI'zl eristics also chan pc as tne materla ] er eei :l--oresK \o t3 gs . i.. eaecas :o l , oer -3-a c
, i l i. anout .1 :h- nn-' 3 er - r .-' e ir,11, 45 ,rc It- r _0 sIt' .
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The performance of Deirin was similar to that of Results using lucite differed considerabIx from
G-10 (Table 2). For the case of negative charging and those using G-10 or Delrin :Table 3). Once again a
positive trtgger voltages, the voltage fall time was negative charging voltage and a positive trigger pulse
80 nas and the current risetime 70 ns (Figure 7: with a gave the best overall results. Tt-e 80 ns fall time of
litter of approximately 15 ns. Multichanneling the voltalge acorss the load and the 70 ns current

risetime (Fig. 10) conpared favorabiv with the similar S
cases for G-10 and Delrin. However, multichanneling
decreased to only 2 channels when the switch was
triggered. Unlike the G-10 results. the jitter was
too great to measure for three of the charging-trigger
voltage combinations, but no prefires or misfires were .
observed.""'

A. Voltage Measurement B. Current Measurement
across a 6 9 load, through a 6 9 load,
3340 V/div; 50 ns/div. 1000 A/div; 50 na/div.

Fig. 7. Voltage and Current Characteristics of Deirin
for a Negative, 40 kV, Charge Voltage and a
Positive, 50 kV, Trigger Pulse. A. Voltage Measurement B. Current through a 6 2

Across a 6 S load. load. 3340 V/Div; 50
remained stable at 25 channels per meter for the 3340 V/div; 50 ns/div. na/div.
entire run (Fig. 8). When the voltage and current
waveforms using Delrin are compared to the voltage and Fig. 10. Voltage and Current Measurements on Lucite
current characteristics using G-10 (Fig. 4), under the for a Negative, 40 kV, Charge Voltage and a
same conditions, a dramatic difference is seen in the Positive, 50 kV. Trigger.
voltage wave shapes and risetimes. Delrin gave

significantly greater jitter and slower risetimes. The In addition to voltage and current measureiments
effect of different trigger and charring polarity static field measurements were made to check for
combinations is also apparent wher the two cases of residual charge. In the case of negative charging
positive trigger and positive charging voltage (Fig. voltage and a postive trigger pulse, positive charging
9) are compared with the most successful case of of the insulator was measured over the main trigger
negative charging voltage and positive trigger (Fig. electrode. Near the cathode the insulator was charged
7). The most significant change is in the risetime of negative. The charge decay directly above the trigger
the voltage across the load. was checked and charges were found to decay only i-

percent in one hour. Charges on the insulator for the
case of negative charge voltage and negative trigger

polarity were also checked. Negative charging on the
insulator, above the trigger and near the cathode was
measured. The last case of positive charge voltage
and negative trigger polarity was also checked and the

insulator charge found to be positive.

Conclusion

The auxiliary electrode was found to orovide

denser multichanneling in the case of the negative
charging and positive trigger voltages, on G-:0 and

Multichanneling for a 6.2 cm Electrode Delrin. The reason for the increased multichanneling
Separation and 20.3 cm Electrode Length. due to the auxiliary electrode in this one case is not

clear. This increase mav be due to Lt' preillumination
Fig. 8. Moltichanneling Characteristics of Delrir for or to added field distortion. Powever. in the re-

A Negative Charge Voltage of 40 kV and a maining cases the auxiliary electrode did not play a
Positive 50 kV Trigger Pulse. significant role in the multichanneling character-

istics.

The data presented indicate that only certain
dielectrics and a snecific conioination of charging
voltage and trigger pulse polarities work well for the

DC charged, triggered surface discharge switches. The
voltage waveforms of C-I0 (Figure 4 and Delrin
(Figure 7) indicate that the dielectric plays a
significant role in the discharge process. The
multichanneiing characteristics of G-10 -Fioure ), and
Delrin Figure e also show the depenoent of :h..
discharge process on the dqiec-riz used. 1,e bas"
onvsics of the trlgger proces. and th' oeoenencs ot

, . .ta t-Measurement B. Current tnrouph a the multichanneling Vroceas o the dieiectric are io-
,%Cross 3 - , ioaa. joac. 10IGG 3ADv: fuliv unoerstood at rhi6 time. However. ore-liminar-
B0 ,ii: 5C ns ns.di,. stat: cnarge .... u rye.:. :naic-ar that rer c:A'',

Znqrit -s an-C su:. fa =- -,-s l s -. t vi :nTs.
.3rodtae ndCurrent Measurement -i-[ eirir. r:gterln:. 7Y, ..harne yeasurerents 1- -t"

t rt a nsztve. Ch.,: ar.-3 n. ic n _n'- 'I c-* :nh. !T!511 '- Jfn

Fosl::.e. K 1. . Trlgger --':_s'. - 1 li-n- r: t
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concer,: rate on isolating the bastc trigger processes
and understanding them. *-1-.-- r
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Appendix II

SURFACE CHARGING OF INS ULATORS
IN A

SURFACE DISCHARGE SWITCY.*

R.D. Curry, M. Kristiansen
Department of Electrical Engineering

rand
L.L. Hat field, V.K. Agarwal, and G.L. Jackson

* Department of Physics

Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

*AB STRAC T

Surface charging of insulators in a '45 kV. triggered
Sur-ace discharge s;:itch has been stu.died after repeated
dischargces. Static electric field measurevents on
di-fferent insulators such as G-10, Dilrin and Lu~cite are

*compared. Electric fields as high; as 10 kMN/cm have been
measue afeIeea hundred discharges. These
=easurements also indicate long surface charge decay
times. Decay times rang-.no from one hour tc several 1-h1ous
fcr the ch;arge to decav 10 percent have bteen measured..

Ut'liz i-ng the ffield measurements the inflIuence 0.;
~u2::leinsulator interfaces and placement of the

tr4vver electrode are discussed.
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7°:, into the parameters affecting the performance of
triggered, DC-charged, surface discharge switches.
revealed that the dielectric used in the s-;itch plays a
key role in its operation [5]. A surmary of the effect
of each insulator (G-iO, Deirin, Lucite) on the voltage,
current, and jitter characteristics of the switch is
shown in Tables, 1, 2, and 3. As sho-n by the data, the

-" polarity of the charge voltage and trigger voltage were
found to alter the performance -of the switch dramatic-
ally. A preliminary investigation into the role of the
dielectric is under way. Static field measurements have
shown large differences in the residual charge on these
dielectrics after operation of the switch for a
relatively low number of shots.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT PARPMETERS

The surface discharge switch was constructed as part of a
I m long stripline with a characteristic impedance of
6 S1. The blue nylon dielectric "jpcn whAch the switch is
constructed is .63 cm thick and 30.5 cm vide (Figure 1).
A slot, 33 cm x .16 cm vas milled into the stripline and
the main trigger electrode (5.0 x 10- 3 cm x 2.5- cm) is
placed in the slot 3 cm from the charged electrode. A
.16 cm thick G-10 insert which ,solazes the trigger from
the electrodes is placed over che trigger electrode in

/1/ ./,/ .,,______, ____".

,I I,

, "I, .o

S.-• . .~ . . . . __:, /..' ' . ", /

lace LI: S e Swt tch

"--" =i i -

II I . .

,'1 ,. l , s , , .. .,-7"-. ,., '" • / // 1 / ."/ / • 'd'" /
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the slot. The dielectric sample is placed over the G-i0
insert and held in place by brass electrodes which are
20.3 cm x 1.27 cm. The electrode spacing of 6.2 cm was
set to provide self break voltages between 45 and 55 kV.
A.n auxiliary electrode was placed at the edge of the
dielectric sample to provide added U-V preillumination on
the surface and field distortion. The arc to the
auxiliary electrode increased the multichanneling of the
switch.

The primary energy storage element is four paralleled
25 S cables which are attached to the 6 Q stripline. The
total distributed capacitance of the four cables is
.0174 uf which stores 13.9 joules when charged to 40 kV.
The four cables supply a 200 ns pulse into the 6 ? load
(Figure 2). To initiate the discharge a 50 kV pulse with
a risetime of 10 ns (10%-90*'%) is applied to the trigger S
electrode.

ISM TR6MSSs, Cv 'w / M- " R

_1-CEv / :W:5

tuxILLA RY TR) 4C-,gO I " G
10 Meg
2z 4000 of s

C10C.

igure2 ::pe'i~ental .Setup. •.

R PESULLTS Del

S:rce zrhe p:elininary vcltage,;crent, and J:-zer
-eas-re:ents indicated a dcharity dependence and an '
influence b- the dielectric or the electrical c.arac-.er-
ist:cs of the svitch, static electric field ceasu,"Eme-nts

- -.--.-..-*.* ."- .- ..
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were made to determine the residual surface charge on the
dielectric. The measurements u ilized a commercially
available field meter (Monroe, model 171) and probe
(model 1019 3;. The electric field above the dielectr:cs
(G-10, Delrin, Lucite) was measuzed for the case which
gave the best electrical characteristics, namely the
negative 40 kV charge voltage and positive 50 kV trigger
pulse case.

Preparation of the samples included cleaning with
cyclohexane. The interface between the G-10 and Blue
Nylon stripline dielectric was discharged after each
experimental run by rubbing the Blue Nylon and G-l0

insert with a commercial antistatic product knou-n as
"Bounce". The interface was then cleaned with cyclohexane
and the stripline reassembled. All insulators tested
were exposed to 500 shots at a repetition rate of 1.3
pps. After the 500 discharges the residual field above
the trigger electrode was measured to determine the
magnitude and decay time of the residual charge. In
addition to the decay measurements, field measurements
x-ere made across the width of the dielectric and along
the length of the dielectric to determine the uniformity
of the residual fields.

G-10

On G-10, an epoxy laminate, the field renained uniform

across the leng.th of the dielectric but was non-uniform

along the idth of the sample. The residual field near
the cathode ranged from 3.81 kV/cm to 5.72 ':V/cm for
three different samples.. The positive field values
indicate ositive charging of the insulator although a
negative charge voltage had been aD_'ied to the
ele zrodes. field above the trigger e.ectrodce raxed

fr: 7.2 k/c - to R' V /cm for the L.ree '::erent
sa::o1es. 7he i/e decay ti.eas for the charge abov-e the
triC,,er electrode varied from 3.85 hours tco 7. h7ours.

.'... - - z, the _deca. tr:_s differed the sha_=e c: --he
our-ve rea nedo ap.rcximate_,v the same. A t %,ical dEaCe
curve or G-10 i4 S shon in igure 3. Durig the rst
20-15 minutes a charging of the insulator occurs even
though all e:.::ernal fields have Leen rem'vec.

,' . .... . . . . .-.. . .... -.,- .- .. .:: . -.. . . .:..- .. . . . -..... ., . .. -,. .... .:
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DELRIN

Measurements on Delrin (polyacetal) showed that the field
near the cathode ranged from -8.6 kV/cm to -13.5 k-V/cm.
The negative f ields observed indicate negative residual

6
* 4.

1 4 Hlours

Figure 3. Charge Decay Curve of G-10.

charge on the insulator. The field along the length of
the dielectric varied slightly (<<1 kY/cm). The residual
field over the trigger electrode ranged from -6.6 k-V/cm

*to -8 k-V/cm for 3 different samplias. A typical decay
Sh1ape for Deirin is displayed in Figure 4. Note that the
f ield increased during the f irst 30-40 minutes of the
static field measurements and then decreased %-ith a i/e
time constant ranging from 9.7 hours to over 20 hours.

0 ~ KV/cn,
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LUCITE

Lucite (PM.KA) gave quite different resilts from the G-10
and the Delrin. The residual field near the cathode :-'as
found to range from -3.8 kV/cm to 1.9 k\%/cm. The field
over the length of the sample was found to vary by large
amounts (>>I kV/cm). The initial field ranged from -3.2
kV/cm *to 2.4 kV/cm above the trigger for r-he 3 samples
measured. The lucite unlike the 2 prev.ious insulators
charged from the initial value to 17.4 .kV/cm in 2 hours
and showed no measurable decay over fifteen hcurs (Figure
5).

KV/,,

10-

8°

4

2

22

: .. re Charging Curve of Luc-:e.
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Add itional measurements ere -efo _ed to lock for
residual c harge cn zhe interface 'D een i aS d -he

£-ue ,, cn dielectric A s-.,- e -f G-C "-as e::.csed to
.0 d:scarges a.d ten remcved f,-- " . e,-7GMC*d f om, the st:',r ne E: he 1

f' eld above :he 'r: ger electrode was.:ea"-ed and cn/
to be i 2 hV'cm enclcatng .eoa-:. charge - "

zecav time - e -e7 dua: cha"ee s-,i i e
An..othersa:.pl-cf C=. -%0 was e;:tcse, tz 5,CC$ ;:::-a = :__ at. -
t:-e --esfdual fied measured in the sa- -. ..... -,aros

t e saz e w as r e .cveo 'cm the s'tch n te -es:'a. C
fec On t.e eaI- ne ast .... Z" :e-SScJa..
.. agnitude and decay rate rc: t.e sa - e :e-a r.e.
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These measurements indicated that the residual field on
the samples is due to surface charging. As a first. 0
approximation a uniform sheet of charges across the
surface of the dielectric was assumed thus giving
a a 2%0 E, where E is the measured electric field in
V/cm, a the surface charge density in coul/cm 2 and co the
permittivity of free space. For the case of G-10, the
measured field of 14 kV/cm gave a - 2.48x10- 9 coul/cm 2 .
Similarly a value of -8 kV/cm. for Delrin gives a =
-1.416x10- 9 coul/cm 2 . For Lucite a value of 17.4 kV/cm
yields a - 3.079x10-9 coul/cm 2 .

CONCLUSION

Even though these are preliminary measurements, several
hypotheses can be proposed to explain the residual charge
displayed by these three dielectrics. For instance, in
this switch geometry, the dielectric samples are in
contact with another dielectric surface of G-1O and this
dielectric is in contact with the surface of the Blue
Nylon stripline dielectric. This creates three inter-
faces where charging can occur. I.t seems likely that
immediately after the external electric field is removed,
some charge redistribution could occur thus accounting
for the apparent charge buildup on'the insulators after
removal of the charge voltage. Moreover, for polymers
subjected to such discharges the chemical impurities,
specific surface defects caused by oxidation products,
broken polymer chains, absorbed molecules etc., have been

*l identified as being responsible for the capture of
charges an. the difference in charging displayed by
different insulators [6]. Several other factors such as
secondary electrcn emission, electric polarization of the
dielectric, plasma interactions, UV radiation, and
thermal effects have oeen found to cause dif:erences in
the charging of insulators. F-r.,: example, electron
energies in arcs are typically on the order of 1-2 ek',
whereas an incident electron energy of 20-50 e\ is needed
to e::ceed t.e secondary electron emission coef-:cienz c:
one for typical insulators Thus, due to electron
bocbardment the charging of the insulator ould be
et-:-ected to be negative [7) Another interaction that
could cause charging of the insulator is UV i.u.n.ain
which, depending cn the wavelength, has been found to
break the polymer bonds which z'ay perhaps result in
either positive or negative residual charge. Future work

(. .
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will concen:rate on isolating the primary mechanisms
responsible foi the observed cha:g-ong of _nsulators in
surface discharge switches.
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I. [U9r VOLTtf CrA..LS C*O.*TS
POL11rTY POLARI1 0, , r I 1 T-.?. I I I CEE

70 us 70 us

2 + 120 us 70 us 30 us 2

1 20 HE 70 us 2 2 OFIE

L4 -m us - I - "SI

Table 1. Characteristics of G-10.
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~~~~9 Js 7Crl us F.,T.. -j--s~7. 2"

2 ± 120 70 us

4i.i~ii 123 .'J73 I J
*Table 2. Chaxacteri*sti-cs of Delri.n.
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Project No. 8

Optically Controlled Discharges

Project No. 9

Opening Switches*

(C. Harjes, G. Hutchinson, L. Thurmond, R. Cooper, K. Schoenbach,

- 9 G. Schaefer, H. Krompholz, L. Hatfield, and M. Kristiansen)

A. SUMMARY

These two Projects (8 and 9) are closely related in objec-

tive, theory, and diagnostic techniques. In both projects

emphasis is on external discharge control (optical and electron

beam), and the combination of both seems to offer new prospec-

tives. In the continuing program they are integrated into one

project "Opening Switches" and are also described here as one

project. The primary objective of this work is to study control

processes in externally sustained or controlled diffuse dis-

charges, with respect to their application as opening switches.

*Concepts for diffuse discharge opening switches have been devel-

oped, experimental facilities have been assembled and experiments

have been performed to investigate the applicability of these

concepts. Computer codes have been developed and applied to

different systems to allow optimization and scaling.

*This project is funded by the Army Research Office.

:.,
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The different groups of concepts discussed herein are:

- the electron-beam sustained diffuse discharge (Section

B)

- the optically controlled diffuse discharge where optical

control either means increased conductivity of the dis-

charge by means of laser radiation or optical stimulation

of loss processes in self-sustained discharges (Section

C)

- the combination of these two concepts in one system.

For the investigation of the electron-beam sustained dis-

charge an apparatus was designed which allows the investigations

of repetitive opening in the time range of 100 ns at current

levels of up to 10 kA.

The work done in the last year includes:

1) construction of an e-beam control system, which allows

the generation of successive e-beam pulses with variable

!• pulse width and pulse separation,

2) construction and testing of a high pressure discharge

chamber with a transmission-line current source,

* 3) development of a novel e-beam current monitor,

4) initial opening switch investigations performed in N2:0

gas mixtures,
S"

5) development of a computer program which allows modelling

of an e-beam controlled diffuse discharge, and modelling

of optically assisted e-beam sustained discharges.

For investigations of optically controlled discharges the follow-

ing steps were taken to approach a feasible switch system:
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1) Various optical control mechanisms of diffuse discharges

have been considered for switching applications based on

available data on basic photon-molecule interactions and

results of optogalvanic experiments.

2) Small scale experiments have been performed to investi-

gate the general feasibility of these concepts.

3) A high power discharge cell was constructed and

operated.

4) Calculations on specific systems have been performed to-

evaluate the discharge characteristic and the time-

dependent behavior of the discharge.

Several other exploratory opening switch concepts have also been

examined for potential use as opening switches. Among these are

the dense plasma focus (collaboration with University of

Illinois), and a magnetically controlled switch (collaboration

with GTE Laboratories, Inc.).

-. B. E-BEAM CONTROLLSD OPENING SWITCH SYSTEM

1. Introduction

An electron-beam controlled discharge circuit has been con-

structed to study the behavior of an e-beam sustained, attachment

dominated discharge:

a) at high discharge current densities,

b) in gases which are suitable for low loss, fast opening

operation,

c) for rep-rated operation.

as'

N N ,
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The objective of the investigation is to determine a set of cri-

• teria concerning electrical and gas parameters of an e-beam sus-

tained discharge, which will guide the design of the rep-rated

electron-beam controlled opening switch.

* The switch concept is as follows: An e-beam is used to ion-

ize the gas between two switch electrodes. An inductor can be

charged through the then conducting gas. The switch voltage

remains below the self breakdown voltage so there is no avalanche

ionization. Thus, the discharge is completely sustained by the

e-beam current. When the e-beam is turned off, electron attach-

ment and recombination processes in the gas cause the conductivi-

ty to decrease and the switch opens.

2. Experimental Arrangement

a. E-Beam Gun/Control System

The e-beam was desiqned to satisfy the following require-

ments:

1) high repetition rate,

2) fast turn on and turn off times,

3) variable beam energy and current density.

The e-beam gun is constructed as a triode to achieve the

required repetitive, fast response control of the e-beam. It has

a thermionic cathode which allows variation of e-beam current and

* voltage, independent of each other. The design and performance

of the system was presented at the 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Confer-

ence [11 (see Appendix I).

A crossection of the e-beam triode and the switch chamber is

shown in Fig. 1. The e-beam cathode is located in an evacuated

' '.' -" '; --' '' ', "''-:/ ' ; '' '' " .' ';" ','.', ' ' ;' w ; ' " ' ''' ',' ',' " ,' ' '-' V " "," ",'. C.,
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pyrex cylinder between the two plates of a stripline. The bottom

plate of the stripline is grounded and the e-beam accelerating

voltage is applied to the top plate by a two stage Marx genera-

tor. This pulser (FRP-250) can deliver a maximum voltage of 250

kV with a 10 ns rise time and with an exponential decay time-

constant of about 4 Us. As the accelerating voltage decays, the

transmission of the e-beam through the foil window (between the

* e-beam and switch chambers) decreases. Consequently, with this

pulser the e-beam is only effective during the first two micro-

seconds of operation.

The electron source is an electrically heated array of 15

mil diameter, thoriated tungsten filaments. When the filaments

are heated to a temperature of about 2100 K, 800 W of heating

power is iequired and the resulting e-beam current density is

2 2about 4 A/cm over the 100 cm cross-sectional area of the beam.

With a thermionic cathode, the e-beam current density can easily

be varied, independent of the accelerating voltage, by simply

adjusting the filament temperature.

The control grid is located just above the filament array

and is formed by an array of 10 mil diameter molybdenum wires

stretched across a 7 inch diameter circular hole in the outer

shell of the cathode assembly. These two arrays are connected to

external power supplies through high vacuum electrical feed-

throughs located in the aluminum base of the cathode. The base is

water cooled and serves as a heat sink for the rest of the

cathode.
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The triode operates as follows. A negative bias voltage,

VB, is applied to the grid to hold the e-beam off even when the

-* accelerating voltage is applied to the plate. The e-beam is then

turned on by applying a positive voltage pulse to the grid. The

pulser that drives the grid is depicted in Fig. 2. It consists

of two, 75 a, coaxial cables separated by a triggerable coaxial

spark gap. Cable 1 is connected to the grid,as shown, and is

charged to VB (typically about -6 kV). Cable 2 is charged

through a 10 MQ charging resistor to V2 (typically about 16 kV).

When the gap is triggered, a positive voltage wave propagates

from cable 2 along cable 1 to-the grid. The grid is ideally an

open circuit load to the cable, so the wave is totally reflected.

The grid voltage at this time changes rapidly from VB to V2 and

the e-beam is turned on. The e-beam is later turned off again by

the arrival of a neqative voltage wave at the grid. This wave

begins in cable 1, propagates along cable 2 to its essentially

open end, is reflected, and then propagates to the grid. With

the two open ends of this pulser, a train of positive and

negative pulses is applied to the grid and the e-beam is

repetitively turned on and off.

The primary advantage of this type of pulser is its overall

simplicity. The pulse magnitudes are easily varied by changing

the cable charging voltages and the pulse widths can be adjusted

by simply changing the lengths of the cables. Obviously, this

pulser cannot deliver a continuous train of unattenuated square

pulses. Unavoidable losses present in the pulser (i.e. spark gap

losses, capacitive loads at the ends of the pulser, etc.) will

limit the useful length of the train to approximately 5 pulses.

-:i~~f~. -. :w:Y -- - -f .- -
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The output of the grid pulser when fired into a 100 ko load

is shown in Fig. 3a. The rise and fall time of the first pulse

is about 10 ns. There is significant degradation in the amplitude

and in the rise/fall time of each subsequent pulse in the train

due to the losses mentioned.

When the triode is connected in the simple circuit of Fig.

3b and the output of the grid pulser is applied to the grid, the

e-beam current shown in Fig. 3c results. In this case the plate

voltage was 30 kV, the filament temperature was about 2000 K, and

the resulting peak current was 60 A. The output current follows

the input grid voltage waveform (first pulse rise/ fall time

~ 10 ns), demonstrating the expected performance of the triode.

The triode has been operated with plate voltages up to 240 kV,

and filament temperatures up to 2100 K. The resulting beam

current waveform is similar to the one of Fig. 3c with a peak

value of about 400 A.

b. Switch/Diagnostic System

The switch is located in a pressurized stainless steel

chamber just above the e-beam chamber, as shown in Fig. 1. The

e-beam enters the switch chamber throuqh a 1 mil thick Titanium

foil window which separates the two chambers. After entering the

switch chamber, the e-beam passes through the lower electrode of

the switch which is a 1/2 mil thick aluminum foil and is incident

on the stainless steel upper electrode. The e-beam ionizes the

gas between the two switch electrodes and generates a diffuse

discharge. The two electrodes are connected coaxially to the

switch pulser, as shown. This pulser is a 2Q PFN that is able to

N:S
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deliver a 25 kV, 12.5 kA, 1 us pulse to a matched load. The

impedance of the PFN can easily be increased.

The e-beam is measured by a Roqowski coil located around the

cathode feed tube, as shown in Fig. 1. The e-beam accelerating

voltage is monitored by a resistive voltage divider between the

two plates of the stripline. A Rogowski coil around the inner

conductor of the short coaxial section in the sw ch chamber is

used to measure the switch current. The switch vc -age is moni-

tored by a capacitive voltage divider probe, as s .o in Fig. 1.

Since the switch diagnostics are floating at the switch chamber

potential (i.e. the potential of the top plate of the stripline),

it is necessary to decouple these diagnostics electrically from

the recording system. Coupling is obtained through an analog

optical link whose response time is better than 10 ns.

c. Switch Current Monitor System

A current probe system has been designed, which allows the

measurement of ns pulsed currents in high voltage environments,

as, for instance, the e-beam controlled switch system. The

design and performance of the current monitor was presented at

the 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico

in June 1983 [2] and a paper has been accepted for publication in

Rev. Sci. Instr. [3] (See Appendix II). The probe consists of a

current transformer and an optical transducer. The transformer

coil in a metallic torus is considered as a slow-wave

transmission line and is terminated with its wave impedance. In

this mode of operation current pulses shorter than twice the

transit time of the transmission line are linearly transformed.

The voltace gain of the transformer is considerably greater than

.o,° * .*~ 7Q .>- -:~ .-. * - - -;-;
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that of commonly used, self integrating Rogowski-coils. Sensitiv-

* ites of up to 1 V/A can be obtained. The signal current drives

a light emitting diode, with an impedance negligible compared to

the wave impedance. The emitter is optically coupled to a photo

diode, thus isolating the recording system from the pulsed power

experiment. The probe, as used, has a linear response for pulses

shorter than about 400 ns and currents of > 1 A. The risetime is

less than 5 ns.

The probe has been tested in a matched, 50 0, coaxial cavity

by applying a rectangular input pulse of variable duration (Fig.

4a). The output siqnal of the probe is divided to show both the

probe response directly and the output pulse transferred by the

optical transducer. Figure 4b shows the leading pulse edges,

Figure 4c shows the test results for an input pulse of 400 ns

duration. This time is approximately 2/3 of the linearly trans-

ferred primary current duration of 2T = 580 ns. Probe responses

to pulses with durations approaching twice the transit time show

increasing oscillations, which are due to dispersive signal dis-

tortions in the slow wave transmission line.

3. Experimental Results

The results of preliminary switching experiments in N2:0

gas mixtures are shown in Fig. 5. These experiments were con-

ducted to test the repetitive operation of the switch system, not

to achieve optimum switch performance. In Fig. 5a, both the

measured switch current waveform and the measured e-beam current

waveform for one shot are shown. The experimental conditions for
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this shot are listed in the figure. Notice that the value of E/N

is very small and there is no switch current gain in this case.

In fact, the leading part of each switch current pulse is proba-

bly due to the collection of the corresponding incident e-beam

current by the top electrode of the switch. The tail on each

pulse is the component of the switch current caused by the ioni-

zation of the gas by the e-beam. This current is small because

the electron drift velocity is small at low values of E/N. How-

ever, notice that the switch current turns off after each e-beam

pulse (time constant= 100 ns) due to electron attachment pro-

cesses in the N2 :02 gas mixture.

When the value of E/N is increased, the switch current wave-

form of Fig. 5b is observed. The experimental conditions are

again listed in the figure. The e-beam input current waveform

has the same shape as before but with a peak value this time of

100 A. In this case, a switch current gain of 4 is observed. The

turn off time constant is, as before, about 100 ns.

In Fig. 5c, the effect of a slight change in the gas compo-

sition is demonstrated. In this case the concentration of the

attacher, 02, has been reduced to less than .1%. The other
20

experimental parameters are essentially the same as before. The

switch current waveform shows a slow decay with a turn off time

constant in this case of greater than 1 us.

These results do not represent optimized switch performance.

Experiments with qases which show the desired attachment char-

acteristics (see Ref. 4) are underway.
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4. Theoretical Results

The code which was developed to describe the transient be- ,

havior of externally controlled discharges, is applicable as well

for e-beam, as for optically controlled systems. The code and

the results [10,11], which apply to e-beam control, are discussed

in Section C.5.

C. OPTICALLY CONTROLLED DISCHARGES

1. Introduction

Optical discharge control means to make use of an optogal-

vanic effect. Here the conductivity of a discharge is changed by

irradiation with l-ight. Optogalvanic effects have been mainly

applied to processes where the wavelength-specific response of

the discharge is used, such as in spectroscopy, sensing of impu-

rities, and frequency stabilization.

In these applications a detectable signal is required but

its magnitude is of minor importance. For switching applica-

tions, however, only those processes can be considered that show

a strong influence on the charge carrier balance of the dis-

charge. In the beginning of this project the following four

research areas were felt necessary for the solution of this

problem:

a. Concepts for optical control of diffuse discharge open-

ing switches must be developed, based on known effects

from optogalvanic experiments.

7... . '
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b. Small scale optogalvanic experiments must be performed

on promising systems where sufficient data are not yet

available.

c. High power discharge system experiments must be carried

out to check the scaling laws for the optogalvanic pro-

cesses and to investigate promising control systems.

d. Detailed calculations on promisinq systems must be per-

formed to predict the optimum parameter range for the

experiments with respect to the suggested transient

behaviors of the discharges.

It should be pointed out that all these research areas

strongly interact with the work on electron beam controlled

diffuse discharges, described in the previous section.

2. Concepts for Optical Control of Diffuse Discharge Opening

Switches

The aim of this work is to investigate several types of

optogalvanic processes and to estimate the magnitude of the

change of the discharge resistivity with regard to their possible

application as a control mechanism for diffuse discharge

switches. Some of the earlier results are summarized in a paper

published in IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. (4]. A more recent overview

was given in an invited paper at the 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf.

(5] (see Appendix III). In this report period the main emphasis

was on processes related to the necessity of using attachers to

achieve fast opening times. Processes such as photodetachment

and photo-enhanced attachment also have strong relevance to elec-

tron beam sustained discharges. Model calculations on an elec-

tron beam sustained discharge with photodetachment as an addi-

" ""
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tional control mechanism are discussed in detail in section C.5.

Photo-enhanced attachment through vibrational excitation of

weak attachers seems to offer the possibility of strong external

control. One obstacle to this mechanism is the competition of

vibrational excitation by electrons in the discharge. Therefore,

only those systems are considered that show a strong increase of

the attachment rate in the E/N operation range of the discharge

if higher vibrational states (v>1) are excited. Suitable

excitation mechanisms seem to be transitions from electronically

excited states to vibrationally and rotationally excited states

(E -> V,R) or photodissociation of larger modecules (ABC + photon

-> A + BC(v>l)). There are very few data available on these

processes with regard to their optogalvanic efficiency.

An example of a radiative (E -> V,R) transition in 12 has

been published by Beterov and Fatayev [6]. Radiation with a

wavelength of X = 532 nm was used to excite the (B)-state.

Intense Stokes fluorescence indicated a subsequent transition

into highly vibrational excited states (see Fig. 10 in Appendix

III). Vibrational relaxation had to provide the population of

the optimum vibrational states, resulting in an increase of the

attachment rate by three or four orders of magnitude.

Some informations on photo dissociation yielding vibration-

ally excited molecules can be found in the literature on lasers

with transitions between vibrational states excited by photo-

dissociation. An example is the reaction [7]:

CH CHF + UV-photon -> HF (v,J) + fragments
2

which is used to operate HF lasers on rotational and vibrational

transitions.
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3. Small Scale Experiments

(in collaboration with Fraser Williams, Project No. 5)

Although the basic data available for several processes

allow us to estimate the magnitude of certain optogalvanic

effects, small scale experiments are necessary to prove the

feasibility of these concepts. The reasons are that in a dis-

charge the optogalvanic effect competes with a large number of

processes and that a full set of rate constants is not available

in most cases. Even if fairly complete sets of cross sections

are available the necessary calculations are difficult and time

consum ing.

In the first study in 1982 in corporation with J. Mosely,

Univ. Oregon, we looked at photodetachment of 0 in the flowing

after-glow of a discharge containing 02 to show that the produced

negative ions can be efficiently detached using a pulsed dye

laser operating in the visible range. Photodetachment could be a

possible control mechanism to overcome attachment during a

special discharge phase, as discussed in detail in Section C.5.

A paper describing the results of these experiment has been pub-

lished in IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. [8].

The characteristics of wall stabilized DC discharges in 02

exhibits bistabilities in a certain pressure and current range

for a given discharge tube. The two branches of the discharqe

are called the T and the H form. The H form shows a much higher

value of E/N than the T form. In ootogalvanic experiments within

the H form, close to the transition region, the photodetachment

of 0 could cause qradient changes up to 65%, as shown in
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Figure 6. These experiments show the advantage of operation

conditions close to histab.lities. Bistabilities can also be

expected in gas discharges containing attachers with a special

E/N dependence on the attachment rate [11].

As discussed in Section C.2, processes such as E->VR transi-

tions or photodissociation could be used to produce vibrationally

excited species to enhance the attachment rate of a gas mixture.

It should be possible to investigate these processes with a flow-

ing afterglow tube, such as used for photodetachment of 0-,

however, UV light would be required in most cases. A new device

with UV-transparent windows has been constructed and tested and

modifications for UV operation of the laser systems used are

underway. This new device will also allow us to look at photo-

detachment of SF 6 which is considered to be an important process

for laser triggering of SF6 filled spark gaps.

4. High Power Discharge System

The design of an optically controlled high power discharge

system was described in the last two Annual Reports. Two import-

ant changes have been made in this report period:

1. Transverse electrodes and appropriate windows have been

incorporated to allow transverse illumination of the

discharge with smaller beam cross sections and subse-

quently larger power densities.

2. A short pulse, low jitter preionization system has been

incorporated. The design and performance of this system

was presented at the 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference

[9] (see Appendix IV).
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The high power discharge system is operational and was tested in

rare gases and rare gas - N2 mixtures up to 1 atm and with

admixtures of attachers. At this time experiments are under way

to investigate the influence of photodetachment in these dis-

charges.

5. Calculations of the Time Dependent Behavior of Externally

Controlled Discharges

A computer code has been developed to evaluate the time-

dependent behavior of an externally controlled discharge in a

given circuit. In order to allow fast calculations for different

discharge and circuit parameters we used a code with two indepen-

dent steps. In the first step, all rate constants necessary for

the calculation of all rates of the signficant processes are

calculated, depending on E/N, for a representative gas mixture.

These calculations require knowledge of the E/N dependent elec-

tron energy distribution function or the calculation of this

distribution function. In the second step a system of time-

dependent rate equations is solved using the E/N dependent rate

constants and the circuit equation to incorporate the feedback of

the circuit.

In a first approach (see 3rd Annual Report, Dec. 1982) the

electron energy distribution was considered to be a Maxwellian

distribution and calculations were performed on a system of

N + NO. I.n the recent research period a Monte Carlo code has

been added to allow the calculation of the electron energy dis-

tribution function with E/N as the variable parameter. This code
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has been used to calculate the characteristic and the transient

behavior of an electron beam sustained discharge in N2 with

admixtures of an attacher (N20 . Photodetachment of 0 is

discussed as an additional optical control mechanism. The

results of these calculations were presented in a paper at the

4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference (101 and in a paper submitted to

"Lasers and Particle Beams" [11, (See Appendix V).

D. EXPLORATORY OPENING SWITCH PROJECTS

Several other exploratory openinq switch concepts have also

been examined for potential use as opening ewitches. Among these

are the dense plasma Eocus and a magnetically controlled switch.

Cooperative efforts have been initiated with Dr. G. Gerdin of the

Nuclear Engineering Laboratory at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign and with Dr. Joe Proud of GTE Labortories, Inc.,

-.' ~JWaltham, Mass. The work at the Univ. of Illinois is primarily

funded by AFOSR under a separate grant and is concerned with the

Dense Plasma Focus as an opening switch. The joint program with

GTE Laboratories, Inc. (supervised by K. H. Schoenbach) has

received funding from GTE and TTU to pay for a graduate student

and fabrication services at GTE Lab. The work is concerned with

a magnetically controlled low pressure switch. If the results of

the project look promising then separate funding will be

requested from DoD.

1. Dense Plasma Focus

A cooperative research program has been initiated with the

University of Illinois (Dr. G. Gerdin) on the use of the Dense

, (4'
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Plasma Focus as an opening switch. Conventional Plasma Focus

devices can be considered as opening switches with no load

attached. In such devices approximately 50% of the current

flowing through the focus is interrupted. The interruption causes

a strong voltage pulse across the focus plasma. At current

levels of up to several MA, voltage spikes of several 100 kV were

observed. Typical effective impedances of 0.3 0 are generated in

times of the order of 10- 8 to 10- 7 s. Repetitive operation

(repetition frequency: several 100 kpps) was achieved in a burst

mode lasting for 50 Us. However, the opening effects were highly

nonuniform and couldn't be controlled externally.

In order to use the Dense Plasma Focus as an efficient

repetitive opening switch two main problems have to be solved

*) first:

1. diverting the generated power into the load without

disturbing the opening effect in the focus plasma,

2. external control of the repetitive switch events.

An experimental and theoretical research program in the Plasma

Focus Group at the University of Illinois, is planned to deter-

mine whether the potential of a plasma focus repetitive opening

switch can be realized.

The contribution of Texas Tech University consisted mainly

of consulting (Drs. Schoenbach and Krompholz). Dr. Krompholz

spent one month at the University of Illinois to consult on elec-

trical and microwave measurement techniques. Preliminary results

from this work were presented at the APS Plasma Physics Division

meeting in 1983 [12].
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2. Magnetically Controlled Opening Switch

A joint research program between TTU and GTE Laboratories,

Inc. was initiated to explore the possibility of controlling the

conductivity of low pressure Plasmas, containing attachers, by

means of externally applied magnetic fields. The concept is based

on the change in the electron energy distribution towards lower

energies, when external magnetic fields are applied. In a gas

containing attachers with attachment cross sections which peak at

low electron energies the attachment losses will thereby be

increased. This effect, together with a change in electron

mobility, can be utilized in an opening switch. One of our

graduate students, R. Cooper, spent 2 months at GTE Laboratories

to help design the experimental device which has been delivered

to our laboratory.

Theoretical and experimental investiqations presently funded

by the Energy Center at TTU and GTE Laboratories, Inc. might

provide background data to support a joint proposal to a DoD

Agency.

3. Solid State Openinq Switches

A very preliminary investiqation of some novel, solid state,

opening switch concepts was initiated in cooperation with Project

No. 6. These investigations are based on the reported existence

of deep levels (Cu-levels?) in n-type GaAs, approximately 1.1 eV

below the conduction band. The switching concept is based on

excitation by laser irradiation of electrons from these levels

into the conduction band to provide switch turn-on. A subsequent

laser pulse which creates holes in the valence band can then

• .. ' ",. ,-......-.-.-. ....- ,...
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provide a means for a direct recombination process which leads to

fast switch opening.

The initial efforts were primarily aimed at fabricatinq the

necessary material and we have also made arrangements with Sandia

National Laboratory to obtain some possibly useful samples.
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ABSTRACT Electron Bum On

Externally controlled diffuse discharge switches
offer the potential of submicrosecond opening time and
high repetition rate. For the investigation of an
electron-beam controlled diffuse discharge, an c-beam Soaela
gun was constructed which allows submicrosecond, Pwr VolumeStrg
multiple pulse operation. the 200 kV, 100 cm2, e-beam Discnarge Inouctor Resistor
with thermionic cathode is designed as a triode. The ..
control grid is pulsed to generate several successive Cure.t
a-beam pulses of - 100 ns duration and variable L F,
pulse-to-pulse interval. Electrical and optical
diagnostics are used to monitor the triode perflor- Electron Seam Off
mance. Preliminary switch experiments In N42-02 gas
mixtures are discussed.

1. MMROUCTION La
Power 'Stange

In recent years there has been an increasing Sup I Inductor Resistor
interest in the development of fast, repetitive,
opening switches which would allow the use of Current
inductive energy storage in repetitivly operated Flows
pulsapower systems. An opening switch concept that

40 shows promise for fast repetitive operation is the
electron beam (c-bem) controlled switch (EBCS). Such Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Electron
a switch is depicted in the simple inductive energy Beam Switch Operation (9].
storage circuit of Fig. 1. The switch electrodes are
separated by a pressurized gaseous dielectric which
conducts and charges the inductor when an ionizing istics mentioned in the above list depend primarily
e-beam is injected (usually through one of the upon the parameters of the switch gas. The switch gas
electrodes which might be mesh or foil). The switch mixture should have a high mobility and a low

4 voltage remains below the self breakdown voltage so attachment rate at low values of E/N when the switch
that there is negligible avalanche ionization in the Is conducting. This reduces conduction losses and
switch gas. Thus, the discharge is completely increases the switch efficiency. The gas mixture
sustained by the e-beam current. When the e-beam is should then have a low mobility anc a high attachment
turned off,electron attachment and recombination rate at high values of E/N when the switch is opened
processes in the gas cause the discharge to die out to decrease the switch opening time [8]. Since only a
and the switch opens. By comutating the repetitively few gas mixtures have been tried in previous EBCS
operated EBCS with the second switch in the circuit of experiments, there are probably severai more suitable
Fig. 1, a train of pulses can be delivered to the gas mixtures. Consequently, experimental investiga-
load until the inductor is discharged. tions into the repetitive operation of an EBCS with

promising candidate gas mixtures are needed.
Obviously, the performance capability of such an

Inductive energy storage pulser is mainly dependent The e-beam triode that will be described in this
upon the performance capability of the EBCS. paper was specifically designed to deliver a
Consequently, one would like to have an ECS that controllable e-beam for such an EBCS experiment. The
satisfies the following conditions: purpose of the experiment is to study the repetitive

operation of the switch under a wide range of gas and
1) high rep-rate capability e-beam parameters. Consequently the e-beam has to
2) fast turn on and off capability satisfy the following requirements:
3) high current handling capability
4) high voltage standoff capability 1) high repetition rate
5) hign efficiency 2) fast turn on and turn off times

3) variable beam energy and current density.
Single shot EBCS's have been investigated by

*unter [1], Kovalchux [2), Fernsler (3], Hallada [4], The e-beam gun is constructed as a triode to achieve
Mline ].5, Co.misso (61, and others. These investiga- the required repetitive, fast resoonse control of the
.Ions nave demonstrated the promise of the ESCS In e-beam and a thermionic cathooe is used to satisfy
satisfying the aove reauirements. 4owever, the only the last conditicn. In the second section of this
reported investigation into the repetitive operation paper, the triode, the grid pulser, and the switch ire
af an E3CS has been theoretical [7). These investiga- described in detail. In the third section, tne
tions also clearly indicate that the swltcn charact3r- results of the triode operation and some ireliminary

switching results are presented. In the last section,
•VorK supported ty Armny lesearcn Office a summary is given.
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SWI'MR PULSER
TRIGGERING,- -- I~ I -x"25 KV

VOL7AGE g ~-25K
PROBE ROGOWSKI max 12.5 KA

SWITCH COIL T - 1 is

SWITCH . , ]
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*-SEAM -----
DIAGHOS~iCS

Figure 2. Bock Diagram of
E;CS Experiment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
A block diagram of the experiment is shown in

Fig. 2. Most of the subsystems shown in the block FRP-250

diagram are common in pulse power experiments, so the L PLE
oescriptions that follow will concentrate on the V
triode, the pulser that. drives the triode control grio

and the switcn. t rise-10 n

A crossection of the e-beam triode and the switch " fal - 2 u

chamber Is shown In Fig. 3. The e-beam cathode is
located in an evacuated pyrex cylinder between the two
plates of a stripline (Fig. 3). The bottom plate of
the stripline is grounded and the e-beam accelerating
voltage is appliea to the top plate by a two stage CATEHODE ASSEMBLY
Marx generator. This oulser (FRP-250) can del:ver a
maximum voltage of 250 k'i with a 10 ns rise time and ROiOWSt COIL
with an exponentia; decay time constant of about 2 us.

As the accelerating voltage decays, the transmission
of the e-beam through the foil window (between the E-BEAM CHAMBER
a-beam and switch chambers) decreases. Consequently, VOLTAGE PROBE
with this pulser the e-beam is only effective during
the first micoosecond of operation. Figure 3. Crossectior. of Triode

A more detailed crossectiorn of the cathode is and Switch Chamber.
.*. .:. shown in Fig. 4. The electron source is an electric-
... ally heated array of 15 mil diameter thoriated GRID COOLING

tungsten filaments. When the filaments are heated to FILAMENT HEAT LOOP
a temperature of about 2100 K, 800 W of heating power SINK
is required and the resulting e-oeam current density
is about 4 A/cm2 over the 10O cmZ crossectional area _7\ .
of the beam. With a thermionic cathode, the e-beam
current density can easily be varied independent of
the accelerating voltage by simply adjusting the
filament temperature.

The control grid is located just above the
filament array and is formed by an array of 10 ml I
diameter molybdenum wires stretched across a 7 inch
diameter circular hole In the outer shell of the
catiode assembly. These two arrays are connected to
externai power supplies through high vacuum electrical
feedthroughs located in the aluminum base of the
cathode (Fig. 4). The base is water cooled and serves FEEDTHROUGHS
as a heat sink for the rest of the cathode.

The triode operates as follows. A sufficient
negative bias voitage, V8, is applied to the grid to
Mold the e-beam off even when the accerating voltage ois applied to the plate. Then, the e-beam is turned Figure 4. Crossection of Cathode Assembly.
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The switch is located in a pressurized stainless
steel chamber just above the e-beam chamber, as shown
in Fig. 3. The e-beam enters the switch chamber; __ a, - vthrough a I mil1 thick Titanium foil window which

separates the two chambers. After entering the switch
-a -!-- --- -- chamber, the e-beau passes through the lower electrode

V_ .of the switch which is a 1/2 mil thick aluminum foil
Mand is Incident on the stainless steel upper

electrode. The s-beam ionizes the gas between the
two switch electrodes and generates a diffuse
discharge. The two electrodes are connected coaxially
to the switch pulser,as shown. This pulser is a 2

Figure S. Schemtic Diagram of Grid Pulse-. PFN that is able to deliver a 25 kV, 12.5 kA, I lis
pulse to a matched load.

The e-beam current is measured by a Rogowski coil
located around the cathode feed tube, as shown in
FIg.3. The e-beam accelerating voltage is monitored by

on by applying a positive voltage pulse to the grid. a resistive voltage divider between the two plates of

The pulser that drives the grid is depicted in Fig. 5. the stripline. A Rogowski coil around the inner

* It consists of two, 75 0, coaxial cables separated conductor of the short coaxial section in the switch

by a triggerable coaxial spark gap. Cable I is chamber is used to measure the switch current. The

connected to the grid as shown and is charged to V8, switch voltage is monitorad by a capacitive voltage

(typically about -6 kV). Cable 2 is charged through a divider probe, as shown in Fig. 3. Since the switch

10 MQ charging resistor to V2 (typically about 16 diagnostics are floating at the switch chamber

kV). When the gap Is triggered, a positive voltage potential (i.e. the potential of the top plate of the

wave propagates from cable 2 along cable 1 to the stripline), it is necessary to electrically decouple

grid. The grid is ideally an open circuit load to the these diagnostics from the recording systm. Coupling

cable so the wave is totally reflected. The grid is obtained through an analog optical link whose

voltage at this time changes rapidly from V8 to V2 and response time is better than 10 ns. Descriptions of

the e-beam is turned on. The e-beam is later turned this link and the Rogowski coils are given in Ref. 10

off again by the arrival of a negative voltage wave
at the grid. This wave begins in cable 1, propagates III. RESULTS
along cable 2 to its essentially open end, is
reflected, and then propagates to the grid. With the The output of the grid pulser when fired into a

two open ends of this pulser, a train of positive and 100 KO load is shown in Fig. 6a. The rise and fall

negative pulses is applied to the grid and the e-beam time on the first pulse is about 10 ns. There is

is repetitively turned on and off. significant degradation in the amplitude and in the
rise/fall time of each subsequent pulse in the train

The primary advantage of this type of pulser is due to the losses mentioned in the previous section.

its overall simplicity. The pulse magnitudes are
easily variable by changing the cable charging When the triode is connected in the simple

voltages and the pulse widths can be adjusted by circuit of Fig 6b and the output of the grid pulser is

simply changing the lengths of the cables. Obviously, applied to the grid, the e-beam current shown in Fig.

this pulser cannot deliver a continuous train of 6c results. In this case the plate voltage was 30 kV,

unattenuated square pulses. Unavoidable losses the filament temperature was about 2000 K, and the

present in the pulser (i.e. spark gap losses, resulting peak current was 60 A. The output current

capacitive loads at the ends of the pulser, etc.) will follows the input grid voltage waveform (first pulse

limit the useful length of the train to a finite rise/fall time - 10 ns) demonstrating the expected
number of pulses.

GRID PULSER OUTPUT INTO
100 Kn LOAD (100 ns/div)

E- BEAM CURRENT
:0 ,3F, VP= 30 KV,I peak=60 A

Vp Ve

1 (200 ns/div)

450

CAlL. 10 50

4Y*0

Ficire 6. E-beam Results.

,. . .. Ph
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Pa8-forManCe of the triode. The triode has been the *-beam. This current is small because the electron
operated with Plate voltages up to 240 kV, and dr-.ft velocity is small at low values of E/N. Howvever,
filament temperatures up to 2100 K. The resulting beam notice that the sw-t0l current turns off after each
current waveform is similar to the one of Fig. 6c wit e-beam pulse (time constant - 100 ni) due to electron
a peak value of about 400 A. 3ttactuacnt processes In the N2:02 gas mixture.

The resujlts of some preliminary switching When the value if E/N is increased, the sw'.tch
txperiments it. N2:02 gas mixtures are shown in Fig. 7. current waveform of Fic. 7b is obsarved. The
These experiments were conducted to test the experimental conditions ire again listed in the
repetitive operation of the switch system, not to figure. The c-beau input current waveform has the same
achieve optimu, switch pertormance. In Fig. ?a, both shape as before but with a peak value this time of

*the measured switch current waveform and the measured 100 A. In this case, a switch current gain of 4 Is
*e-beam current waveform for one shot are shown. The observed. The turn off time constant is, as before,

experimental conditions for this shot are listed in about " 00 ns.
the figure. Notice that the value of E/N is very small
and there is no switch current gain. in this case. In In Fig. 7c, the effect of a slight change in the
fact, the leading part of each switch current pulse is gas composition is demonstrated. In tis case the
probably due to the collection of the corresponding concentration of the attacher, 02, has been reduced to
incident c-beam current by the top electrode of the less than .1%. The other experimental parameters are
switch. The tail on each pulse is the component of the essentially the same as before. The switch current
switch current caused by the ionization of the gas by waveform shows a slow decay with a turn off time
I switch constant in this case of greater than 1 Vs.

50 A.99 N 2- it 0 2 IV. SUIIMAY
Pa=2 atm An cI-beam triode that is able to deliver aiik\J~ % j~1controllable, 240 keY, 400 A, 100 c02, c-beam for a

8sn 00 V/CU EBCS experiment has been designed and tested. Thetriode is turned on and off with - 10 ns response400 flU 800 ns tims at iariable rep-rates up to - 25 MHz in 1 Vs
bursts by a simple pulser. A coaxial switch drivien by

_______________ a 2 0 PFN. has also been constructed. The objective4v 200 KV of the experiment is to study the behavior of an50 A.aCC e-beam sustained attachment dominated discharge,
high discharge current densities in various gas

T off , 100 fls mixtures.

400 ns 800 n Preliminary repetitive switch experiments in
142 :02 gas mixtures have been conducted. At a 5 MHz

(A) rep-rate, a switch current gain of 4 and a turn off
time constant of - 100 ns was observed. These results

'SWITCH de not represent optimized switch performance but do
81%N- 0 demonstrate that the repetitive EBCS experiment is

400 AI 80 2 20 2 operational.
I Ps 1 atm

Ewn 10000 V/cm RFRNE

100A Vac 200 KV 1) R.O. Hunter, Proc. ist IEEE Intl. Pulsed Power
Con., ubbckTX,1976 ICS:pp 1-6.

GAIN '.4 2) S.M. Kovalchuck and G.A. Mesyats, Soy. Tech. Phys.
T~f 100 fl9 Lett., 2, 252,(1976).of 3 .F. Fernsler, 0. Conte. and I.M. Vitkovitsky, 0200 "S 400 NS IEEE 7rans. Plasma Sdi., PS-8, 176, (19e0).

(3) 4) M.R. Hallada. P. Bletzinger7'and W.F. Bailey, 1EEE
Trans. Plasma Sci., PS-l0, 218, (1982).

ISWITCH5) L.E. Kline, IEEE TFaTns Plasma Sci., PS-10, 224,
switex(1982).

N 2 6) R.J. Ccommisso, R.F. Fernsler, V.E. Scherrer, and
-i0 I.M. VitkcvitSky, IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci., FS..10,

I ~w 1atm 241, il382,
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Abstract
isolation against voltages of several 100 kV in

A current probe has been designed which allows pulsed power systems. The system, consisting of a
measurement of nsrpulsed currents in high voltage slow wave structure current probe driving a light
environments. The probe consists of a current emitting diode, which Is optically coupled to a
transformer and an optical transducer. The photodiode, has a sensitivity of several mV/A and a
transformer coil in a metallic torus is considered as risetime of 3 ns. It is suitable for measuring
a slow-wave transmission line and is terminated with currents with amplitudes > 1 A and a duration of up
its wave impedance. In this mode of operation to several vs with reduced or eliminated influence
current pulses shorter than twice the transit time of of noise.
the transmission line are linearly transformed. The
voltage gain of the transformer is considerably Current Probe
greater than that of commonly used self integrating
Rogowski-coils. The signal current drives a light The design of the current probe is shown In
emitting diode, with an impedance negligible compared Fig. la. It consists of an N-turn coil with
to the wave Impedance. The emitter is optically rectangular cross-section (sides a and b), and major
coupled to a photodiode, thus isolating the recording radius R in a metallic torus with a slit along the
system from the pulsed power experiment. The probe, inner circumference. The coil and the surrounding
as used has a linear response for pulses shorter than electrostatic shield act as a slow wave structure
about 400 ns and currents of I A. The risetime with a characteristic impedance. - (L'/C') I/ 2 and
is less than 5 ns. propagation velocity v a (L'C')-/ 2 , where L' and C'

are the inductance and capacitance per unit length.
Introduction The distance between the coil as an inner conductor

and the housing as an outer conductor of the
Rogowski coils are commonly used for current transmission line is minimized to provide a large

measurement in pulsed power experiments. For pulses value of C'. One end of the coil is shorted (coil
in the ns range such coils have to be considered as connected to shield) and the output is matched with
slow wave transmission lines with distributed voltage R -
sources due to flux changes f in the coil11,2 3. These
transmission lines are usually operated in the
so-called self-integrating mode, with a terminating
resistor R which is small compared to the impedance
of the line. The risetime, which can be achieved by
using such a self-integrating current probe is in the HI

* order of ns. The response is linear for times short
compared to the characteristic time L/R where L is C [it)

the inductance of the coil 2.
The sensitivity of the self-integrating Rogowski

coil is approximately.R/N, where N is the number of
turns. Thus, increasing the characteristic time L/R
lowers the sensitivity, which is generally in the IL
order of several 10- V/A4 . The self-integrating CONNECTED
coil, therefore is useful only for high current T t

experiments. For currents less than 100 A, with 1 A .r q TURN COL
resolution, characteristic signals are in the mV
range and therefore susceptible to noise. Fig la Geometry of the current probe

The sensitivity can be increased considerably by
terminating tne line with a resistor which equals the
wave impedance. The response however, then only Is
linear for twice the transit time. With transit
times which are usually in the order of 10 ns the i+di
matched probe was not seen as a competitor for the -
self integrating Rogowski coil. The transit time,
however, can be increased drastically by taking a kzv'dz
transmission line parameter into account which was
not considered as being important so far: the V v+ dv
distributed capacitance C'. By constructing the slow C'dz
wave structure In a way that C' becomes very large
(nF) it is possible to obtain a probe with almost a
optimum sensitivity and strictly linear response for - - -- -
pulse durations of up to several is.

The high sensitivity of the probe allows use of
a low cost optical transducer system for electrical

Fig lb Equivalent circuit
-,his work was supported by ARO

. . .. . . ... .. • %
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The Inauced voltage per length dz of the
circumference is given by garaday's Law (for l>>&,b)
as a function of the t'me dirivative of the measured

N 0 'ab) dI dz 20mv rnw
Vnd.dz = tRAt -

and acts as a jourct voitage for an equivalent Vou, P
circuit element Jof length dz (Fig Ib). The wave
equation for the 2robe current i(zt) in this case,
using L' uo Nz/(2, R)2(db), is 10 3.

)-i 1 zi _ d2l

3t7 LC' az2  N dt2

-, *with the solution for the output current sS aS mA

,o(t) - (z a 2rR,t) 4- (I(t) - I(t-2T)) Fig 2b Transfer characteristics of the optical
out -transducer

where T denotes the co*." transit time (T a Zw R/v). Results of Test Measurements
a. Thus, for currents 1(t) with a duration < 2T, the

term 1(t-ZT) is zero and :he output current is 1/2N A probe with parameters given in Table 1 has
times the current to be measured, beeon tested in a matched 50 Q coaxial cavity

with inner radius 4.4 cm, and outer radius 10.2 cm,
Optical Transducer by applying a rectangular input pulse of variabie

duration (gIg. 3a). The output signal of the prooe
Fig 2a shows the electrical circuits for the is divided to show both the probe response directiy

emitter, a laser diode (c/pe LCW-LO, M/A-Com Laser and the output pulse transfered by the optical
Diode Inc.) and the receiver (photodiode S1188, transducer. Fig. 3b shows the leading pulse edges,
Hamamatsu). The emittng diode is biased with a Fig. 3c shows the test resuIts for an input pulse of
forward current of 75 mA to the lerter of the 400 ns duration. This time is approximately 2/3 of
approximately linear part of the power vs. current the linear'y transferred primary current duration of
characteristics above threshold. This bias provides a 2T - 580 ns. Probe responses to pulses with a
linear transfer of negative and positive input durations approaching twice the transit time show
signals up to a maximum amplitude of 10 mA (Fig 2b). increasing oscillations, which are prohably due to
The diode has been matched to 50 ;1, and limits the dispersive signal distortions in the slow wave
useful range of primary currents to -8A < 1' + 8A for trarsmission line. This dispersion, limiting the
test measurements.For higher currents, the probe useful time range, Is caused by the finitefrequency
output signal has to be attenuated to the linear dependent skin resistance of the coil and by the
transferred input current range of the laser diode. periodic variation of the line impedance due to the
The emitted light is focused on the entrance of a slit in the inner circumference of the shield.
quartz fiber (diameter 600 ;um, length 10 m) con-
nected to the receiver. The amplitude transfer N "(number of :urns) 400
characteristic of the transducer system is shown in R (major radius) 8.7 cm
Fig. 2b. Its risetime of 3 ns is mainly determined a-b (sidet of cross section) 1.06 cm
by dispersion in the fiber. L' (inductance per unit length) 1.518 u.H/cm

C' (capacitance per unit length) 19.2 pF/cm
Zo (characteristic impedance) 280 :1
v (propagation velocity) 1.9 X 108 cm/s
T (Transit time) 290 ns
Rw (wire resistance) 1.8 :
R/2N (sensitivity) .3! V/A

Tartle 1 Probe parameters
2UF

Sumary

50 &P o0 With transmission line type current sensors,
%. WIG .CWlO-VS (old matched with the line impedance, sensitivities of up

Vin VW to 1 V/A can be obtained. This is particularly
100oo [ iVimportant for low cvrrent e-beam devices or pulsed

s Vvpower experime,,ts where sensor and recording system9. O.I&F . _ are coupled though optical links with current driven
laser diodes as emitters. The measurement time
range of these sensors is mainly determired by

.1 dispersion effects which limit the applicatior, to
pulses with duration smaller than several
microseconds.

Fig 2a Optical transducer setup

,4AC

.......
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Fig 3a Test setup

Fig 3b, c upper trace: input pulse
center trace: probe output
lower trace: transducer output
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Abstract production at an electrode), producing
results similar to those active in a triga-

The recent increase in modular pulsed power tron or avalanche/streamer breakdown.
systems has amplified the potential of optically I. A laser causes localized optical breakdown in
controlled discharges where stringent synchronization the switch medium.
or precise timing is required. This interest had led 1. A laser causes volume ionizatior along its
to new switching applications and concepts a-s veil as total path (e.g. , alon; the interelectrede
new understanding of the switching process from a axis of the spark gap).
fundamental standpoint. The increasing diversity of Let uj consider some specifics cf the more important
wavelengths available has necessitated a modification mechanisms leading to low delay, low jitter operation.
of the generally accepted laser-initiated breakdown
mechanism. Advances in high time resolution diag- Laser-Electrode interaction
nostics techniques have as well allowed a deeper The most commonly used method to laser-trigger
.nsight into heretofore conjectured nechanisns. spaxk Caps is to focus the laser light onto the

New understanding in optically controlled surface of one of the electrodes, resulting in the
discharges and new applications since the last review formation of a plasma on the electrode surface or e.g.
1977) will be addressed. These include the impact of the emission of electrons at the cathode. The optical
short wavelength lasers, their application in opening development of such an initial breakdcwn process in a
switches including the potential of optogalvanic configuration where t~he cathode was irradiated by a
effects which are of particular significance in Nd:YAG-laser with a power of several MW is shown in
controlling diffuse discharges. One additional area of the paper by Dougal, Williams ard Guenther (3) (Fig.
considerable promise is photoconductive switching 4) in these Proceedings. A stremer develops rapidly
using intrinsic solid state materials. There is no from the eloctrcde plasm which bridges the gap along
qusstion but that the potential of optically con- the entrant path of the laser and finally causes
trolled discharges is only beginning to be realized, thermalization and breakdown of the gas. This is the
primarily as a result of improvements in laser moment at which a rapid rise of current ip observed.
versatility and reliability, efficiency of interaction Ths time between laser irradiation and current
of the optical control energy (particularly in a rise, the delay time, is dependent on a multitude of
resonant mode), demonstrated precise timing and parameters such as the percentage of self-breakdown
ynchronization capability to below a picosecond and voltage, electrode materiai, fill gas and pressure.

improved understanding of the total switching event, laser type and laser power, etc. Fig. I shows the
Fossibilities of optically controlled discharges not
,e demonstrated will also be discussed.

Laser-Triagered Switches Is
Since the first report of laser-triggered

switching in 1964 (1], numerous investifations on
laser-initiated discharges have been performed. Laser
triggering of high voltage switches employing various
dielectric media is well established as a precision 11.
technique for initiating conduction. The advantageous
features inherent to the laser-triggered discharge are 'Zi

Slectrically uncoupled os
Suitable for remote operation

Short and variable delay with low jitter
Simple structure
Reproducible. reliable, low maintenance
RFI insensitive
Suitable for repetitive operation
Triggering of low voltage long gaps -
Suitable for multigap or multichannel 11 , , ---"

operation
Suitable for all types of dielectric or semi-
conductor media Fig. *a. Delay vs laser power in 90% Ar-1O Ni,

stainless steel anode. Total laser duration
The mechanism of laser triggering of spark 1!-15 ns. The pulse width (FNiM) 5.b-6.3 ns.

gaps can take several forms: p-29 25 Torr VSB.4,ekV, VH-=3.2kV [4].

1. The passage of the laser through the gas or delay versus lasL. power and, for the same experi-
its interaction at an electrode or in the mental setup, jitter versus laser Dower. These
dielectric can lead to a reduced pressure experimental results obtained b% Bettis and Guenther
region tending to enhance breakdoin, with a :ubv laser in 1970 L"4 cemonstrate the excel-
Radiation causes the emission of charged lent performance (jitter 1. 100 ir!ec) 3f laser trgger-
;articles from in electrode (plasma ing !ven at relatIvely low laser powers . 4. kW).

;3 . .. -. * > ... . . *** . .. %' .. .* .-a % .. - . ' ... - . ., .- . . ,. : '. . . . . .
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Laser-Gas Interaction/Volume Discharge
A fundamentally different optically triggering

mechanism has been used by Rapaport at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory [10] and Woodworth,

* Frost, and Green at Sandia National Laboratories [11].
Instead of generating a point plasma at an electrode
or in the gas, a volume ionization was achieved in the
dielectric gas by use of an UV-laser. In the later

31 Ocase, a low divergence KrF excimer laser was used to
trigger a 0.5 MV, pulse-charged switch in pure SF6.

0The KrE bean was focused so that the focal point was
between the switch electrodes along the interelectrode

, axis. With a total laser energy of 0.12 J, visible
aa i-a ...... plasma channels stretching almost the entire length of

, owNVthe gap between the electrode were generated. The
dominant electron generation mechanism is obviously aFig. lb. Jitter vs laser paoer in 902 Ar-10. N2 , multiphoton process. Four KrF photons are required to

stainless steel anode. p2925 Torr, VSB. ionize SF6.
48kV, VcE- 3.ZkV [']. The results as delay versus percentage of

Subnanosecond jitter was observed employing laser self-breakdown voltage are shown in Fig. 2. It is

powers of 10 KW by Schildbach and Basting [5] at a important to note that there is only a 0.5 as differ-
reduced voltage V/Vo close to unity. They obtained ence in delay between 80 percent and 90 percent

nanosecond delay and jitter at power levels as low as self-breakdown voltage, affording a low overall jitter

2 kW. There, the corresponding energy of a 2 to 3 ns in a multigap system where the SEV or optically
tFWIM) dye-laser pulse was 5 i]. Triggering here was dimension and alignment may not be matched. The

always initiated by plasm formation at the cathode. jitter for events above 70 percent of self-breakdown

Spark Sap triggering was even obtained at power
levels as low as 0.IS kW by Pinnekamp, Himel, and 90V I,5b volese

* Bergstedt [6]. Using frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser to Ton Lim ee
light, they investigated breakdown conditions in the e -1o@r W6 4,on
sub-kW power range. As an initiation process, thermal a--e
emission of electrons was assumed. Yet, another model C .1
was proposed by Harsch, Salzmann, and Strohwald to
explain the trigger effect at low power levels [7]. is -
They performed measurements in the same power range as
Pinnekamp et al. and concluded from their data that a ,sa
two-photon process at the electrode was operative.

All the results discussed so far were obtained m
with visible, near-UV and near-IR lasers. A a
considerable amount of investigation has also been "
performed with COi-lasers at wavelengths of % 10 um.
Studies on the breakdown mechanism for COi-laser-
triggered spark gaps where the laser is focused on an 5 -
electrode seem to indicate that the ignition process A 4a

4 is similar to that at shorter wavelengths. It is 4.
assumed that the electrode material is heated, * 0w,-
evaporated, and partly ionized. Breakdown results from 5
the development of an electron avalanche initiated in
the products of surface evaporation (8]. Microscopic 6'
irregularities on the surface support this process Puf SI a
[ 1].

In general, results of measurements with
* different lasers are not easily compared even though Fig. 2. Switch triggering results using uv laser-

important parameters such as delay and jitter are Induced breakdown of pure SF6 with a low
usually determined in terms of output laser power. divergence KrF oscillator-amplifier used as
However, the important laser parameter seems to be the the trigger source (11.]
power density and caustic, a value which is due to
different beam quality, the optics employed, and mode is 150 ps. The efficiency of the laser radiation
structure very difficult to measure. can be enhanced by using a seed gas with low ioniza-

tion potential [12] (trimethylamine [13], tripro-
Laser-Gas interaction/Svark Discharge pylamine, fluorobenzene, triethylaniline), such that

The results of laser triggering which have been ionization involves at most a two-photon process
discussed so far were obtained with the laser compared to a four photon process in pure SF6 . In
radiation focused onto the electrodes. Another mode this case, much lowe laser powers are required. These
of spark triggering is based on generation of an investigations were performed with the intention to
optical breakdown in the gas, which initiates the trigger simultaneousIy 36 main gas switches, each of
spark breakdown. whiah must first hold off a pulsed voltage of % 2.7

spar brakdwn. Investigations on laser midgap 'V te etigrdwt eprljte fls
triggering were performed at Texas Tech Universitv MV, then be triggered with a temporal jitter of less
[3]. After the laser interaction in the center of the than a few nanoseconds.
gap, a diffuse plasma is generated, which is stable The potential of laser triggered switching for
for only a few tens of nanoseconds. After that time repetitive multi switch operation was demonstrated in
instabilities occur at the electrodes and channels are [970 by Guenther et al (142. With one laser four
formed which grow toward the center and bridge the separate switches were triggered with subnanosecond
gap. This trigger mechanism requires higher laser s:chronization. Guenther and Bettis L15] showed that

gap Thi trgemcaimveurseihrnae possible to generate two separate c.hannelspower than those previously discussed and is therefore ltaeoul in oneepar te hanntls
riot recommended. simultaneously in one spark gap system. In this

experiment the laser beam was split geometrically

not c d ... ... .. ......... . - .-... .........-... ... .. -. ... ... -
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bet-wee two apertures and then focused on two opposite transirtor in a series string oc transiitors rano-

electrode elements. In experiments performed at Texas second-rise lilovolt waveforms were generateD, with
Tech University [16] sizilar results were r.btained time jitter being less than 100 ps. In a iwltch
with the laser light fed through two opti-a. fibers experiment performed by 4ourou 1;9] the avalaiche
into the spark gap syster, a method which i.llow-% a effect in the semiconductor bulk was -atii:zed. 7%e
simple optical arrangement, eliminating many alignment experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The ;as
considerations. Precise time de.ays may be added by saraple was cooled down to 77 K, to reduce the::mal
ilr.troducing measured lengths oZ fiber. breakdown at high electric fielcs. Switching was

initiated by a deeply penetrating, 1.0L um l'gnt
Laser-Semiconductor Interaction pulse. Through the creation of additionally charged

faser triggering is not only used to generate carriers in the bulk of she sample. impact ioniiation
breakdown in gas spark geps. it has also been was initiated which lead to an .valanche process.
aemtstrated in solid. liuid. 4nd vacuum gaps (Z2. Light energies as low as 35 nJ vere sufficient to
One swi tch medium destinet to become more impotant trigger this process, corresponding to an efficiency
for pulsed power applications is the sem-conductir. of 0.5 vJ/MW at 77 K.
Ionication through carrier generation in the
semiconductor is uniforml) produced by single-photon
photecionization; whereas 'rn gases, volume ionization.
even with UV lasers, generally is still a less
efficient multipnoton process.

The advantages of optically controlled semcon- I kv
ductor switches compared to gas svitches were recently
summarized by 3unnally [17];

The energy required to produce a carrier pi.ir is
the band gap energy instead of the ionLzation
energy.
The total number of carriers required aEe produced
simultaneously and uniformly between the elec-
trodes.i.e., it follows the laser intensity.
The spatial and temporal carrier density can be
controlled externally during closure cnd conduc- 1 ns (Two Divisions)
tIon.
Heat can be removec frcm the conducting medium in
sItu. Fig. 3. A trace from a Thomson CSF TSN 660 oscillo-
Recovery or recombination of carrier pairs depends scope. A DC bias voltage of 2 kV was used
upon the photoconductive material and heat [19J.
removal.
The location of the conduction path can be distri-
buted precisely to provide the minimum inductance.

Delay and jitter is expected to be in the ps regime,
the'achievable value being light-source limited. In
acdition. photoconductors are almost arb-itrarily
~calable..0L

The advantages of precisely controlled dela) and 0 HV
low jitter were demonstrated by Auston '18] at Bell scope.._--
Telephone Laboratories. In his experiment employing 01_ L

mode-locked Nd-YAG lauers silicon devices were -, Li Cold
switched on and off on time scales of 10 ps. Several 1.--e /L Finger
interesting experiments on laser-triggered semicon- C

ductor switches were performed recently by G. 'Iourou
[191 and C. Lee [20). Two experiments whick demon- GaAs thicknessT

strate the advantages of optical semiconductor
suitching compared to gas spark gap switching will be
discussed. The photoconductive switch consisted in Fig. 4. Schematic of the arrangement. A cable of
bcth experiments [19] of a piece of high-resistivity length L., charged through Ri. is eischarged
semiccnductor (usually GaAs or Si) inserted along the through the cooled GaAs sample, which is
central conductor of a coaxial cable. The length of triggered by the 1.06 um laser light. This
the crystal is typically a few mm. produces a NV pulse of duration t - 21/C

In the first experiment switching was based only (191.
on the photogeneration of carriers in the semicon-
ductor bulk by a picosecond laser pulse. Optical In this experiment, the GaAs switch replaced the
energy requirements are typically tens of microjoules center condtctor in a 50 9 transmission line which
to switch up to 10 kV into a 50 il load. The risetime also served as a charge line. Figure 3 exhibits the
is dictated by the laser pulse characteristics and the high voltage pulse switched from this device. The
electrical circuit, while the maximum obtainable pulse photocondLctive contribution of the optical signai,
length is dictated by the -arter recombination time, triggerink the avalanche, can be seen tc the Left of
which ranges from ps to us depending on the specific the pulse. Risetime cf the puJ"se is n ns, with a
semiconductor material. A typical I kV output pulse delay cf 1.5 ns and a ]itter of 150 ns.
is shown in Fig. 3. The observed risecime .s 100 ps, The two examples demonszrate the appu-cabilit: cf
and the pulse duration of 2 ns corresponds to the semiconductor switches :n pulse power tystems where
charge line length. high timing accuracy is required. rhe primary

The switching efficiency of % 10 u.1/MW in the limitation of these switches is the burcen -laced on
!xperiment discussed can be increased by -ising -he laser and ontact resistance. thermal heat sinking
avalanche effects in semiconductors. Laser triggering ind low inductance connection. 'ritical researcn 4n
of avalanche transistors was studied at Lawrence this field is lust begininr!, Many s ,conductor
Livermore National Laboratory by Thomas and Coleman systems are increasing in the appl:cat:on to many
[21]. By direct optical triggering of one avalanche uulse power :vstems.

" . -. " . power vst s.,. .
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al. [25] and Bridges (26). In optogalvanic spectro-
scopy, a given laser wavelength can produce a specific
response in a discharge; whereas for switching appli-
caticns, the magnitude and direction of the response
is the main objective. We will present an overview of
these processes that have been considered as having
potential as control mechanisms for switching and
will also mention some recent results of research
groups working in this area, either related to
investigations of basic processes or to their applica-
tion in switching devices or other related areas.

Before discussing the interaction of light with
specific energy states, let us recall that the
interaction of light with free electrons via Inverse
Bremastrahlung is considered to be the dominant

Fig. 5. A typical KV pulse switched through the GaAs process for IR optical breakdown in gases or the
spark gap. The photoconductive contribution interaction of the laser with the propagating streamer
is the smail wiggle % 500 p before the foot in IR laser triggering. However, the total energy
of the main pulse [19]. required makes it generally unsuitable for large

volume discharges.
41 The interaction of light with specific energy

LASER CONTROLLED DIFFUSE DISCHARGES states can be used to increase or to decrease the
conductivity by controlling either the electron

Diffuse discharges seem to offer a variety of generation or depletion. Optically increased conduc-
advantages with respect to their applications in tivity can be accomplished by photoionization or
switching. One is that large area discharges offer an excitation with collisional assistance or by photode-
ease in impedance matcning of a switch to a ?FN, and tachment, which may be considered as an electron
through the low current density one will realize less generation process if negative ions are present or as
erosion affording longer lifetime. On the other hand, an elimination of electron losses via attachment.
large area diffuse discharges are unstable, and Optically decreased conductivity can be accomplished
operation is generally possible for only short by optical quenching of excited states or by optically
periods, depending, in the asin, on the discharge enhanced attachment.
parameters. Another aspect to be considered is that a Let us discuss the following optically controlled
diffuse discharge is a cold discharge, not in Local processes which can be used to increase the conduc-
Thermodynamic Equilibrium. allowing one to influence tivity:
individnal transitions illuminating with a resonant (1) Single photon ionization does not in fact
f frequency, thus controlling the subsequent density of require any wavelength tuning above some energy
states Important in the generation or depletion of threshold. Most TEA lasers employing UV preionization
electrons. with spark radiation sources use this process (27].

As mentioned in the section on laser triggering, The efficiency of UV ionization can be drastically
the increasing diversity, infact selectivity, of increased using gas additives with low lying ioniza-
laser wavelengths has opened the possibilities of tion levels (281. Spark UV sources can also be used
using other mechanisms for discharge control. For to operate a discharge below the glow voltage,
example, there are several processes that allow one to sustained entirely by photoionization 291.
change the electrical properties along the total Considering that commonly available lasers
length of a path between the electrodes of a spark gap produce photons up to energies of approximately 7 eV
rather than just initiating the breakdown process in a efficiently, only a few gases, like alkali vapors, a-t
limited volume element. Here the laser is acting on suitable for direct photoionization using lasers [30]
the gas in a spark gap clearly before LTE is reached; but gases can be seeded with easily ionized lmpur-
and, as such, the processes may be the same as ities.
employed in diffuse discharge switches. ft is f2) Resonant two-step photoionization (Fig. 6a)
desirable to have the diffuse discharge remain appears to be a more efficient way to generate eiec-
relatively cold, so that the above mentioned tron-ion pairs. Consider that L' excimer lasers have
possibility of influencing specific transitions is produced significant electron densities in several
maintained, allowing one to control the closing and organic molecules [31]. For example, in trimethyla-
opening phase of discharge, i.e., to change the mine, Lee and Bischel (131 produced an electron
conductivity in either direction, as a closing or as density of 1015 /cm3 with a 10 ns. KrF laser at :48 n'
an opening switch as first proposed by Guenther [12]. over a 2 cm- cross section area. As previously noted.
Normal or enhanced recovery of fast repratea closing the UV laser triggering of gas filled gaps with
switches is an soening process and therefore will be organic additives at Sandia National Laboratories 'Ises
discussed herein in that context.

The existence of optogalvanic effects has been +
known for a long time. Townsend (221 showed in 1902 A
that ''V light emitted by a spark ian initiate 4
conductivity in gases when an ippiied voltage is I
present which is otherwise too jow to maintain i
discharge. Starting in the lati twenties of thisA
century, several very interesting papers appeared,
showing that light at the wavelength corresponding to l

an optical transition will change che eiectric
properties )f the iischarge. In an experiment by (A) tB) (C) (D)
?ennings (22] for exampie, the light emitted y one Xe
discharge was used to illuminate another Ne discharge. Fig. 6. Multiphoton ionization proceses:

It wasn't ontil the advent of lasers, particu- (a) Resonant two-photon process (one vave-length)
varlv tunable lasers, that a vertlble flood )f papers ibi Resonant two-photon process 'two wave-iength!

on optogalvanic spectroscopy was seen Ifor an overview 1z) Resonant enhanced four-photon process,
see [2']), principally initiated by those of Green et (11 Doubly enhanced four-photon process.

•........."...."....,.-........."......-'.- .- '"., . ',, "." , -" . ,". ,"., - .'."- . ...-. , .' -
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this process Ll]. Also long plasma channelf exceed- is a nonresonant Iro,:ess and therefore it can easily
in I m length have been generated with different be combined vith otier optical con,:-cl mechanisms
igLanic additives in . buffer gas [32].

A diatomic molecule suggested for efficient (7) Quenci ng of metastaLle items or molecules
resonant two step photoionizetion with narrow band- (Fig. 7) nay also be a suitable mechanism to control
width lasers is NO [3). John Moseley er al. at the the conductance of a dischargc particularly if the -.
University of Oregon (4] proposed to use the radia- electron generation, nominated by tuo-step ionization
tirr: from a KrF laser, Anti-Strokes Raman shifted in via metascabies, :an be cortrciled. In addition,

li , to operate in the spectral region of X-OA transi-
tions. The un-converted fraction of the KrF laser car,
then be used to provide the second photon to produce

*ionization from the A-state.A
Refonant two step photoionization at diffierent Am

wivelengths in Cesium (Fig. 6b) is now be4ng used at
Sandia to provide large volume ionization in ar
icnization front accellerator (35].

3 Y ultiohoton ionization will Jn general
involve ote or more nonresonant steps and the subse- A
quent :.onI:atton rate will depend strongly on the (A) (B)
iietensi t,, of the laser beam. Thus, it is not an
effici.ent mechanism co produce large volume uoniza- Fig. 7. Quenching of metastables: a) Resonant and
rio.. However, it may be a suitable mechanism for (b) Anti-Stokes Raman process.
laner tri'gering acting either on the electrode or in

tl,e gas. Williams (36] used four-photon ionization in the recovery of a gas, following a discharge pulse,
Xe involving one resonant step (Fig. 6c). With. a can be a!fected if long living excited species
ptlse energy of approximately 300 uJ he could prodvuce domina:e the recc%.ery phaie.
M ncze than 1010 eleutron-ion pairs in a volume of Quenching as used here descries the dissipation
approximately 10- 5 cm3 . of erergy deposi:ed in metastable& in the discharge

Some molecules allow a double enhancement of by exciting a higtier lying level which is optically
multihot~n ionizatin. In NO a transition from the connectel to the ground state (Fig. 7). If this
Qroend 5-tate to the (A)-stte requires twice the -:esonane radiation can escape the discharge vessel,
energy of the transition from the (A(-state tc a the energy w.iLl not even contribute to heating of the
b8-her lyng Rydberg state, and this same energy is ambient gas.
sufficient to ionize NO in a subsequent step. This is Law er at the Univecsity of Wisconsin is studying
a doubly resonant enhanced four-photon transition w'.th the tole of metastables in rare gas discharges and the
cnly one nonresonant step (s. 7ig. 6d), requiring a effects c lused by changing the metastable density
wavelength of approximately 450 nm [37] Ci3] A paper at this Conference [I41 describes the

(41 Photoexcitation and subsequent collisional specific role of metastables in :he zathode fall
ioniz zion has already been used by Green and region. It is shcwn that metastablr atom bombardment
c)-workers in laser enhanced ionization spectros.opy is an important mechanism controlling electron
L5]. Phocoexcitation, in most cases starting from an emission from the surface of cold cathodes. Thus, a
eicited scate with subsequent collisional ionizat-on lecrease if tlte metast..ble density in front of the
is the key process in optogalvanic spec:roscopy. cathode will lecrease the electron emission rate. This

A-cther mechanism, laser resonance pumping [37] effect is amplif'ed by the fact that each electron,
has been demonstrated in several alkali vapors. In emitted from the =athode, gains enough energy in the
this case if the absorption of a resonant transit'on cathode fall to produce several additional electrons
is saturated, then the density of the resonance state thrcugh loni-zatior..
is nearly the same as that of the ground state. Here Gundersen and his group at the University of
tte probabitlity for an electron to collide w:th an Sou':hern Cal:fornia are looking at the role of
et cited itom is very high; and through super e]astic molecular metaztable species in the operation of
cc)lJisi n, the electrons can gain enough enrgy- to hyd:ngen thyratrois ana other applications [41,
ionize the gas. 3,nization by laser resonance pumping inc1 u.dir. the poss:bility of using Ant: Stokes Raman
Is now ',e~ng investigated at Sandia National Scattering as a quenching mechanism (Fig. 7bl.
Laborato:ies to produce large volume ionizatiotr tcr i Although this process has the disadvantage of beinr a
high puritv lithium ion source for one of their non resunant process it has -he advantage that the
particle beam fusion accelerators 138]. same frEquency can be ised iren juenching different

3; ?horionization from collisonallv excited rotat.ional stares of a metastable molecule. An
--ates :an result in a large effect in systems with importavt aspect oi their work is a Jetermination of
nign iensiries if exccted species or in systems vhere the iependence of the .ietastabi lifetime in the
-he rate int:) such an intermediate state is large. 7or intensity ind 'reouency of 'he inident pDtical

-xamle, in mercury high densities of metastables in radiation.
the 6 "Po state can be produced. The last gro-an of orocesses to be discussed

tu) ?hotodetuichment is one wav to overcome ::elares to opticaiLv erhanced attachment [.6].
3tta:hment" in a we!, lefined switch period or in Cert.ain attachers have an increased at~a(nment :riss
szectrt: *reas of a discnarze. As such, 3hotodetach- section in ':heir rotational nd.'or .ibrat:onai excited
rent na'." be in tmpcrtant mecnanism :n 22 laser Crates. The mechaniom an be understood by c-ns-iern--Fr::gering if SF filled laps i)9]. 'he potenttal energv tur-.es )f a liatomic moleular.n the case 1, ,iif:use iischarge oiiening :ttzcher and its -ue,,ative :on. .n i4 a geners

switcnes. ittachers must to used to acnie'.'e :st t 'pe i ,issocrative Iectron attac.ruaent prcceuc3 is
cpening .-I . Aowever. during the -on:ucr.on phase lluttrated. The potenriai energy :ur.e a neutra
Shotidetachment may be used to eliminate electr-on iia-omic molecole AB cs crossed it n energ y L,
losses via attachment. :n expertzents it Texas Tech iOove the round state by a repuive bianch ii ne
'ni.ers:tv ..I in )2-discharges and flowing fter-l- negctive -.on AB. The prorabiietv if ectron
3wo. s t was snown that strong optogalvanic signai ,-an atticnment ind succeeding oissociation ,e,,ends
arise from onotodetachment of . )or an energy flux rincipallv in the ener~etic state if the :bra:i:n-
if 33 Mi/:m-, V!)f the ' ions ,otuld be photo- ally excitee noecle relative the c:cr.e tros.,ing.
cetasned. An avantaee of photodetachment _5 -ta tt nr the ecampe sow, tne ittochnent roas sectton
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increases with vibrational excitation up to v - 4.
On the other hand, the electron energy necessary to
form the negative ion AB- shifts to small values if
the molecule AB is excited into a vibrational state Wiloho Ljwp$m Una

closer to the curve crossing. * 8.0 wats2 B .

A+B
A

7 -- "

so  ABr a ,__,_,_

I 
o

SF a,,- -ry

* ~As yet, there are no known measurements of S~fo F ~o hnadCaty(0]

attachment cross sections for individual vibrational to some degree in the direction you desire. To decide-.'

states. However. ardsley et l. 47] have deduced the which trarnsitions are the ost effictive, you must

cross section for the vibrational states (v 0 - 3) know the dynamics of the ecited states, ions, and

of Ci (see Fig. 6 in the paper by Schoenbach and

Kristiansen 49] in these Proceedings] from cross 
30u /2

section measurements at different gas temperatures 
by \I

Allan and Wong (8]. These data show that the 
sho g p

Sattachment rate can drastically e increased using 
o f or e S cNCE of

vibrational excitation, but this advantage disappears 
tg iord

in s CI if the electron energy 
is larger 0.5 e . t 

ae

There are many ways o optically populate LASER "

vibrational states. The first experiment performed 
53 dDISSOCIATIVE 

ATTACHMENT

using laser excitation 
to increase the 

attachment ratend

was done in SF6 by Chen and Chantry [0]. Figure 9 E2U-

* tahen npoucn F;Ic h uvewtotshows the cross section for dissociative electron 
-"I23/)

[

laser at 391,(iwith aC O laser (SW over 0.
mm

2 , and 9f) the laser produced change in the 
cross

section. That this experiment was S-isotoepe 
ifBc.

as seen from the laser wavelength depend hnce,

indicates that the laser does not just result in a 
ITERNUCLEAR FiSTA L E

general gas heating, Recently, similar experints

have een performed in 'rance by arbe, Astruc, 
,

Lagreze. and Schermann using the valence electrons 
of

Rydberg Ar-atoms instead of ree electrons 51]. Fig. 10. Some potential curves for lo and [ and [

Another possibility for producing highly excited 
the s cheme of excitation of/vibrational

vibrational states is to employ transitions from levels From Beterov and Forayer [ 32).

electronically excited states, either radiative, or

through ollisins. Such a process has recently been electrons involved in the gs discharge. In general.

used by 3eterov and Foataer [2] to show that it is not difficult to design a omputer code that

uibrational excitation of I can increase the cross allows such calculations( but you have to feed it,

section for lissociative attachment. Figure 10 primarily, with the rate constants of all the pro-

depicts the excitation mechanism. 
The radiation from cesses that are important in determinn 

the ultimate

a fre uency doubled nd:YAG (\ e 5)2 m was used to behavior of the discharge. lost of the rate constants

excite the 3 d)-state. Intense stokes flourescence are at east E/N dependent, and the applied field ay

ndi ated a subsequent transition into highly vibra- be changing drastically in t +me. o one goes to those

etion t t s e et nic ground state, sources ho provide us wth te basic data we need.

Vi brationa relaxation had to provide the population 
Additionailv the field strength is strongi v

of the opt imum v:bratlonal stat s resulting in an influenced by the circuit parameters. n this

i n c r e a s e o f t h e a t t ac h m e e n t r ytn 
t ' f t h e a v a il a b l e p not o n s

orders f nagnltude. 
requires a very basic understandin g of all the

It is appropriate to finish with some remarks processes in the gas discharge as ei as an under-

concern g optically oontrolled discharge modeling, standing of the interaction of discharge and the

Assum e a given dev ice , and one wants to em ploy optica l r uit. snfo rt mna te of, in a d if fe re nt g as he

control processes to improve its performance, at first discharge may be eener nined by a completely different

l a tnc e , fn o im m e d i a t e i v n o t e s a l a r g e n u m b e r o f s e t o f p r o ce s e s , an d o n e m u s t . cf ' e c e s i t 'a s a r t p l l

t r a n s i t i o n s t h a t w i l l p r o 
b l y i n f l u e n c e t h e d i s cn a r g 

e o v e r s g a i n . o i t no t s u r r l min g t h a t e v e r u' g r u p

- -,,..e...,d, 
,, ,, 

o

I~~~ehvo 

of. th 

. .•o . . ...
h 

•or . . ,.. Mos of th rat cosat

excite, th t''', ' 3. • -stat," ' Intens stke 'flouescnc ar at,, '-as E/- "de '. -n.. . and t' aple feld - nay
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(1) preionization power
Abstract (2) preionization pulse length

(3) preionization rise and fall times
Diffuse discharge opening switches usually (4) preionization timing with respect to the

operate with gas mixtures containing attachers when applied discharge voltage
short opening times are desired. For arc free (5) proper illumination of the gap
discharge initiation, a preionization source should This paper describes a UV prelonizer capable of

* produce a sufficient electron density at the time achieving the objectives aforementioned.
when the voltage rises across the discharge.
Therefore, a preionizer must have 1) a short rise and Requirements
fall time, 2) sufficient power, and 3) a sufficiently
precise timing system to synchronize pretonization The investigation and optimization of an
and main discharge. efficient UV preionization system for gases

A device to generally fulfill these requirements containing attachers, requires one to consider the
is described. The energy for the prelonization following processes and their time constants.
source is stored In eight individual coax cables and (1) Photoiontzatlon
switched with one master gap into eight cables that In UV prelonizatlon, the dominant process
are terminated by individual mule-spark gaps arrays, will be one step phototonization and as
The gap for the main discharge and the master gap for such the electron generation rate will, to
the preionizer are triggered by a single laser using a first approximation, be proportional to
a beam splitter. The optical delay of the light the pretonization intensity.
pulse controls the synchronization. Experiments (2) Attachment
showing delay, preionization pulse length, and jitter In attaching gases, electron depletion is

* are presented. dominated by attachment, thus for a
constant electron generation rate the

Introduction steady state electron density will depend
solely on the attachment rate. For an

Externally controlled diffuse discharges have attaching species with an attachment rate
been considered to be promising candidates for the coefficient dependent on E/N as mentioned
realization of fast rep-rated opening switches [1,2]. previously, the rate will be low before
Opening means a decrease in the switch conductivity the voltage is applied, rise drastically
and is In general only determined by a decrease in when the voltage reaches its maximum
the electron density. Since recombination at value, and decrease again when the voltage
electron densities of ne 1014 cm- 3 is too slow, drops as the conductivity increases.
attacher can be used [2]. To avoid high losses in the (3) Collisional Detachment
switch the attacher should not be effective to any It has been pointed out by several
substantial degree in the conduction phase. One researchers that negative ions may serve
possibility would be to use attachment as a control as a reservoir of electrons for the
mechanism e.g. optically induced attachment or initiation of diffuse discharges, since
photodetachment [2,3]. For all other control cross sections for ccllisional detachment
mechanisms however the attacher should exhibit the have, in general, much lower threshold
following conditions [1]. levels than those for ionization. This may

only be effective if the negative ion
(a) low attachment rate coefficient kattach at density reaches a value nearly the same

low values of E/N. order of magnitude as the electron density
(b) high attachment rate coefficient kattach in the steady state discharge.

at high values of E/N. (4) Recombinat'on
Ion-ion recombination has relatively large

These requirements do not necessarily mean that the cross sections. During the period of
derivative d(kattach)/d (E/N) is positive under prelonization in gases containing allading
steady state operating conditions of a discharge. species the negative and positive ion
This situation has been known to cause instabilities density will increase and thus the
C4]. However, any switching process and the negative ion lifetime will decrease and
initiation of the discharge itself will always cause limit the negative ion density.
a transition through such an unstable state. The effect of the above processes on the
Therefore any gas discharge device used for this efficiency of the preionization system is
opening application has to permit very fast demonstrated in Fig. 1. During a short
transitions through this state to avoid arcing [5]. preionization pulse (short compared to the time
For a self sustained discharge therefore the constant of attachment) the electron density rises
preionization has to be optimized with respect to nearly linearly with time while the negative ion
several parameters: density remain small compared to the electror

density. After the preionization pulse, the electron
This work is supported by AFOSR
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between prelori.atlon and mai system firing is 45
ns. Fig. 5 prkisent; the trace3 of four consecut 4 ve

events showing that the jitte* in t'iis case was of
the order of 1 r.s or less. The oscilliscupe wfe

rmm ..~

Pr*ioniZO? an for

() Oat- IOns
(Z) o't',oons

o 100 Timos IS0

Fig. 1 Time dependent electron - and negative 1
ion density, calculdted for:

Rprel 104 cm-
3 S-1

Nattach kattach " 108 S-1  Fig. 2 Prelcnlzatlon Spark Gap Oesign

klon rec. - 106 cm
3 S -1

for :wo different prelonizatlor pulse length design of the switch allows one to change the
charging lines and thus vary the pulse length of the

density decrease while the negative Ion density preionlzation pulse. The cables used had an
increases as long as attachment is significant. Impedance of 75 Q and were rated at 30 kV dc (Belden

For a lorg preionization pulse (long compared to 8870). This made the total system impedance 9.3 n1
the tlme constant for attachment) the electron with a capacitance of 240 pF per meter of charging
"ensity reaches a steady state value while the line for eight cables. The energy stored was 0.05
negative ion density increases still further. The Joules per meter at 20 kV or 0.8 Joules per meter at
maximum electron density will depend linearly on the 80 kV. Both spark gaps, i.e. the gap used to switch
power of the preionizer. Depending upon the value of the mein discharge and the mastor gap for the
the cross section for ion-Ion recombination, the ion preia-iizer, are laser-triggered gaps E71 . One
density may also reach a steady state value, laser ind a beam splitter was used, and the delay

From these general considerations it becomes between oreionizatlon and ditcharge lnltldtion
obvious that & preionization only be used efficiently adjusted by changing the cptlcal path length for the

. for a time T1 (if only electron generation Is beam that triggers the main discharge.
considered) or for a time TZ if in addition the The design of the two laser triggered gaps is in

' production of a reservoir of negative ions is thought principle the same. The design of the master gap for
to be oenefic.al. In general it is expected that the the pretonizatior. source shown in Fig. 2. The laser
electron density is of principal imoort and, beam is entrart Into the gap axially through an
therefore :he preionization pulse should not aperture in one electrode. Tne other electrode in
terminate before the voltage is applied across the each gap Is conical with a rounded tip. This shape
discharge region, ensures that the laser strikes the highest field

The optimum prelonization time (T1 or T2 ) depend point, and that laser triggered breakdown starts in
strongly on the attaching species used and its the same region on the conical electrode where self
concentration. A prelonization system should breakdown occurs. This shape ensures that that tne
therefore allow for adjustment of the following gap can be laser triggered with minimum jitter in a
parameters voltage region close to self oreaK.

(1) preionizatlon power lntof The eight individual spark sources at the ends
: preonizatonof the eight transmission lines allew for location of

(3) rise and fall time to allow for the the preionization sources in the discharge chamber at
generation of short pulses different position. For our experiments we intend to

(4) precise adjustable timing with respect to investigate preionizatlon through a screen electrode
the main discharge as well as using a side-on ccnfiguration, In tne

(5) uniform preioniZation of the discharge present device the discharge is cylindrical and the
% volume spar :, rces are arranged in a radially synloetric

pattern to meet the requirement for a uniform
Design and Construction illumination of the discharge reglon. The individual.F, Dmulti spark sources were designed as shown In Fig. 3.

it was decided to use a multi spark UV
preionization source [6] s!nce UV rich sparks are
fairly easy to produce and gas degradation is of

e. ~ inor importance in these iow rep rate systems with
% oderate gas exchange requirements. Coaxial cables

were chosen as energy storaqe elements to drive the
spark sources, thus allowing the device to produce
rectangular pulses with fast rise and fall times.
Eight multi-spark sources were connected to eight
coaxial transmission lines. Eight similiar lines act
as charging lines and were swlrc-ned by an impedance
latched master spark gap (Fig. 2). The design of the Fig. 3 UV Preionzier Design
laser pulses was 13.5 -, and charging line length of
the preionizer was 2 n (see Fig. 4), thus the delay

... .. 1%
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the order of 1 ns or less. The oscilloscope was
The coaxial geometry was maintained through but as triggered by a current probe in the preionizer
closely as possible. Eight sparks are distributed transmission line, showing the optimum timing of this
over a length of approximately 2 cm by using ball system. It should be pointed out, however, that we
bearings as intermediate electrodes between the first used very high power laser pulses (Ruby laser,pulse
and the last electrode. The individual gaps are energy - 0.1 J per gap, pulse length - 50 ns).
nighly overvolted so that they add little jitter to Although the laser pulse was focused at a point
the system.

In the first series of test experiments the
light emitted from the multi spark sources, when
operatec in air, was monitored with a vacuum
photodiode (Hamamatsu #R1328U) shown schematically in
Fig. 4. The upper trace indicates the time dependent

IVOLTAGE ACROSS TERMINATING RESISTOR

LIGHT EMISSION FROM THE PREIONIZATION SOURCE

Fig. 5 UV Preionizer Timing (4 shots)

1-2 mm in front of the surface the opposite
electrode, the laser tended to drill holes into the
electrode surface. After several hundred shots
without moving the focus on the electrode surface,
the jitter increased markedly up to approximately
10-20 ns.

At the present time diffuse discharge
experiments are being performed at atmosphere
pressure In gas mixtures containing attaching

* species.
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Abstract:

Electron-beam sustained discharges can be used in opening and closing

switch applications for producing bursts of energy in pulsed power systens. The

incorporations of admixtures of attachers with low attahment rate at low

values of E/.N and high attachment rate at high values of E/N in the gaseous

switch* dielectric has been proposed to achieve low forward voltage drop in the

conduction phase as well as rapid opening when the sustaining e-beam is

terminated. This paper presents model calculations on the characteristics and

transient behavior of an electron-beam sustained discharge in the high current

density regime in N2. The influence of an attacher (N20), with the property

described above, and of the circuit parameters on the discharge is investigated

as an illustrative example. The advantage of using such an attacher is

demonstrated for the steady state conduction phases and for the opening phase,

while the closing process is obstructed by the attacher. Additional possible

control mechanisms, such as photodetachment to aid the closing process are

discussed.

,.:.:
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I. IMTRO)DCTIQN

Inductive energy storage is attractive in pulsed power applications because

of its intrinsic high energy density. The effective use of inductive storage,

however, requires a rapid opening switch. Externally controlled diffuse

discharges seem to offer the opportunity for fast as well as repetitive opening

switching [1,2]. Diffuse discharges are advantageous for switching because of

their low inductance (3], small electrode erozion and heating rates, and

moderate energy density which offers the possibility of external control of the

opening and closing processes by means of e-beams and/or lasers of reasonable

powers.

The general feasibility of this concept has been demonstrated in earlier

papers [3-6], and can be anticipated from numerous papers related to laser

discharges. The practical knowledge of diffuse discharges has been drastically

improved through the development of gas discharge lasers. However, the

operating conditions, which the discharge must fulfill, are different for

switching applications. Other discharge properties and mechanisms of importance

in the discharge have to be considered and their collective influence on the

coupling between discharge and circuit must be optimized in a different way.

Recently s-_veral papers [7-18) have appeared concerning e-bearm controlled

discharges. They specifically relate to switching applications, emphasizinc

different aspects ofts of modes of operation, such as the influence of the gas

mixture [7,8], the cathode sheath [11,12), the low e-beam current density and

high current gain regime (13-15] as well as related optical control mechanisms

[16,18].

The use of a.Imixtures of attachers can be enployed to achieve fast opening

2.
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of the switch but attachment will also increase the losses 7-10]. It has been

proposed that these switch losses can still be kept low, If the gas mixcture has

the following properties, allowing both low forward voltage drop and fast.

opening [1,21:

a-) at low values of E/N, i.e. during the conduction phase, the gas mixture

should have a high drift velocity and a low attachment rate.

b) at high values of E/N, i.e. during the opening phase, the gas mixture

should have a low drift velocity and a high attachment rate.

Since attachers with a rate constant, kattach, %hich increases with increasing

E/N in a given E/N range are known to cause attachment instabilities if the

. discharqe is operated in that E/N range [19,20], a third property is also

desirable:

c) the attachment rate should have a minimum at, or above the value of E/N

at which the discharge is operated in the conduction phase, or the

attacher should have an onset threshold above this value of E/N, below

-w.hich altachment is not effective.

Along these considerations, several gas mixtures have been proposed for the use

in diffuse discharge opening switches [21]. It seems that these gas properties

will allow a low-loss, stable, steady state operation at low values of E/N and a

sufficiently high hold off voltabe, to assure the attainment of a zero currentQ6

density if an external controlling e-beam is turned off. Any complete switching

cycle, opening and closing, will, hoever, go through a lossy state and only the

analysis of the time dependent behavior, including the losses during the switch

transition period will allow one to determine the feasibility of this concept

(18] and the optimum operating conditions.

There are two principal reasons to strive for a high dj/dt in the opening

.switch transition, (1) the efficient power extraction from the inductive energy

storage system and (2) low energy loss in the switch (the later reason also

+ 4+ iI
4%
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applies to the closing transition).

The main concern in achieving fast transitions in the discharge is the

electron balance and hence the desirable properties of the attacher as

described above in the gas properties a) and b), and the E/N dependence of the

electron drift velocity. In this paper we concentrate on the consequences of the

* afore mentioned attachment properties.

The current density range will also affect the properties of the discharge

to sane degree. It was shown [5,11,13],. that high current gains can only be

achieved if the current density is kept low. On the other hand, device

requirements may force one to operate at a high current density, if extremely

high total currents are required.

With this as a background, this paper presents calculations to analyze the

specific properties of an e-beam controlled discharge switch if an attacher with

the suggested properties is present in the dielectric gas. The consequences of

attacher properties on the steady state characteristics and the transient

behavior in a specific circuit will be discussed. Photodetachment will also be

considered as an additional opening switch control mechanism (22].

II. CIRCUIT IMPLICATIcaS IN AN INDUCTIVE NERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

Fast, repetitive transfer of power from an inductive energy storage device

to a load (e.g. a switch opening time of less than 100 ns) requires detailed

40 cnisideration of the circuit elements (inductors, connectors) as transmission-

*. lines, i.e. effects due to finite transit times and reflections are not

* negligible. At high frequencies, the distributed capacitance, C', of the energy

storage device in concert with the high distributed inductance, L', implies a

high characteristic impedance (L'/C')1/2 on the order of several k.2 and transit

ti:nes,(LC) 1 / 2 , of several 100 ns for a typical system [23]. Matching of this

- -.- - .. - -. - . ..- .-. * - '... . ", - . .. ,". . .*.'--. . -* - "'- " ." . -" . " '. .. ,' ... - **%' .-. *. -'- " - "
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im;*dance tc the opening switch in parallel with the load is generally not

possible, since for most applications tne impedance of the load will be quite

-small compared to the generator impedance. Hence, power transfer from the

generator to a low impedance load will be limited due to this mismatch in

ipedances.

In comparison with a lumped parameter description of the circuit, the

reflections arising in the transmission line introduce an additional modulation

of the power transfer with a tine constant of twice the transit time of the

inductive energy storage device, influencing both the load a)d switch oehavior.

Additionaly, inductive storage devices can be considered as helical slow wave

structures at high frequencies. The dispersion inherent in slow wave struictures

[2.4] presents further limitations on the efficiency of power transfer to the

load for frequencies above I K£z.

A detailed consideration of transmission line effects in fast repetitive

power transfer from inductive energy storage devices will be published in a

separate paper [253. For this paper, the crucial aspect is* that for short

switching times an inductive energy storage system has to be treated as a line

with a relatively high impedance.

III. DISCHARGE AXNALYSIS

To evaluate the time dependent impedance of an externally controlled

discharge in a'given circuit, as well as to optimize the properties of the gas

mixture together with circuit parameters, a computer model has been developed

that enables fast calculations for a variety of conditions. The code does not,

. owever, provide for spatial analysis, but it does allow one to evaluate the

influence of general gas properties and of the circuit on the discharge,

although not affording information about the sheaths and discharge

".- ,,..-,,.. ... o , ,.;- -'- ,--.,. .. . ,,, :. .. , .. .. ........ ', - •,_ . ., -,. -. .. ,,,. . . . ... .
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instabilities.

The code uses two independent progra-ns. mn a first camputation all rate

constants of significant processes arE calculated as a function of E/N for a

representative gas mixture. These calculations use the E/N-dependent electron

energy distribution functions that have been previously compiled using a sep-

arate Monte Carlo code. In a second step a system of circuit equations and rate

equations using the E/N dependent rate constants are solved. It is assumed that

the E/N dependence of the rate constants does not change significantly for small

variations of the gas mixture. Additionally the electron energy relaxation is

considered to be faster than any significant change in E/N, thus allowing time

dependent solutions.

It should be pointed out, that the set of processes considered in the Monte

Carlo calculations and in the rate equation program are different. In the rate

equation system, only those processes are considered which, according to the

specific switching application, contribute to the electron density. Since the

gas discharge is considered to stay relatively "cold" during one switch period,

any V,R,T-E collisions (transfer of energy from vibrational, rotational,

translational energy to electronic excitation) are neglected and transitions

into rotational and vibrational states are considered only as loss mechanisms.

On the other hand, in the Monte Carlo code a set of cross sections, as complete

as possible, is employed. Such cross section sets, however, are only available

for a few pure gases or rudimentary gas mixtures.

The calculations presented herein were performed for an e-beam sustained'

discharge in N2 with admixtures of N20 as the attacher. N2 was used since a

coinplete set of.cross sections for inclusion in the Monte Carlo code was

available (26], and the plas.na chemistry in a mixture of i,2 and N20 appears to

be relatively sL-ple. N20 in an N2 buffer gas exhibits an E/N-dependent electron

decay rate, which increases more than a factor of 20 in the E/N-range from 3 Td
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to 15 Td "27:28).

In calculations by Morgan and Pitchford r291, on the eleceron energy

distribution function in weakly ionized plasmas created by an elect ron beam in

N2 , it was demonstrated that the distribution function is different from just a

superposition of the distribution function in a swarm and the distribution

function of the electrons created in ionizing collisions of the fast electrons ',

of the electron beam. Especially at low values of E/N, electrons produced at

energies above the cross-sections for vibrational excitation create a side

maximum in the distribution functions at E/N values where otherwise no electrons

would be found . If admixtures of attachers are used with significant cross

sections in this high energy range, a certain fraction of the created electrons

will also be attached at low values of E/N. As a first approximation this O

effect could be considered when calculating the electron generation rate for a

given electron beam, but according to the data available this effect will not

change the electron density by more than a few percent.

Another objective was to investigate the feasibility of using

photodetachment as an additional ccntrol mechanism. The N20 undergoes

dissociative attachment producing 0-. Photodetachment of 0- has already been

proposed as a possible control mechanism for diffuse discharges (16,22].

It should be noted, however, that N2 has an electron mobility which

increases with E/N and cherefore is not an optimum candidate for a buffer gas in

diffuse discharge opening switch applications.

For switching, an e-beam sustained discharge has to work well below the

self-breakdown limit. Electron generation should, therefore, during the closed

phase (at low values of E/N), only depend on the direct ionization by the

control e-beam electrons. The overall dynamic behavior, especially in the

opening phase, however, may also depend on excitation and ionization processes

through the discharge electrons. Thus, the E/N dependence of these processes

,. -. . .- . . ' .- "". -', . ." . - ." "v , . "" ."" " .. - " ,? i --- .. ."c : ." " " '.
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iv.ust also be considered 130).

The following processes are considered in the set of rate equations. The

required cross sections or rate constants were obtained fram the literature.

(1) Direct ionization (31,32]

(2) Excitation of the metastable A-state of N2, direct or via other

triplet states with subsequent optical transitions (33].

(3) Ionization of N2 frcm the metastable A-state (34]

(4) N2 metastable deactivation (35]

(5) Electron-ion recombination [36]

(6) Dissociative attachment of N20 [27,28]

(7) Collisional detachment of 0- [37]

(8) Ion-ion recombination [38]

(9) Photodeta&aent of O- [39]

(10) Electron drift velocity (40]

Experimentally derived rates as a function of E/N were used in the

calculations, when ever available. If E/N dependent rates were not available,

such as for processes (2), (3), and (7), or not known over the necessary E/N

ranqe, such as for'(1), then the rate constants were calculated using the

electron energy distribution function, evaluated through Mlonte Carlo calc-

ulations.

The electron energy distribution function, and subsequently the rate

constants, change for a fixed value of E/N if the partial pressure of an'

attacher in a buffer gas is varied. This effect becomes very strong if a

.nolecular attacher is added to an atomic buffer gas, since here the cross

section of rotational and vibrational excitation and attachment are added in an

enerqy range where the buffer gas does not have any appreciable inelastic cross

Section. Using 1'2 as a buffer gas with an adniixture of an attacher, only the
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attachment cross section of the attacher may cause a significant chage of the

electron energy distribution function [41). We, therefore, performec the Monte

Carlc calculations with the cross sections of N2 solely and for the cross

sections of N2 plus the attachment cross section of N2 0 cons;.dering a 1%

admixture of N2 0. As expected, the electron energy distribution function was

lowered in the energy ranoe above the attachment threshold and raised below this

threshold energy. In the high energy range .(E > 6 eV), at high values of E/N,

this effect was not significant. All potential ionizztion processes (single and

multi step) require a higher electron energy. The only process with a signific-

ant cross section in this range below 6 eV is collisional detachment of 0. As

will be. seen later, the negative ion density will not reach values high enough

to make collisional detachment a significant process if the discharge operation

is optimized with respect to low losses.

For process (6), dissociative attachment of N20; two reported experimental

data (127) and 128)) and the calculated values differ only slightly. The

calculated values, using the cross sections for T = 300 K [42], show a lower

threshold at approximately 1.5 Td, while the experimental data [271 have a

threshold at approximately 2.5 Td. For the calculations we used the

experimental data [27] extended to high values of E/N according to our

calculations (maximum rate constant of 1.1 * 10- 9 =n3 s-1 at 30 TU and nearly

constant above this value). Note that this attachment rate constant is only an

exale of a specific attachment characteristic that can be found among several

attachers. Its important features are:

(a) a low attachnent rate for low values of E/N

(b) a t"reshold value of E/N with a stcong increase of the attachment rate

above this value.

(c) an attachment rate that saturates at some higher value of E/N.

S.
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IV. DISCHARGE CHARAC'ERISTICS

The steady state characteristics were computed assuming a constant voltaqe,

calculating the current for which dj/dt = 0. These calculations were performed

for various sets of parameters. Figure 1 shows the steady state characteristics

for different N20 concentrations in a N2 buffer gas. The total pressure is

1 atm and the e-beam electron generation rate is 8 * 1021 cm- 3s - I . As

expected, the steady state characteristics are not affected by the attacher

.in an E/N-range of 0 - 4 Td; while in the range of approximately 5 - 30 Td high

attacher concentrations cause the current density to decrease if the field

strength increases and, therefore, produces a current density maximum. The

threshold value of E/N at which the current density no longer rises strongly

with E/N is determined by when attachment becomes the major loss mechanism. Thus

the maximuin of the current density shifts to higher E/N values when the attacher

concentration decreases. It should be noted that attachers with a constant

attachament rate coefficient result in steady state characteristics where the

current density increases monotonically with E/N.

Figure 2 depicts the discharge characteristics for different values of

the electron generation rate. (The attacher concentration is constant at 1%.)

With increasing electron generation rates the electron density for a given value

of E/N also increases. Since recombination depends quadratically on the

electron density'and only lineraly on attachment , a higher value of ./N is

reauired to cause attacment to become the major electron depletion mechanism.

Terefore,the current density maximum shifts to higher values of E/N if the

electron generation rate is increased. Figure 2 also d onstrates that the

decrease of the current density with increasing E/N, caused by attachment, is

rrre sianificant for lower electron qeneration rates.

These steady state characteristics give a strong hint as to which operating

- *." .
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x,,nt or region would be ideal with diffuse discharges switchs. Ir order to

operate in the low loss region, which is not attachment dcsninated, the operating

ooint should be on the left side of the current density maximum. In order to

achieve fast opening, with no long delay, the operating point should be close to

the maximum.

As mentioned before, the system N2 + N2 0 has also been chosen to

dexonstrate the possibility of influencing the discharge properties by using

photodetachment. If it is assumed that the dominant negative ion is 0-, then

the dominant depletion mechanisms are 0- -ion reco:rbination and/or

photodetachment. Figure 3 shows the steady state characteristic for an N20

fraction of 1% and an electron generation rate of 8*"1021 c -f s- 1. The variable

parameter is the power density of the illuinating laser operating in the photon

energy range around 2 eV where the photodetachment cross section has a plateau.

For Comparison the steady state characteristic!F of a pure N2 discharge is also

shown. The calculation shows that phot&3etahment can compensate attachment in

a significant E/N range, esecially if a power density of 107 W/an 2 or above is

used.

V. TRANSIENT DISCRARGE BEHAVIOR

As discussed in Section IV, it should be possible to operate an e-beam

sustained, low loss discharge which is not strongly affected by an attacher,

provided the attachment rate constant has a clear threshold at a certain value

of E/q, below which the attachment is not efficient. How fast such a steady

state cperation is approached when the e-beam is turned on and how fast the

discharge opens if the e-beam is turned off, will depend strongly on the

circuit as well. To examine the circuit influence, let us discuss two different

applications. In both cases we will discuss an inductive energy storage system
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which has two separate loops, the charging loop and the discharge loop, having

only the inductor in commuon (Fig. 4). In order to simplify our assessment let

us assume that the load connected to the storage system is infinite during the

inductor energizing phase, which can be achieved by an additional isolation

spark gap in series with the load or if the load is a self-sustained gas

discharge.

(a) Single pulse operation

In single pulse operation the switch has to close and open only once and it

is thus possible to consider these two switching events in two different

circuits. Let us assume that the discharge has to carry the total current after I
the inductor is already energized (Fig. 4). At this time the voltage drop across

the inductor may be very small (i.e. di/dt - 0). If the electron beam is

turned on at the same time the slow switch begins to open then the e-beam

sustained discharge may reach the steady state starting from j = 0 and low,

E/N, without going through a range of high E/N values which would be in the

attachment dominated range, i.e. high losses in the discharge. In addition, the

slow switch does not experience a high voltage drop when it is opened. In this

case, with appropriate circuit and discharge parameters, it can be shown, that

the discharge approaches a steady state operation close to the maximum of the

characteristics displayed in Figure 2. It should be pointed out that in using

a fuse as the slow opening switch the e-beam sustained discharge can not take

over the current until the fuse has started to open, therefore the time

I dependent characteristics of the fuse have to be considered as well.

For the next phase (opening) let us consider the open circuit, i.e.

infinite load, case. As discussed in Section II the inductive energy storage

system has to be considered as a transmission line with a high value of L' and

a low value of C', causing a very high impedance. The open circuit will produce

the -,axim-um value of E/N possible. Such a high impedance load line will

-,-4 -- 4, .,.,'. - -"- - - -- . - - "' "" •"."',''""''". " - - - - .: -i - - < i -? -'" "' "
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definitely move the discharge into the range of high $/N values causing

.attacment to becane most effective and affording fast opening times. At high

values of E/N (> 100 1d), however, ionization in the discharge beco.,es dominant.

Diring switching operations,of course, the voltage drop across the discharge
must stay well below that of a self-sustained discharge or self breakdow.

(b) Burst operation

In a burst operation the inductor is charged once and the energy is then

deposited into a load, in a burst of pulses, using an e-beam s;ustained discharge

as a repetitive opening switch. In this case the final voltage drop across the

lo.ad at the end of the pulse (which is the same as across the discharge cell),

will define the initial E/N value for the closing process of the switch,i.e.

when the e-beam is reintroduced. The closing process will thus go through a

lossy state, slowing down the closing process. This effect wiill be greater the

higher the E/N starting value is. As a result, we performed calculations on thfs

transient behavior. The experimantal arrangement shown in Figure 5, will be

used for validations of the general conclusions drawn from the model analysis.

: is obvious that a decreasing system impedance at a given impressed

voltage will increase the current; the current density, however, can be kept

constant if the discharge area is increased by a corresponding factor. Thus the

quantity ZtA acts as a similarity quantity, where Zt = Z + RE is the total

-system!r impedance and A is the discharge area.

For all calculation in this section the following parameters were kept

constant: (A = 100 cm2 , d = 1 cm, p (N2 ) = 1 atm, V¢ 50 kV, electron

generation rate Re = 8 * 1021 cm- 3 s- 1 for 0 C t 100 ns). The values of the

pressure p, voltage Vo, and discharge length d correspond to a maximuri

value of E/N = 185 Td. In an initial set of calculations, the total system

pi!edance was kept constant at Zt = 20i , givinq a similarity quantity

Zt A = 2 * 13. cm2 . Figure 6 depicts the discharge characteristics for these

.. .... ; . .. .-.-.. .. -.- .., - *."...- . ... .. .-. -
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parameters (see also Fig. 1) on a linear scale and, in addition, the load line

for three system impedances, Zt. The variable parameter is the % N20. This

graph indicates that, for Zt = 20M (the system will approach the low range of

E/N for N2 0 concentrations of 0.75% and below,but not for an N2 concentration as

high as 1%. For 0.75% N2 , the loadline (Zt = 20Q ) comes very close to the

steady state characteristics in an E/N range of 40 Td and below. It can be

seen that E/N and the current density would change very slowly for E/N K40 Td.

Figure 7 shows the time dependent E/N, current density j, and power loss Aa
0W

per volume behavior of the discharge. The curves for 0.1%, 0.5%, and 0.75% of

N2 0 approach the same steady state value for E/N and j in the conducting phase,

demonstrating that under these conditions the discharge is not strongly

influenced by attachment. Furthermore, after termination of the e-beam, the

discharge properties change very slowly until an E/N-value is approached where

attachment becomes effective. Such a time dependence has also been found by

Chantry [43]. By contrast, for the case of 1% N20, the attachment is strong

enough to prevent the discharge from ever reaching a low E/N-state and the

steady state is therefore 'always attachment dominated. Thus, when the e-beam

is turned off, the values for E/N and j change quite abruptly.

The power loss curve (Fig. 7, bottom) shows that, if the discharge is

operating in a low E/N steady state, strong losses occur only in the transition

region. Tne half width of the first loss peak (i.e. closing phase) increases as

one increases the attacher concentration, while the half width of the second

loss peak decreases. The values given in Table 1 show the energy input per unit

vola-.e for one switching cycle, or for 300 ns if the discharge is still on at

that time.

M Another set of calculations were performed for a constan,' admixture of N20

(1%) with the. total impedance Zt as the parameter. Figure 6 shows the steady

state characteristics for a 1% N2 0 admixture and three loadlines, allowing

N
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prediction of the steady state characteristics of such a diffuse discharge.

The time dependent behav).o- of the discharge for these parameters 4.s shown

in Figure 8. At a value of 400 for the total impedance, the discharqe reaches

the low S/N region where attachment does not dominate. In this state the

system impedance only and not the switch discharge limits the current. For

lower impedances the discharge does not approach low E/N values and, therefore,

remains essentially attachment dominated during the closing phase. The loss

curves also make it evident that only for high system impedances can the losses

be kept small.

Thus both the system impedance, Zt, and the N20-concentratiorn can determine

whether or not the discharge reaches the low E/N region where attachment is not

dominant, i.e. where the switch operates in the conduction phase at low losses. 0

On the other hand, the opening phase (t > I0C ns) is controlled primarily by the

attacher concentration. The consequences of the specific E/N dependence of te

attachment rate will have an irnediate effect if the E/N value is still high
when the e-beam. is turned off, and will become effective after' some. delay, if

E/N is below 3 Ti.

From Figure 6 it would seem that the steady state operating point in the

E/N-j diagram for some of the lower N20 concentrations (<1%) can also offer

possible operating points for, N20 levels as much as 1%. However, the circuit
0

characteristics with a loadline which already crosses the steady state

characteristics at a higher value of E/N, would prevent the transition of the

s'stem to th-e low E/N, steady-state operation. Lower E/N operation would have

the advantage of low losses in the closed phase and fast opening time due to the

higher attacher concentration.

There are several possibilities for combining these two features. One

possibility for speeding up or enforcing this transition would be to use an

e-beam current density with an additional peak at the beginnira of the

I ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...<............ .-........._. ,............... ...........-.-.. .. ..... ,-.........S.. ,J:
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controlling pulse, i.e. tailor the shape of the external control input. Such. an

e-eam shaping was already discussed for electron beam sustained excimner laser

discharges; in that case, however,'to enhance stability [44]. In Figure 2 it"

was seen how the steady state current density moves to higher values if the

electron generation rate is increased. Another possibility would be to use laser

induced photodetahment to compensate for attachment during the transition from

the open phase to the conduction phase. Figure 3 depicted how different laser

power densities influence the steady state characteristics. Figure 9 exhibits

the time dependent behavior of such a laser augmented discharge. The total

impedance is 20 n , the N2 0 concentration is 1%, and the parameter is the laser

po*r density. (The laser is on for the same duration as the e-beam.) With a

laser power density of 106 W cm-2 the discharge can be switched into the low E/N

region, however, it takes approximately 100 ns. With 107 W cm-2 the value of E/N

drops very fast, ar the total energy loss for one cycle is the lowest of all

operating conditions for the same impedance (compare Table 1 and Table 2).

After a discharge has reached the low value of E/N, detachment will not

strongly affect the electron balance and further laser irradiation to provide

photodetach.ent is not warranted. Figure 10 depicts the time dependence of E/N

for laser pulses of different length, tL, starting simultaneously with the

e-beaan at t = 0 ns. The laser power density here is 107 W r-n-2. For short

laser pulses (tL < 12.5 ns) the discharge does not reach the region of low E/N-

val.ues, while a laser pulse of tL = 20 ns has nearly the same effect as a laser

pulse covering the full e-beam period (tL = 100 ns). The energy density loss

for these calculations is listed in Table 2.

The efficiency of using photodetachlnent depends on the density of negative

ions. At t = 0 ns no negative ions have been produced, here laser irradiation

in the first few ns is probably of little value. Figure 11 shows calculations

of the time dependence of E/N for laser pulses of tL = 10 ns length, but

ID ~o. J
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starting at different times. The power density again is 107 w cm- 2 , so tihe beam

fluence is 100 mJ ct - 2 . For comparison, the curves witlout laser irradiation

and for laser irradiation during the full e-beam period 0 to 100 ns) are

also shown. The energy density loss for one switch cycle is listed in Table 2.

For the early pulses, as expected, the discharge does not proceed into the low

E/N re.q ion. The lowest losses of the examples shown are ach.ieved for laser pu-

lse starting after 7.5 ns. These calculations show that, on a high impedance

load line, the transition from a high E/N, steady state operation to the low

E/N, steady state operation can be induced with quite reasonable laser

fl uences.

VI. TWITCH OPTIPLIZATICN

V 'The calculations presented herein demonstrate the advantages of usi6g

e-beam controlled discharge switches with a gas mixture containing a buffer Qas

and admixtures of attachers with an attachment rate having a' threshold at a

given E/N value and then increasing with E/N. Such a gas mixture enables the

optimization of the discharge conditions in the steady state conduction phase

and the opening phase, but adds difficulties in achieving fast closing. For an

attacher in a molecular, or at *least partly molecular buffer gas, an attac'nent

" rate having a threshold at a desired value of E/N can be realized if the

attachment cross section has a threshold at some reasonable electron enery

value, i.e. weil above that of the dominating cross sections for vibrational

excitation. Such properties will allow optimization of the discharge

properties nearly independently in two E/N ranges.

In the E/N range below the threshold value for attachment, the discharge

character is determined mainly by the buffer gas. The optimurn operating point

for the conduction phase can therefore be selected, considering the stea3y state
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characteristics for the pure buffer gas. For the selection of this steady state

operating point, however, requirements which depend on the specific applications

must be also considered, such as:

(1) A practical consideration may be a limit on the size of the switch.

If high total currents are required, one may be forced to operate at 2.
undesirable high current densities.

(2) A high current density will limit the current gain. Kline's

calculation shows that the current gain increases faster with

decreasing e-bean current than the total current decreases, showing

that the e-beam is used more efficiently at low current densities

[13).

(3) Stability requirements limit the total energy density dissipated in

the discharge, and thus, for a given conduction time tc, there are

limits on the current density j.

(4) Another consideration may be the necessity to optimize the ratio

between the energy stored in the inductor, and the power dissipated

in the switch. This is equivalent to a time constant T for the

decrease of stored energy in the conduction phase, with disconnected

power supply (Fig. 4) For a given system one obtains:

I=12L IT
I V V or T E/-N

This 7-eans that straight lines in the E/N-j diagram: j a T * (E/N)

were a is a system constant, are lines for the different constants,

T. Considering a given conduction time tc then the efficiency of the

* system would increase with increasing T. This would be achieved for

an increasing e-beam current or electron generation rate (Fig. 2). A

.. . . .. , -.P - .*.
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•. given electron generation rate will limit the current range as seen

in Figure 6. rnis approximation 6oes not include the fractional

power input of the e.ectron beam, which of course increases w..th

increasing beam current.

As can 'be appreciated, optimizing a steady state switch operation is

difficult since the choice of the optimum steady state operating point is not

obvious unless the application and its operating characteristics are clearly

specified. The application affects the decision whether a system with low

current density and high current gain or vice versa should be employed.

Once the steady state operating point has been determined the attacher and

its concentration can be selected. For short delay switch opening the attachment

threshold should be as close as possible to the steady state operating value of

E/N. The maximum attachment rate, determined also by the attachdr

concentration, will then be responsible for the maximum value of (dj/dt). It of

course is also responsible for the time the switch needs to close again. Here a

compromise has to be made, unless additional control mechanisms such as lasers
S

are used.

For most applications, the switching times, both closing and opening, will

be short, compared to the conduction phase. In these cases an additional

control mechanism would only be required for a short time, corpared to the

* steady state e-beam control. Additional control mechanisms to overcome

-"a.tachment during closing, while still having an attachment dominated discharge

diring opening, would be to use a tailored e-beam with a stiffer beam current

peak at the front of the pulse.

An additional control would be to use optical means, which were discussed

in an earlier paper [16]. Relevant to an attachment dominated discharge is

optically induced attachient, initiated in the opening phase %.hen the e-beam, is

z .C .- ". . "" ."-"..' " - " ."' - " -' . -- " . - , "
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turned off, or, as discussed herein, photodetachment in the closing phase,

during the beginning of the e-beam pulse..

It should be pointed out agauin that the gas mixture used for our

calculations are not the optimum for all switching applications. For example,

CH4 as a buffer gas [40], has a much higher drift velocity at low values of E/N,

and N20 as an attacher may not have the right threshold value of E/N for a

desired steady state operating point. The calculations, however, show that the

use of an attacher with a threshold E/N-value for attachment offers a unique

ccmbination of steady state and transient discharge properties, especially if

additional control mechanisms are used.
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Table 1. Energy density loss Per switch cycle (300 ns) in iTj/cn3

i0

N20-Concentrat ion

System Inpedance 0.1% 0.5% 0.75% 1.0%

10 a 92.9 * 57.5 58.1 61.4

20 n 37.1 * 15.8 * 13.0 * 22.0

40 9 12.4 * 6.8 * 4.4 * 3.6 *

For 0. 1% N2 0 and 0.5% N2 the discharge was still on after 300 ns. At this time

the power loss was still 70% of its maximum value for 0.1% N20 and 3% for 0.5%

N20, respectively.

• In these calculations the discharge reaches the low values of E/N.

Table 2. Energy density loss per switch cycle for the curves shown

in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

* #in FIG 10. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

laser on no laser 0-5 0-7.5 0-10 0-12.5 0-15 0-20 0-100
from-to (in ns)

Energy density
loss 22.0 28.9 220.7 13.2 10.5 9 .4 9.0
in rm3/cr1,3

in FIG. 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Laser on no laser 0-10 2.5-12.5 5-15 7.5-17.5 10-20 0-100
froim-to (in ns)

Energy density
l !oss 22.0 20.7 13.2 10.8 10.0 10.1 9.0
in ,rO/='3
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___ FIGUPES

PIG. 1 Calculated steady state E.N-j characteristics for an e-beam sustained

discharge in N2 with admxtures of N20. The electron aeneration rate

is 8*1021 cm -3 s-1. The variable par&meter is the N20 fraction

FXG. 2 Calculated steady state E/N-j characteristics for an e-beam sustained

discharge in N2 with a N20 fraction of 1%. The variable parameter is

the electron generation rate.

FIG. 3 Calculated steady state E .'-j characteristics for an e-bean sustained

discharge in N2 with a N20 fraction of 1%,. including photodeta&,ment

of 0-. The electron generation rate is 8*1021 cr-3 s - l. The variable

parameter is the laser power density.

FIG. 4 Schematic circuit for an e-beam sustained discharge switch in an

inductive energy storage system.

FIG. 5 Schematic setup for an e-beam sustained discharge switch.

FYG. 6 Calculated steady state E/N-j characteristics for an e-beam sustained

discharge in atmospheric pressure N2 with admixtures of N20. The

electron generation rate is 8 * 1021 cm-3 s-  The parameters is the

N2 0 fraction in %. Also shown are three syste~n load lines with the

total system impedance, Zt, as the variable param eter.

FIG. 7 Ti:me dependence of E/N (top), current density (middle), and power

density loss (bottom) of an e-beam sustained discharge in 1 atm N2

, with admixtures of N20. The system impedance is Zt = 20I . The

e-beam is on for 0 ' < 100 ns. The variable parameter is the N20

fraction in %.

_ -
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FIG 8 Time dependence of E/N (top), current density (middle), and power

density loss (bottom) of an e-beam sustained discharge in I atm N2

with a N2 0 fraction of 1%., The e-beam is on for 0 < t < 100 ns. The

variable parameter is the systen impedance, Zt.

FIG 9 Time dependence of E/N (top), current density (middle), and power

density loss (bottom) of an e-beam sustained, laser photodetachment

assisted discharge in 1 atm N2 with a N2 0 fraction of 1%. The system

impedance is Zt =20 . The e-beam and laser are on for 0 < t < 100

ns. The variable parameter is the laser power density.

FIG 10 Time dependence of E/N for an e-beam sustained, photodetachment

assisted discharge in 1 atm N2 with a N2 0 fraction of 1%. The system

impedance is Zt = 20Q . The laser power density is 107 W

cm- 2 .  The e-beam is on for 0 < t < 100 ns. The variable parameter

is the laser pulse length (Table 2).

FIG 11 Time dependence of E/N for an e-beam sustained, photodetachment as-

sisted discharge in 1 atm N2 with a N20 fraction of 1%. The system

impedance is Zt = 200 . The laser power density is 107 W
o%

0 c- 2 , and the pulse length is 10 ns. The e-beam is on for 0< t <

100 ns. The variable parameter is the delay of the laser pulse with

respect to the e-beam (Table 2).
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52. S.K. Dhali and P.1'. Williams, "Numerical Simulation of Space
Charge Controlled Transport", Proc. 4th IEEE Pulsed Power
Conference, June 1983.

53. R.A. Douqal, D.C. Pease, and P.P'. Williams, "Laser-Induced-
Fluorescence Imaging of Electrode Vapor in a Spark Gap
Switch", Proc. 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference, June 1983.

54. G. Schaefer, K.H. Schoenbach, P. Tran, J.S. Wlang, and A.H.
* Guenther, "Computer Calculations of the Timre Dependent

Behavior of Diffuse Discharqe Switches", Proc. 4th IEEE
Pulsed Power Ccnference, June 1983.

55. A.L. Donaldson, R. Ness, M. Racier, M. Kristiansen, and L.L.
Hatfield, "Modeling of SPark Gan Performnance", Proc. 4th
IEEE Pulsed Power Conferencr, JUne 1983. (Invited Paper),
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56. A.L. Donaldson, M. Kristiansen, M. Hagler, G. Jackson, L.
Hatfield, and J. Marx, "Electrode Erosion in a High Enerqy
Spark Gap", Proc. 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference, June
1983.

57. G. Jackson, L. Hatfield, G. Leiker, M. Kristiansen, and J.
Marx, "Pulsed Flashover of Solid Dielectrics in Gases",
Proc. 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference, June 1983.

58. M. Kristiansen, A. Guenther, J. Ungvarskv, T. Skvarenina, A.
Hyder, and H. Pugh, "Pulsed Power Education", Proc. 4th IEEE
Pulsed Power Conference, June 1983.

59. C. Yeh, M. Hagler, and M. Kristiansen, "Voltage Recovery
Measurements in a High Energy Spark Gap", Proc. 4th IEEE
Pulsed Power Conference, June 1983.

60. R.A. Dougal and P.F. Williams, "Fundamental Processes in
Laser-Trigqered Breakdown", accepted, Journal of Physics D.

61. G. Schaefer, F. Williams, K. Schoenbach, and J. Moseley,
"Photodetachment as a Control Mechanism for Diffuse Dis-
charge Switches", IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci., PS-11 , 263
(1983).

62. R.A. Dougal, P.F. Williams, and D.C. Pease, "Time Resolved
Two-Dimensional Imaging of Ground State Species Using
Laser-Induced Fluorescence", Rev. Sci. Inst., 54, 572,
(1983).

63. A. Donaldson, M. Kristiansen, and M. Hagler, "Electrode
Erosion Phenomena in a High Energy Pulsed Discharge",
accepted for publication in IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. *

64. A. Donaldson, R. Ness, M. Kristiansen, M. Hagler, G.
Jackson, and L. Hatfield, "Modeling of the Breakdown Voltage
Stability in a High Energy Soark Gap", submitted to Journal
of Appl. Phys.

65. G. Jackson, L. Hatfield, M. Kristiansen, M. Hagler, J. Marx,
A. Donaldson, G. Leiker, R. Curry, R. Ness, L. Gordon, and
D. Johnson, "Surface Studies of Dielectric Materials Used in
Spark Gaps", Journal of Appl. Phys., 55, 262 (1984).

66. G. Jackson, L. Hatfield, M. Kristiansen, J. Marx, and A.
Bowling, "Pulse Flashover of Solid Dielectrics in Vacuum",
IEEE Trans. on Elect. Insul., EI-18, 310 (1983).

67. H. Krompholz, J. Dogqett, K.H. Schoenbach, J. Gahl, C.
Haries, G. Scnaefer, and M. Kristiansen, "Nanosecond Current .
Probe for High-Voltaqe Experiments", Rev. Sci. Instrum.,
55, 127 (1984).

(Si
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68. E.E. Kunhardt and P.F. Williams, "A Fast Algorit:im, for
Numerically integrating Poissons Eqiation in Cylindrically-
Smmetric Geometries", submitted to J. Comp. Phys.

69. R.D. Curry, M. X-tistiansen, ti.L. Flatfiel.d, V.T(. Agarwal, and
G.L. Jackson, "Surface Charging of Insulators in a Surface

* Discharge Switch", Annual Report of the Conference on
Electrical on Electrical insulation and Dielectric Pheno-
menia, Buck Hill Falls, PA, October (1983).

70. G. Schaefer, K.H. Schoenbach. H. Krompho ' 2;, 4. Kristiansen,
and A.H. Guenther, "The Use of Attachers in Electron Beam
Sustained Discharge Switches - Theoretical Cons iderat ions",
submitted to "Lasers and Particle Beans."

71. K.H. Schoenbach, M. Kristiansen, and G. Schaefer, "A Review
of Opening Switch Technology for Inductive Erergy Storage",
submitted to the Proceedinigs of I~j:.,E.

72. M. Kristianser. and M.P. Rose, "Pulsed Power Technology and
Diffuse Discharqes , Proc. of the tJS-FRG Workshop on
Rxternally Controlled Diffuse Discharges, Bad flonrief, FRG
f1983).

73. G.Schaefer, "Optically Control.3.d Diffuse Discharges,.
Proc. of the US-FRG Worksho or. Externally Controlled
Diffuse Discharges, Bad Honnef, FRG (1983).

74. K.H. Schoenbach, "Diagnostics for Diffuse Discharge"' Proc.
of the US-FRG Workshop on Externally Controlled Diffuse
Discharges, Bad Honnef, FRG (1983).

75. Proceedings of Joint US--FRG Seminar on "Externally Con-
trolled Diffuse Discharges" Bad Honnef, Germany, Auqust 1983
(T(.H. Schoenbach, Editor).

76. iK. Schoernbach, H. Krompholz, and J. Doqgett, "Transmission
Line Geometry Current *Sensors", to appear in Proc. of NATO
Advanced Study, Institute on Fast Electrical and Optical
Diagnostic Principles, Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, July
1983.

* 77. H1. Krompholz, "100 Ps Schlieren Diagnostics of Dense
Plasma", to appear in Proc. of NATO Advanced Study Institute
on Past Electrical an-] Optical Diagnostic Principles,
Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy!, July 1983.

* 79. M. TKristiansen, F. Rose, and A. Ryder, "Overview of Applica-
tions and Needs", to appear in Proc. of NATO Advanced Study
Institute on Fast Electrical and Optic=. 'r1 iagnostic Princi-
pies, Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, July 1983.
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Interactions

1982-83

a. Papers Presented

52 papers were presented (mostly at national and inter-

national conferences) by the faculty staff and students

during the three first contract years and are listed in the

first three annual reports. During the last contract period

(October 1, 1982-September 30, 1983) the following papers

were presented:

1. H. Krompholz, "100 ps Schlieren Diagnostics of Dense

Plasma", NATO Advanced Study Institute on Fast Electrical

and Optical Diagnostic Principles, Castelvecchio Pascoli,

Italy, July 1983.

2. X. Schoenbach, H. Krompholz, J. Doqgett, "Transmission

Line Geometry Current Sensors", NATO Advanced Study

Institute on Fast Electrical and Optical Diagnostic

Principles, Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, July 1983.

3. M. Kristiansen, F. Rose, and A. Hyder, "Overview of

Applications and Needs", NATO Advanced Study Institute on

Fast Electrical and Optical Diagnostic Principles,

Castelvecchio Pascoli, Italy, July 1983.

4. K. Schoenbach, "Diffuse Discharge Opening Switches",

University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, February 1983.

5. K. Schoenbach, "Low Pressure Plasma Opening Switches",

GTE Laboratories, Inc. Waltham, MA, April 1983.

..................................................................................
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6. G. Schaefer, "Optically Controlled Diffuse Discharges",

Air Force/Texas Tech Pulsed Power Lecture Series, Sept.

29, 1983, Wright-Patterscn AFB, OH; Sept. 30, 1983,

Kirtland AFB, NM.

7. M. Kristiansen and F. Rose, "Pulsed Power Technology and

Diffuse Discharges", NSF sponsored US-.FRG Workshop on

Externally Controlled Diffuse Discharges, Bad Honnef,

FRG, August 1983.

8. K. Schoenbach, "Diagnostics of Diffuse Discharges", NSF

sponsored US-FRG Workshop on Externally Controlled

Diffuse Discharges, Bad Honnef, FRG, August 1983.

9. G. Schaefer, "Optically Controlled Diffuse Discharges",

NSF sponsored US-FRG Workshop on Externally Controlled

Diffuse Discharges, Bad Honnef, FRG, August 1983.

10. G. Jackson, L.L. Hatfield, J. Marx, A. Bowlin, and M.

Kristiansen, "Pulse Plashover of Solid Dielectrics in

Vacuum", Xth Int. Symp. on Discharges and Electric

Insulation in Vacuum", Columbia, SC, October 1983.

11. M. Kristiansen, "An Introduction to Gas Filled Spark

Gaps", DoD Workshop on Repetitive Spark Gap Operation,

-*' Tamarron, CO, January 1983.

12. D. Johnson, L. Hatfield, and M. Kristiansen, "Multi-

channel Surface Discharge Switch", Conference on Elec-

trical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomena, Amherst, MA,

October 1082.

, -S

*. . . . . . . . . .
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13. S.K. Dhali and P.F. Williams, "Multiphoton Ionization

Xenon and Xenon-Nitrogen Mixtures", 35th Gaseous Elec-

tronics Conference, Dallas, TX, October 1982.

14. P.F. Williams and K.H Schoenbach, "Photodetachment as a

Control Mechanism for Diffuse Discharqe Switches", 35th

Gaseous Electronics Conference, Dallas, TX, October

1982.

15. R.A. Dougal, P.F. Williams, and D.C. Pease, "Laser

Induced Fluorescence Imaging of Electrode Vapor in a

Spark Gap Switch", 35th Gaseous Electronics Conference,

Dallas, TX, October 1982.

16. P.F. Williams and R.A. Dougal, "A Simple Model of

Laser-Triggered Breakdown", 35th Gaseous Electronics

Conference, Dallas, TX, October 1982.

17. H. Harjes, K. Schoenbach, G. Schaefer, H. Krompholz, and

M. Kristiansen, "E-Beam Triode For Multiple Submicro-

second Pulse Operation", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf.,

Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

18. H. Harjes, J. Doggett, J. Gahl, K. Zinsmeyer, H.

Krompholz, K. Schoenbach, G. Schaefer, and M.

Kristiansen, "Nanosecond Current Probe for High Voltage

Experiments", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque,

NM, June 1983.

19. G. Jackson, G. Leiker, L. Hatfield, M. Kristiansen, M.

Hagler, A. Donaldson, R. Ness, and J. Marx, "Surface

Studies of Electrodes Used in Spark Gaps", 4th IEEE

Pulsed Power Conference, Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.
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20. G. Jackson, L. Hatfield, M. Hagler, J. Marx, A.

Donaldson, G. Leiker, R. Curry, R. Ness, L. Gordon, and

D. Johnson, "Surface Studies of Dielectric Materials Used

in Spark Gaps", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf.,

Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

21. R. Cooper, G. Hutcheson, G. Schaefer, K.H. Schoenbach,

and A.H. Guenther, "A Multi-Spark Preionization Source

for Diffuse Discharge Containing Attachers", 4th IEEE

Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

22. R. Curry, D. Johnson, M. Kristiansen, L. Hatfield, and

A.R. Guenther, "Triqqerinq of Surface Discharge

Switches", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM,

June 1983.

23. M.O. Hagler and M. Kristiansen, "Repetitive Spark Gap

Operation - A Review of the Tamarron Workshop", 4th IEEE

Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, Jure 1983.

24. A.L. Donaldson, M. Kristiansen, M. Hagler, G. Jackson, L.

Hatfield and J. Marx, "Electrode Erosion in a High Energy

Spark Gap", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Jane 1983.

25. G. Jackson, L. Hatfiel6, G. Leiker, M. Kristiansen, and

J. Marx, "Pulsed Flashover of Solid Dielectrics in

Gases", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM,

June 1983.

26. M. Kristiansen, A. Guenther, J. Unqvarskv, T. Skvarenina,

A. Hyder and H. Pugh, "Pulsed Power Education", 4th IEEE

Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 10g3.
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27. C. Yeh, M. Kristiansen, and M. Hagler, "Voltage Recovery

Measurements in a High Energy Spark Gap", IEEE Pulsed

Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

28. K.H. Schoenbach and M. Kristiansen, "Diffuse Discharges

and Opening Switches - A Review of the Tamarron Work-

shops", IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June

1983. (Invited Paper)

29. S.K. Dhali and P.F. Williams, "Numerical Simulation of

Space-Charge-Controlled Transport", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power

Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

30. R.A. Dougal, P.F. Williams, and A.H. Guenther, "Breakdown

Processes in Laser-Triggered Switchina", 4th IEEE Pulsed

Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

31. A.L. Donaldson, R. Ness, M. Hagler, M. Kristiansen, and

L.L. Hatfield, "Modeling of Spark Gap Performance", 4th

IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque, NM, June 1983.

(Invited Paper).

32. G. Schaefer, K. Schoenbach, A.H. Guenther, and W.K.

Pendleton, "Recent Advances in Optically Controlled

Discharges", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conf., Albuquerque,

NM, June 1983. (Invited Paper)

33. Gerhard Schaefer, Karl H. Schoenbach, Paul Tran, and

Jia-Shinn Wang and Arthur H. Guenther, "Computer Calcula-

tions of the Time Dependent Behavior of Diffuse Discharge

Switches", 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference, Albuquerque,

NM, June 1983.

.#=
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34. Prof. G. Schaefer presented a paper on "Control Mecha-

nisms for Diffuse Discharge Switches", Report ARO

Work-shop on Optical Control of Diffuse Discharges,

Eugene OR, 1982 by G. Schaefer, K.H. Schoenbach, and

P.F. Williams.

b. Consultative and Advisory Functions

Numerous consultative and advisory functions were

carried out during the first three contract periods and are

described in the first three annual reports. These functions

included organizing DoD workshops and serving on DoD advisory

boards. During the 1982-83 contract. period the following

functions were undertaken:

1. Prof. M. Kristiansen served on the Basic Science Panel of

the AF Scientific Advisory Board and attended the Spring

and Fall general meetinqs.

2. Prof. M. Kristiansen coordinated the AFOSR sponsored

Pulsed Power Lecture Series together with Dr. A. Guenther

of the AFWL.

3. Prof. M. Kristiansen served on the Air Force AD Hoc

Committee on "Laser Weapons for Space Applications",

1q83.

4. Prof. M. Kristiansen served as Co-organizer (with Prof.

W. Portnoy) of the ARO sponsored workshop on "Solii State

Switchinq for Pulsed Power" at Tamarron, CO on January

12-14, 1983.

5. Prof's. M. Hagler and M. Kristiansen orqanized the DoD

sponsored Workshop on "Repetitive Spark Gap Operation" at

Tamarron, C0 on January 17-19, 193.

21 U
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6. Prof. M. Kristiansen served on the advisory committee for

the NATO Advanced Study Institute on "Fast Optical and
* 0

Electrical Oiaqnostic Techniques" in Castelvecchio

Pascoli, Italy, July 1983.

7. Prof. K. Schoenbach organized and Prof. M. Kristiansen

served on the Advisory Committee for the NSF sponsored

US-FRG Workshop on "Externally Controlled Diffuse

Discharges", Bad Honnef, FRG, August 15-18, 1983.

8. Prof. M. Kristiansen served as a Visiting Staff Member

(Collaborator) at Los Alamos National Laboratory and

supervised a Ph.D. thesis project on reoetitive opening

switches conducted by one of their staff members.

q. Prof. M. Kristiansen served as a Consultant to Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory.

10. Prof. M. Kristiansen directed the Foreign Applied

Sciences Assesment Center's study of Soviet Macro-

electronLcs (Pulsed Power).

11. Prof.'s K. Schoenbach and H. Krompholz served as consul-

tants to the AFOSR sponsored proiect (Prof. Gerdin, PI)

on "Opening Switch Research on a Plasma Focus" at the

University of Illinois and Pro-f. Krompholz soent the

period of June 9 - July 2 in residence at the University

of Illinois.

c. Other interactions

Numerous interactions with other universities, industry and

government laboratories were carried out durina the first three

'kB- ,
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contract periods. Our group effectively served as & coordinatior

point for much of the ongoing work in high power gas discharges

for switching applications in the U.S. These interactions are

summarized in the first three annual reports. This effort was

continued during the last contract oeriod and is summarized

below.

1. Professors Schoenbach and Krompholz visited Professor

G. Gerdin at the University of Illinois, U:..-bana, in

February 1983* to consult on his APOSR sponsored

Opening Switch Project (Plasma Focus).

2. Professor Schoenbach visited GTE Laboratories in

Waltham, MA, in April 1983 to discuss a joint program

cn maqnetically controlled low pressure gas discharges

with Dr. J. Proud and Dr. W. Byszewski.

3. Professor !ihoenbach visited Dr. W. Thompson, Director

for International programs in the NSF, in Washington,

D.C. in May 1983 to exchange information on research on

e-beam controlled diffuse discharge opening switches.

4, Prof. Schoenbach visited Dr. B. Guenther at the Army

Research Office, Research Triangle, N.C. in May 1983 to

discuss planned research efforts on the E-Beam con-

trolled openinq switch project at TTU.

5. Prof. Schoenbach visited Prof. Herziqer and Prof.

Pfeiffer at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt,

Germany, to discuss possible interaction in the field

of fast plasmia diagnostics and the exchange of stu-

dents.

* -9,'.')" '. '2- - " ; " = •
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6. Prof. H. Krompholz attended the NATO-Advanced Study

* Institute on "Fast Electrical and Optical Diagnostic

Principles and Techniques" in Castelvecchio Pascoli,

Italy in July 1983. He gave a presentation on "100 ps -

Schlieren diaqnostics of dense plasma".

7. H. Krompholz visited Prof. Herziger at the Institute

for Applied Physics, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt,

FRG to discuss possible interactions in the field of

plasma diagnostics.

8. Prof. Schoenbach served as session chairman at the 4th

IEEE Pulsed Power Conference in Albuquerque, NM, June

1983.

9. Prof. Schoenbach served as session chairman at the NATO

Advanced Study Institute on "Fast Electrical and

Optical Diaqnostic Principles" in Castelvecchio

Pascoli, Italy in July 1983. He also organized a

special session on "Diffuse Discharqe Diagnostics".

10. Prof. Schoenbach visited Mr. I. Vitkovitsky at NRL,

Washington, D.C., in May 1483 to exchanqe information

about research on e-beam controlled diffuse dischrc,9

opening switches.

11. Prof's. H. Krompholz, G. Schao ,r, . .

Schoenbach attended - . .

Conference in "1

% 
- -
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12. Prof's. G. Schaefer, K.H. Schoenbach and P.P. Williams

attended the ARO/AFOSR Workshop on Optical Control of

.. ' Diffuse Discharges, in December 1982 in Eugene, OR.

13. Prof. K.H. Schoenbach attended the Workshop on "Solid

State Switches", in Tamarron, CO in January 1983.

14. Prof's. K.H. Schoenbach and G. Schaefer attended the

Workshop on "Repetitive Spark Gap Operation" in

Tamarron, CO, in January 1983.

15. Prof. G. Schaefer attended the "Conference on Laser and

Electro Optics (CLEO)" in Baltimore in May 1983.

16. Prof. G. Schaefer visited AFOSR in Washington, D.C.

(Contract Monitor Capt. Henry Pugh) and discussed

ongoing research in AFOSR funded projects in May 1983.

17. Prof. G. Schaefer visited NSF in Washington, D.C.

(James Aller - Electrical, Computer, and Systems

Engineering, R. Rostenbach - Engineering Energetics and

W. Thompson, International Programs) in May 1983.

18. Prof. H. Krompholz, M. Kristiansen, L. Hatfield, J.

Marx, F. Williams, G. Schaefer and K.H. Schoenbach

attended the 4th IEEE Pulsed Power Conference in

Albuquerque, NM in June 1983. G. Schaefer and K.H.

Schoenbach acted as Session chairmen. The group

presented a total of 3 invited and 15 contributed

papers.

Ve
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*. 19. Prof's. M. Kristiansen, G. Schaefer and K.H. Schoenbach

attended the US-FRG Joint Seminar on Externally

controlled Diffuse Discharges in Bad Honnef, FRG in

* August, 1983. K.H. Schoenbach acted as seminar

* chairman.

20. Prof. G. Schaefer visited the Institute of Applied

Physics, Technical University of Darmstadt, FRG in

• August 1983. (Professors G. Herziger and W. Seelig).

21. Prof. G. Schaefer visited the Institute for Light

Research, Technical University of Karlsruhe, FRG, in

* Auqust 1983 (Professor H.P. Popp) and discussed

possible cooperation in research on discharqes with

strong attachers.

* 22. Prof. Schaefer attended the XVI International Confer-

ence on Phenomena in Ionized Gases (ICPIG) in Duessel-

dorf, FRG, on August-September 1983.

* 23. Prof. G. Schaefer visited the Air Force Aeronautical

Laboratory (P. Bletzinger and A. Garscadden) in

September 1983 and discussed on-going Air Force

*• sponsored research.

24. Prof. M. Kristiansen visited LLNL in November 1983 and

consultei on pulsed power research problems.

* 25. Graduate stidents G. Jackson and G. Leiker visited the

Center for Research in Surface Science and Submicron

Analysis (CRISS) at Bozeman, MT on April 24, 1983 and

i August 19 1983 to use their surface analysis facili-

ties.

0
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ADVANCED DEGREES AWARDED

1,79-s0

R. Druce "An Experimental and Numerical Investi-
gation of Laser-Plasma Interactions",
'Ph.D. Thesis

N.C. Rarjes "Laser Triggering Through Fiber Optics of
a Low Jitter Spark Gap",
M.S. Thesis

R. Crumbly "Electron Densities in Laser-Triqgered
Spark Gap Discharge"
M.S. Thesis

M.A. Newton "An Investigation of Electron Beam
Initiated Spark Gap Breakdown",
M.S. Thesis

1980-81

Alex K. Auyeung "A Computer Based Data Acquisition System
for Past Pulsed Power Experiments",
M.S. Thesis

S.K. Dhali "Muliphoton Ionization Spectroscopy in
Xe",
M.S. Thesis

George Jackson "Ultraviolet Radiation Damage to
Dielectrics in Spark Gaps",
M.S. Thesis

Kenneth McDonnald "An Electron Beam Triggered Spark Gap",
M.S. Thesis

Yonhua Tzenq "The Effect of Space Charge Induced by an
Electron Beam on Spark Gap Operation",
M.S. Thesis

Kai-Chih Yuan "Ellipsometric Studies of Surface Damage
on Dielectrics",
M.S. Thesis

'Z~ .. ~ .:....'N~ %S. V%. . .~ [%
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1981-82

A. Donaldson "Electrode Erosion Measurements in a High
Energy Spark Gap",

M.S. Thesis

D. Johnson "Multichannel Surface Discharge Switch",
M.S. Thesis

L. Gordon "Material Studies in a High Energy Spark
Gap",
Ph.D. Thesis

H. Dunlap "Electromechanical Pulse Amplifier",
* M.S. Thesis4 i

1982-83

George Jackson "Pulsed Flashover of Solid Dielectrics in
Vacuum and Gases",
Ph.D. Thesis

* Roqer Dougal "Breakdown Processes in Laser Triggered
Swithing,"
Ph.D. Thesis

Richard Ness "A Computer System for the Acquisition
• and Analysis of Snark Gap Breakdown

Voltaqe Data",
M.S. Thesis

George Rutcheson "Design and Construction of a Diffuse
• Discharge Experiment",

M.S. Thesis

Randy Cooper "A Past Preionization Source for Diffuse
Discharges Containing Attachers,"

* M.S. Thesis

*

"4"- ; ' /,%% '- '4' , i.' i-''". "i', ,-' , "'"i' "'"- "' """- "'".'-/'" "'" "."- ' ", ".""-"": -" :%' i "-,'2.'
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SEMINARS

1982-83

Umberto Rossi *Fiber Optics Research at CSELT"
October 11, 1982
Centro Studi e Laboratori
Telecomunicazioni
Turin, Italy

Wolfganq Pfeiffer "Optical Diagnostic Techniques for the
Investigation of Breakdown Development"
October 13, 1982
Institut fur Rochspannunqs und
Messtechnik,
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, FRG

N.K. Jonscher "The Chelsea Dielectric Group - An
Overview"
October 14, 1982
University of London
England

Reuben Shuker "Resonant Optogalvanic Effect"
October 18, 1982
Ben Gurion University
Israel

Ken Whitham "Pulsed Power Engineering for Inertial
Confinement Fusion"
November 3, 1982
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA

J.N. Bardsley "Dissociative Recombination and Its Role
in Ionized Gases"
December q, 1982
University of Pittsburq
Pittsburqh, PA

R.V. Rodqes "Spark Gap Research at Lockheed"
March 4, 1983
Lockheed Research and Development Lab
Palo Alto, CA

4.p
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Gerard Mourou "Picosecond Optoelectronic Switching" ..
March 7, 1983
University of Rochester, NY

Richard C. Powell "Laser Spectroscopy of Nd Laser
Material"St i t
March 29, 1983•Oklahoma State University PiStillwell, Oklahoma

Albert T. Fromhold, Jr "Charge and Mass Transport During Oxide
Barrier Layer Growth on Metals"
April 11, 1983
Auburn University
Auburn, AL

Arthur H. Guenther "Pulsed Laser Induced Damage of Optical
Thin Films"
May 13, 1983
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM

A.V. Phelps "Solutions of the Boltzmann Equation for
Electrons: The Determination of
Electron-Molecule Cross Sections"
September 22, 1983
Joint Institute for Lab. Astrophysics
National Bureau of Standards
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO

David T. Tuma "Modelling and Simulation of Thermal
Plasmas"
September 26, 1983

* Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburqh, PA

William Moeny "Computational Solutions of Electric
Fields in Discharges"

* November 21, 1983
Tetra Corporation
Albuquerque, NM

0•
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Guests of Plasma and Switching Laboratory
October 1, 1982 - September 30, 1983

October 11, 1982

Umberto Rossi Centro Studi E Laboratori
Telecomunicazioni, Turin, Italy

October R, 1982

Wolfgang Pfeiffer Technical University
Darmstadt, FRG

October 13, 1982

Ronald Hodqes Lockheed R&D, Palo Alto, CA
Wolfgang Pfieffer Technical University

Darmstadt, FRG

October 14, 1982

Andrew L. Jonscher Chelsea College, London, UK

October 18, 1982

Reuben Shuker Ben-Gurion University, Israel
Woiciech Byszewski GTE Labs, Waltham, MA

November 3, 1982

Ken Whitham Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory

November 4, 1982

Roqer White Maxwell Labs, San Dieqo, CA
M. Barton Maxwell Labs, San Diego, CA
John Harris Maxwell Labs, San Diego, CA
Jim Crissey Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
Karl Freytaq Lawrence Liver-more Nat'l. Lab, CA
Dave Pehrson Lawrence Livermore Nat'l. Lab, CA
Ken Whitham Lawrence Livermore Nat'l. Lab, CA
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November 22, 1982

James C. Aller National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C.

December 9, 1982

J. Norman Bardsley University of Pittsburg, Ph

February 8, 1983

• W. Pendleton Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
A. Cole Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
R. Reinovsky Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
C. Enloe Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
A. Guenther Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
J. O'Loughlin Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM

February 18, 1983

Major General Office of the Under Secretary
Donald L. Lamberson of Defense

* A.H. Guenther Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
C.J. Head Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
W. Tyler Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
0. Spurlin Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
A. Sobol Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM
D. Seeqmiller Air Force Weapons Laboratory, NM

0

March 3 , 1983 ,.:a

J.F. Riley Lockheed R&D, Palo Alto, CA
R.V. Hodges Lockheed R&D, Palo Alto, CA

March 7, 1983

Gerard Mourou University of Rochester, NY

0
March 24, 1983

A.W. Czanderna Solar Enerqy Research Institute
Denver, CO

.'
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March 29,. 1983

Richard C. Powell O:lahoma State University
Stillwater, OK

April 8, 1983

Billy Brock Sandia National Laboratory A
Jerry Holmes Texas Instruments, Lewisville, TX
Jerry Edmonson Transok, Tulsa, OK
Richard McCaskill Brazos Electrical Power
W.C. Nunnally Los Alamos National Laboratory
Rex E. Phillips Westinghouse Electrical Corp.,
John Ragland Hicks & Ragland Engr. Co., Inc. 9
Louis Stevens IBM, San Jose, CA
J.E. Thompson Univ. of South Carolina
Merle Whatley Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX
William Guion Southwest Research Institute,

San Antonio, TX
Lynn Elliott ELM Company, Houston, TX
Roger K. Owen SPS Co., Amarillo, TX

April 11, 1983

Al Fromhold Auburn University, Alabama

June 13, 1983

Gernot Decker Univ. of Dusseldorf, Germany
Wolfgang Pfeiffer Technical University

Darmstadt, Germany

July 6, 1983

William Streifer Xerox PARC,
Palo Alto, CA 9

August 9, 1983

Chathan Cooke Mass. Inst. of Tech, Cambridqe, MA

September 22, 1983

A.V. Phelps JILA, Bureau of Standards,
University. of Colorado
Boulder, CO

S.
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September 26, 1983

David T. Tuma Carneqie-Mellon University
Pittsburg, PA

October 15, 1983

William Streifer Xerox PARC, Palo Alto, CA
Paul K. Predecki Univ. of Denver, Denver, CO
Rex E. Phillips Westinghous Electrical Corp, Dallas
Billy C. Brock Sandia National Laboratory

• John W. Welch IBM Corp, Austin, TX
W.C. Nunnally Los Alamos National Laboratory
Merle Whatley Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX
H. Ray Kerby IBM, Corp., San Jose, CA
John Raqland Hicks & Ragland Engr., Co, Lubbock
Dick Brooks Central Power & Light, CorpusS

November 29, 1983

William M. Money Tetra Corp, Albuquerque, NM
John D. Jukes Culham Laboratory, UK

STrevor James Culham Laboratory, UK

*December 16, 1983

Anthony K. Hyder Auburn University, Auburn, AL

Tomoo Fujioka Keio Univ., Yokohama, Japan

'
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